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On the right track
for NSA Riverside

The Stereo Club ofSouthern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and seience ofstereo photography. Meetings,
whieh normally inelude 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single or$40/dual

(send to the Membership Director). The 3D News issent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wishing to participate
inClub activities is$20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send tothe Treasurer). Everyone isencouraged tosubmit stereo-related news

items, articles, art work orphoto tips for the 3D News—deadline is the 25th ofthe month (send tothe Editor: steve@berezin.com).



No Meeting July because of NSA Riverside

NSA Riverside Convention in a Nutshell

Fax: 1-909-3697127

Schedule

Trade Fair Saturday and Sunday, visit
your favorite 3D Merchants

When: Thursday July 11th to Sunday
July 14th.

Where:

Holiday Inn RIVERSIDE-
CONVENTION CTR, OA
3400 Market Street

RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
Toll-Free: 8772917519

\i;el: 1-909-7848000

Stereo Workshops Thursday and Friday Room Hopping- Wednesday to Friday,
3D Conversions, photography tips...

Stereo Theatre, Friday, Saturday and
Simday

Many excellent 3d shows projected.

this is where you get the real deals.

More information along with full
schedules and directions, visit:
www.3dgear.com/nsa

Club Banquet moved to August 15.
Due to our club hosting the NSA Convention in Riverside this year, the SCSC's annual Installion and Awards Banquet will be
held on August 15 instead of July. The banquet will be held at our usual location, Taix's Restaurant on Sunset, at 7PM. the
price will be, 25.00 in advance, and 30.00 at the door, if you are interested contact Mitch Walker at 310-459-1030 or
res082f2@verizon.net.

SCSC Meetings are usually the 3rd Thursday of the nfronth at 7:30 at the Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711
South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire, in the downtown area of Los Angeles, there will be no

meeting in July, repeat, no meeting in July....

President's Message

Go Cast...to Riverside

The NSA convention only comes
around this way about once every
14 years. For those who have
never been to one they are a
gathering of every type of 3D en
thusiast, from you avid stereo card
collectors (who started the con
vention many years ago) to the

modern shooter, from the 3D con
version computer literate person
to the bevy of Realist camera
users, it is the heaviest concentra
tion of stereo photography people
in the country.

Ifyou do not want to kick yourself

By Steve Berezin

for the next 5 years for missing it
you should make sure you go for
at least a day or two. It is very en
joyable and will not be this close
again for a long time.

See you at Riverside!

n



C\K Ristorp Zone
Astroll through the

history of stereography
ojlth Kay "3D" Zone

Tony Alderson: The Stereo
Caricaturist

In 1985 a very unique
"self-published" comic ap
peared in Los Angeles.
"Noble crusade or cynical
scam?" asks the cover which

depicts a hapless cartoonist
fleeing a demonic cyclopean
business man whose pockets
overflow with cash. The

comic was 3D Zomoid Illus-

tories, the world's first to be
published "in the miracle of
FREEVISION"andthe

writer/artist was Tony Aider-
son. The story related "The
Nightmare of 3-D Jonestown"
and was a thinly veiled hu
morous expose of the rise and
fall of the 3D Video Corpora
tion which published the 3-D
comic book Battle for a

Three-Dimensional World

which I wrote in 1982.

I first met Tony Aider-
son when I was hired to work

at 3D Video Corporation in
1982 and it was Tony who
converted Jack Kirby's art to
3-D in Battle for a Three Di

mensional World. For two

decades, Tony and I have
since worked intermittently

together on different 3-D pro
jects. And we have main
tained an idiosyncratic dia
logue with each other that in
corporates Tony's uniquely
satirical slant on the vagaries
of stereoscopic business prac
tices.

Tony is the artist re
sponsible for the National
Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) 2002 Convention logo
and he also created the logo
in 1986, the last time the con
vention was held in River

side, California. The new

logo is a gorgeous computer-
generated montage combin
ing the classic Holmes stereo
scope with some Califomia
oranges. The 1986 logo, with
deft line art rendered into 3-

D, combined a Keystone and
a stereoscope which held a
stereoview showing palm
trees, another symbol of
Southern Califomia.

Before leaving 3D
Video Corporation in 1983,
Tony produced the 3-D con
versions for the Jaws 3-D

(Continued on page 6)

A whimsical stereophotograph self-portrait
by Tony Alderson for Christmas 1986



Meli5 and Mdtsis fraim
tlie SCSC ClMDiiai^Q

by Lawrence Kaufman
Theodore Roosevelt detrained in

Riverside and his procession was led
down Victoria Avenue (named for the
great queen by her loving cultural sub
jects 13 years earlier). The Washing
ton rubusta palm on its little traffic is
land at the foot of Victoria Hill is often

called the Roosevelt Palm, because
Roosevelt planted it (originally called
the Victoria Palm for the recently de
ceased queen and namesake of the
era). He spent the night at the historic
Mission Inn (before it was historic and
when it was still called Glenwood), he
arose early and by 7:30 a.m. he was
planting again. This time it was one of
the original Riverside Washington
navel orange trees, removed from the
original site and given to the Riverside
Historical Society. The Society ar
ranged the planting in front of the orig
inal adobe from which the Mission Inn

developed (this tree died in the
1920s). When you visit the Mission
Inn, be sure and check out the Taft
chair, built for President Taft's 1909
visit to Riverside.

The NSA 2002 Riverside committee

appreciates that you have decided to
make the trip and spend some time
enjoying 3-D and stereo photography
with us. We have worked long and
hard to make this a memorable get-
together, convention and trade fair.
We sincerely hope that you have a
pleasant visit to our small town. River
side has a lot of history and we are
happy that you will soon be part of it.

Riverside NSA 2002

Ifyou have not registered, you will
need to register at the door. I have
been bringing the NSA 2002 Give
away item - a 3D viewer with views of
the Riverside area, the SCSC logo
and the NSA 2002 logo to the meet
ings. These turned out great and ev

WELCOME TO NSA 2002, RIVER
SIDE

In 1986, the National Stereoscopic
Association held their twelfth annual

convention in Riverside, California.
SCSC co-hosted this memorable

event. Welcome back to Riverside! A

lot has changed in sixteen years. Ac
tually a lot has changed in the past
twelve months. We all take more time

to consider our choices. Our travel

destinations and travel options are of
more concern to us. We appreciate
our freedoms more; we appreciate our
friends, family and hobbies more. We
have also lost many of our old friends
and stereo-heroes. With this and fu

ture NSA conventions, we plan to
meet and greet many new 3-D friends
and make many new life-long associa
tions.

Riverside has been lovingly pre
served. Many landmarks have made
way for change and are no longer with
us, but many still remain and there is
a lot of history to be seen. Riverside
was founded in 1870 on the site of a

Spanish rancho. In 1873 Luther and
Eliza Tibbets brought two Navel Or
ange trees to Riverside (the navel or
ange originated in Bahia, Brazil as a
genetic accident around 1820). In
Riverside's rich soil and mild climate
the trees flourished and the industry
spread. The 1873 Parent Naval Or
ange tree is still alive and producing
fruit in its miniature park at the south
west corner of Arlington and Magnolia
Avenues. By 1895 Riverside was the
metropolitan center of Southern Cali
fornia and the wealthiest city per
capita in the nation.

Almost a century ago (99 years to be
exact) on May 7,1903, President

ery registrant to the convention will
receive their own. Once again, we
have a limited advertising budget, so
please help get the word out.

You can still purchase Saturday night
NSA Awards Banquet tickets and
Sunday morning NSA President's
Breakfast where a Stereo Raffle is be

ing held. There is also still some room
on the Monday bus trip to Disneyland.
Staffing is still needed for the Conven
tion on-site registration desk. We are
looking for volunteers (attendees, their
spouses, their teenage children). I am
very grateful the Burkes have commit
ted to the on-site hours that they have.

This Year's NSA Speaker

Chris Yewdall, President and CEO of
Dynamic Digital Depth Inc. (DDD) is
this year's Keynote speaker at the
Saturday night Awards banquet. Yew
dall oversees the global operations of
DDD as it brings 3D TV to the mass
market. His strength lies in a unique
blend of marketing and technical
skills, critical to product development
and commercialization. A visionary in
the field of 3D television, he has pre
sented at CES, Digital Hollywood, In
ternet World, JPA's Digital Entertain
ment Box Forum and QuickTime Live.

This year's topic is "Bringing 3D to the
mainstream". For years, 3D has been
an audience favorite, sure to attract
big ratings during television sweeps
weeks and attract a crowd at theme

parks; and of course, stereo enthusi
asts abound, proven by the success
of local stereo clubs and NSA Confer

ences. Now developments in technol
ogy enable 3D TV - without glasses -
for the mass market. Chris Yewdall

explains how advances in 3D content
creation, delivery and display are

(Continued on page 5)



making 3D a reality in everyday life.
Find out how these technologies are
being used today, what the major
emerging market opportunities are, and
how 3D will become part of mainstream
entertainment.

Future Stereo Conventions:

National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) Conventions (http://
www.stereoview.org^onvention.htmi):

28"' NSA Convention, July 10-15, 2002
at the Holiday inn in Riverside, Califor
nia. Contact Mike Averse -

mikjr@aoi.com or Lawrence Kaufman -
kaufman3d@earthiink.net for more info
or questions. Visit the N.S.A. 2002 web
site at: http://www.3dgear.com/NSA/
3D TV USED IN NATIONAL GEO

GRAPHIC EXHIBIT

On April lO"' Dynamic Digital Depth inc.
(DDD) and StereoGraphics Corporation
debuted their partnership, which en
ables underwater video footage of the
Titanic to be shown on 3D TV without
glasses as part of a National Geo
graphic exhibit.

The exhibit will be on display at National
Geographic's museum. Explorers Hall,
in Washington D.C., April 10, 2002
through September 2, 2002. 'icons of
the Sea: The Artistry of Ship Models'
will include 3D footage of the Titanic
when it was found in 1985. The exhibit

features models of 16 vessels, includ
ing battleships, a destroyer, an aircraft
carrier, an ocean liner, a royal yacht
and a whale boat. Hopefully we'll see
something like this in Riverside.

DDD converted the Titanic footage from
2D to 3D, and its TriDefTM 3D playback
system will be used to display the con
tent on StereoGraphics SynthaGram™
monitor. When DDD's content and de
livery technologies are combined with
StereoGraphics glasses-free 3D dis
play, 3D TV becomes viable for main
stream consumer use. They've over
come the barriers to mass-market 3D

that have existed for so long, and now
they're paving the way for 3D TV to be
come a part of everyday life.

The SynthaGram combines a liquid
crystal display panel, lenticular screen
and DDD's TriDef 3D playback sys
tem to enable viewing in 3D without
glasses. DDD is bringing 3D to the
mass-market with its TriDef 3D TV

System, its patented technologies en
able 3D viewing without glasses; sup
ply of 3D content through 2D to 3D
conversion; and 3D transmission over
existing networks. More information is
available at www.ddd.com.

Over the last 20 years, StereoGraph
ics CrystaiEyes shuttering eyewear
and Monitor ZScreen products have
become the de-facto stereo viewing
standard for professionals. The new
SynthaGram Monitor, with its ultra
bright image and wide stereo viewing
angle, is now setting the standard for
stereo viewing systems without
glasses. More information is available
at www.stereographics.com.

Free DOWNLOAD "THREE-

DIMENSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY"

(1953)

The 1953 book "Three-Dimensional

Photography - Principles of Stere-
oscopy" by Herbert C. McKay has
been added to the Stereoscopic Dis
plays and Applications Conference
(SD&A) Virtual Library. The full book
is available as a 17MB pdf file for free
download.

The main topic of "Three-Dimensional
Photography" is stereoscopic photo
graphic technique. Titles of chapters
include: Elementary Stereography,
Stereoscopic Cameras, Stereographic
Technique, Flash in Stereo, Color in
Stereo, Pictorial Stereography, Ap
plied Stereoscopy, Polarized Light Ap
plied to Stereoscopy, Close-up Stere
ography, Trick Work and Hyperstereo.
The book also provides a review of a
wide range of stereoscopic film cam
eras, viewers and projectors available
at the time. The book touches on a

few areas of stereoscopic theory but
intentionally does not go into too much
detail in these areas. The book con

tains a glossary of stereoscopic
terms and is amply illustrated.

This book continues the aim of the

SD&A Virtual Library to make a se
lection of historical stereoscopic
imaging publications easily available
in electronic format.

Wait Disney World's Next 3D Attrac
tion

Mouse Tips, the Unofficial Newslet
ter of Walt Disney World reports that
The Legend of the Lion King attrac
tion has closed forever to make

room for a new attraction "Mickey's
PhilharMagic". This new show will be
a "Next generation 3D attraction"
and scheduled to open sometime in
2003. in addition to Mickey, the film
will feature ail the popular Disney
characters including Donald, Ariel,
Aladdin, Jasmine and Simba, to
name only a few. Once this attrac
tion opens each of the four theme
parks will have their own 3D movie.

The film will be projected on a 150-
foot screen complete with various
special effects similar to those used
in MuppetVision 3-D and it's Tough
to Be a Bug. Disney has a poster up
in front of the attraction, which gives
guests some very subtle clues to its
content.

House of Wax in 3D on DVD?

There is an online petition for the
1953 "House of Wax" movie to be

released on DVD with a 3D version.

Hosted on the web by PetitionOn-
iine.com, the free online petition ser
vice, at:
http://www.PetitionOnline.com/8519/

i think you might agree with what
this petition says. If you can spare a
moment, please take a look, and
consider signing it yourself. The peti
tion is trying to get Warner's to re
lease House of Wax on DVD with

the 3D version as a bonus feature.

Upcoming camera shows



(Continuedfrom page 5)

The Buena Park Camera Expo is
America's Largest Monthiy Camera
Show, with Over 200 tabies of photo
equipment. The show is held at 7530
Orangethorpe (between the 5 and 91
freeways at Beach Boulevard) in
Buena Park. New show hours are
9:30am to 2:30pm, $5 admission with
free parking. For more information
call: (949) 786-8183 or (949) 786-
6644.

Here are the dates for 2002 (subject
to change): July14"", August 18"",
September 15'^ October 20®", Novem
ber 17®" and December 15®". Check
their website: wvw.cameraexpo.com
or email them at: camera-

expo@yahoo.com.

Bargain Camera Shows

The Pasadena Camera Show is held
at the Pasadena Elks Lodge, 400 W
Colorado Blvd., 134 Freeway to Or
ange Grove S. 10am - 3pm. It is often
held on the 2nd Sunday of the month.
Call for dates. For more information

about this and other 'Bargain Camera
shows' contact Anton, Bargain Cam
era shows, PO Box 5352, Santa Mon
ica 90409, (310) 578-7446.

Upcoming Stereo Exhibitions

Ifyou are not a Photographic Society
of America (PSA) member, you
should really think about joining. Visit
the PSA website at: http://www.psa-
photo.org. PSA approved means that
those acceptances earned in these
exhibitions count towards PSA Star

ratings and the PSA
Stereo Who's Who list (for PSA mem
bers).

The PSA Stereo Division's website:

http://members.aol.com/psastereo
has a number of current Exhibition

entry forms. Closing dates and con
tacts for upcoming PSA Stereo Exhibi
tions:

PSA Int'l Exh. Of Photography. For
mats: Stereo Slides and Stereo Cards

(among others, see below for Stereo
Electronic imaging - EID). Closing
date: July 27®". Slidesand cards -
Mark Dottle, 424 Friel Road, Baden,
PA 15005 email:

markaren@webtv.net Entry info in the
March PSA Journal. North America

$7, Oversees $10.

PSA Stereo Electronic image Exhibi
tion. Format: EiD. Closing date: July
27®". David Thayer, 44 Mill Road, Ip
swich MA 01938, email: dav-
ethayer@attbi.com Fees: U.S. $5.00,
Others $6.00

TDS 39®" Int'l Exhibition of Colour
Photography. Formats: (almost) All
forms of stereo image accepted (no
cards). Closing date: August 3"^, 2002.
US agent Larry Moor, 3169 Bolero
Way, Atlanta, GA 30341-5762. North
America $8, Overseas $8. UK $4.

47®" PSA Traveling Stereo Exhibition,
2002-2003. Format: Slides. Closing
date: August 7, 2002. David W.
Kesner, 12567 West DeMeyer Street,
Boise, ID 83713-1409, USA, email:
drdave@dddphotography.com. http://
www.dddphotography.com/psatravel
Fees: $6.00 US/Canada $8.00 all oth
ers

Seventh View-Master Int'l Stereo Se

quence Exhibition. Format: View-
Master reels. Closing date: Septem
ber 9, 2002. Mitchell Walker, 15480
Antioch St. #302, Pacific Palisades,
CA 90272, email:
res082f2@verizon .net

9'® DGS Int'l Stereo-Exhibition Ham
burg 2002. Formats: Stereo Slides.
Closing date: September 14, 2002.
Peter/Angeiika Schnehagen, llkstraat
36, D-22399 Hamburg, Germany,
email: peter@schnehagen.de Fees:
Euro 9,00 Within Europe, $11 US
(cash payment would be appreciated).

39®" Detroit int'l Salon ofPhotography.
Formats: ? Closing date: September
16^ 2002. Andrew M. Sims, 18075
Oak Drive, Detroit, Ml 48221, email:

(Continued on page 8)

(Continuedfrom page 3)

trading and gum cards that
Topps produced. He wrote an
interesting "3-D bible" for the
artists at Topps and it contains
some interesting observations
about stereoscopic fundamen
tals. "In the 3-D conversion

process," Tony writes, "I take
the drawing you supply me as
the left image. I then simulate
the right image by cutting
apart copies of the drawing
and reassembling them with
the proper displacements to
create retinal disparities when
viewed."

Tony always writes
about stereoscopy with great
clarity. Though it was acutely
humorous, 3-D Jonestown in
cluded tutorials on both paral
lel and cross-eyed freevision.
It even included a Random Dot

Stereogram (RDS) as part of
the tutorials which were

clearly illustrated with funny
but highly illustrative cartoons.
I had been caricatured by Tony
in the pages of the Battle 3-D
comic book but he most often,
and quite deftly, satirizes him
self.

After leaving 3D Video
Corporation in 1983, Tony be
gan working in motion pic
tures creating special effects
for films like Metalstorm 3-D

(Continued on page 7)



(Continuedfrom page 6)

for which he did stereo

scopic rotoscoping. At the
same time he served as

President of the Stereo

Club of Southern Califor

nia from 1984 to 1985 and

its Program Director in
1986-87. At this time

Tony produced the very
first anaglyph cover for the
SCSC 3D News. It fea

tured a self-caricature and

a joke about the "stereo"
window.

Over the years Tony
has produced 3-D conver
sions for such comics as

Sheena 3-D, Spirit Classics
in 3-D, The Rocketeer,
Spacehawk 3-D and Drac-
ula 3-D. 3-Dementia

c

Comics, published in 1987,
reprinted his 3-D Jonestown
story in both freevision and
anaglyph. Tony also pro
duced great computer-
generated anaglyph movie
"fly-throughs" ofYosemite
and Venus for a 3-D CD-

ROM project as well as some
great Star Wars photo 3-D
conversions. He has also pe
riodically grappled with the
impossibility of making func
tional anaglj^hs on NTSC
composite TV which is used
for VHS and broadcast televi

sion.

While doing all this
and working on many film
and TV projects, Tony has
also produced numerous arti
cles on stereography for dif-

c

Tony Alderson caricatures himself making a 3-D conversion
in "3-D Jonestown" for Zomoid lllustories, in freevision.

ferent publications such as
Stereoscopy, the March 1993
issue of which includes his

essay "An Introduction to 3-
D Computing." He also re
cently won an Emmy for his
special effects on "Dune"
which premiered on the Sci-
Fi cable channel in December

2001.

Though he has many
stereographic accomplish
ments, I always think of Tony
Alderson as a stereo carica

turist, poking devastating hu
mor into the highly competi
tive world of 3-D business.

Like he writes in 3-D Jon

estown, "the story in this
comic is mostly 'true.' Only
the names, places, events and
personalities have been
changed to protect the AU
THOR."

Explore
the World

of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,

in

Only $26 a year
from

fWIONAL
STEREOSCOPIC
ASSOOATION

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286
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andywims@yahoo.com. Fees; North
America $7. Overseas $8.

PSA Stereo Division 10"^ Nonstar Indi
vidual Competition. Format: Most(a
variety). Closing date: October 15,
2002. James Roy, FPSA, 2902 Pey
ton Randolph Dr., #202, Falls Church,
VA 22044. email: jimroy@juno.com.

"T6e Mast-tair
President

Steve Berezin (949) 215-1554
E-mail: 3d@berezln.com

Vice President
PhilipSfeinman (310) 826-9038
E-mail: philipsteinman@earthlink.net
Secretary

James Comstock (714)535-5067
jchiho@earthlink.net

Treasurer/Membership
David Kuntz (310) 377-5393
28409 Quailhill Dr. FAX: (310) 377-4362
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
E-mail:davidkuntz@cox.net

Banquets/Social
Mitchell Walker (310) 459-1030
E-mail: res082f2@verizon.net
Competitions

Kathy Day (310) 514-1049
PhilipSteinman (310) 826-9038
House Director and Workshops
Oliver Dean (310) 635-2400
E-mail: 3d-image@concentric.net

Librarian

Lawrence Kaufman (909) 736-8918
E-mail; kaufman3d@earthlink.net

Hospitality
Bob Phillips (310)477-5389
unclebopp@aol.com

Technical Advisor
David Starkman (310) 837 2368
Reel3D@aol.com

Card Board Member
David Thompson (714)671-1403
DLT4WD3D@aol.com
Programs
Ray Zone (323) 662-3831
E-mail: r3dzone@earthlink.net
Movie Division
John Hart (818) 437-2523
Movies3d@aoi.com

3D News Staff

Interim Editor

Steve Berezin

Labels and Subscriptions
David Kuntz, Kathy Day
Contributing Editors
Ray Zone, Lawrence Kaufrnan

Fees - ?. Open to stereographers who
have not qualified for a star, accep
tances do not count towards a star.
Great for beginners .

44"' Hollywood Int'l Stereo Slide Exhibition
(not PSA sanctioned). Format: Stereo
Slides. Mitch Walker, CA. email:
res082f2@veri2on.net
Fees: ?

4'̂ Hollywood Int'l Stereo CardExhibi-
tion. Format: Stereo Cards. January
2003

Quote - A single frame of film con
tains over 12-million pixels of infor
mation, and the full range of human
emotion - KODAK

I'll see you in Riverside!

Visit ouf club website gt
bttp://bome.e3rtblink.net/
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From the Stereo Club of Southern California
Volume XLVII #8 August 2002

NSA Wrap-up!
Banquet on August 15th

Detailson next page,

Inside:

SCSC Hosts

NSA 2002

Convention

by Ray Zone

NSA 2002-

RIVERSIDE
by Lawrence Kaufman

Notes and Photos from

an NSA Newbie
by Rommel Jamias

PRESIDENT'S

MESSAGE

by Steve Berezin

Mitch s Sketchbook

As

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography. Meetings,
which normally include 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single or $40/dual

(send to the Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wishing to participate
in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are S25 (send to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news

items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D News—deadline is the 25th of the month (send to the Editor: steve@berezin.com).



Next Meeting

Club Banquet, August 15.
Stereo Club of Southern California

2002 Awards and installation Banquet
Thursday, August 15, 2002 7:30 P.M.
Taix's French Restaurant, 1911 Sunset
Blvd., L.A.
One block east of Alvarado on Sunset,
Free Parking Next to the Restaurant.
Menu: Beef, Chicken or Vegetarian
Pasta

Includes soup, salad, fresh rolls, vegeta
bles, potato or rice
& Ice Cream with chocolate sauce.

$25.00

Door Prizes, Slides Programs. Contact
Mitch at:

Upcoming Meetings

September 19th, First Club Competition,
ISCC Traveling show.

October 17th, Club Auction

November 21st, 2nd Club Competition, Member
show

SCSC Meetings are usually the 3rd Thursday of the month at 7:30 at the Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711
South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire, in the downtown area of Los Angeles, however, the

August meeting will be at Taix's Restaurant See above).

President's Message

NSn 2002 Convention at Riverside a smashing success

This Issue is totally about the re
cent NSA convention we recently
had In Riverside. This occurrence
which happens every 15 years (or
thereabouts) was hosted by our
club which was greatly repre
sented by Lawrence Kaufman and
his staff.

Next meeting will be the banquet
which I will be handing over the
reins of command to my able vice
president Philip Stelnman who will
be taking over this column.
Please join me In welcoming Philip
In as president and enjoying a de
licious meal at Taix's Restaurant
(see above for more details).

By Steve Berezin

It has been a fun 2 years (which Is
the club limit for serving as presi
dent). I have also recently taken
over maintaining the club website
from Marvin Jones and hope to
find someone to take over editing
this newsletter! Any volunteers?



C])e T^istorp Zone Astroll Ibrough the
history of stereography

tulth Ray "3D" Zone

SCSC Hosts NSA 2002 Convention

By Ray Zone

The Stereo Club of Southern

California (SCSC)recently hosted the
National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) 2002 Convention in Riverside
and through the efforts of SCSC
members, and others, the gathering
turned out to be a great success. Un
der the tireless leadership of former
SCSC President Lawrence Kaufman

as Chairman, and Mike Aversa, who
served as Co-chair, a large arrayof
stereoworkshops, programs, banquets
and a stereo tradefair went off with
out a hitch.

The last time the SCSC

hosted a NSA Convention was in
1986 in Riverside on the campus of
University of California at Riverside
(UCR). The stereoscopic logofor the
1986conventionwas created by for
mer SCSC President Tony Alderson.
It was a naturalchoice to have Tony
create the new logo for the NSA 2002
Convention. The 1986 logo was
drawnin stereocompletely by hand
and the 2002 image was created en
tirely on the computer. Tony also
presented a stereo slide programon
Friday during the 2002 Stereo Theater
with an overview of his work in stere-
oscopy.

The 2002 Convention began
on Thursday July 11 with daylong
workshops organizedby in-coming
SCSC President Philip Steinman.
The diverseseries of workshops cov
ered 3D doodling, making stereo
cards, digital 3D, anaglyphs, the inter
net, camera case stitching, viewmas-
ter and the use of Adobe Photoshopto
create stereo images.

Former SCSC President

Mitchell Walker did a great job as
Chairman of the Stereo Theatre with

programs taking place Friday and Sat
urday, July 12 and 13*. Mitchell as
sembled a sterling lineup of many
great 3D slide shows with major con
tributions coming from SCSC mem

:
SCSC member James Comstock presented two 3D

slide shows and won an NSA Award.

bers. SCSC member Abe Perlstein

presented a show titled "U R There
3D" with "an eclectic blend of surreal

stereo images" including nudes, wild-
flowers and architectural studies.

Yours truly presented a brief
program on Los Angeles in 3D along

(Continued on page 6)

I

SCSC memberDavid Thompson served as
Chairman ofthe NSA Stereocard Exhibition.



tl]6 SCSC CbHiQiJise
by Lawrence Kaufman

You, "1 Want to express the thanks of the

NAA E'oard ofPirectors for thesuperb
job you andyourcommittee did on organiz
ingand running the Riverside Convention".

1have to say that Cassie and I really en-

Joyed ourselves. It Wasa great satisfac
tion seeing everyone enjoying themselves,

getting the rare chance to meet and greet
so many stereo lovers and Watching so

many people get the chance to see 3P in

all it's glory, done so WelL l\/|any of our
committee members felt the same Way.

The Work for me Was truly a labor of loVe.

The official report and figures Were not

ready by publication time. &ut the conven

tion Was successful In eVery Way. The

Trade pair's eighty-eight tables Were full

of a Vast assortment of Wondrous items.

l?Ver QiOO individuals attended the con

vention. This figure Was down from the

official count of 889 at last years Buf

falo get-together, which is said to haVe

been the largest attendance. N/jany feel
the September llth tragedies cut doWn on

the amount of travel that individuals are

doing. The WorkshopsWere Well pre

sented, the slide shoWs Very Well done,

the NIAA Apotlight Auction Was success
ful andthe exhibitsWere truly outstanding.

Once more, I Would like to thank everyone

that helped, ACAC should be Very grate
ful that these folks Volunteered so much

of their free time and effort:

Lawrence klaufman - Chairman
K/|ike Aversa - Co-Chairman

Aally Aversa - <?n-site registration

<?uentin 8 Lllen &urke- Registrars/
Treasurers

Cassie klaufman - Assistant Treasurer

Nl6A Z002 - R.I\/LR6IPL

The NA)A 2002 - R.i\/ersidfi cenVeniien is
new enefer the histery beeks. NIAiA presi
dent h/\ar/ Ann ^eLL caLLed it the best
ever NIAiA cenVentien. iPne thing fersure
is that it Was the Lengest cenVentien so

far. Rjegistratien and reem hepping began
en Tuesday. The registration Was origi

nally planned for the individuals who Would

be going on the W/ednesday bustour. The
bus tour Was cancelled due to lack of

enough sign ups. but the feeling Wasthe

Tuesday registration Would allow individu

als whom where already in Riverside a

chance to plan out their activities. IV|any
dealers who hosted room hopping at the
jJoliday Inn said that Tuesday Was a Very
good day for them.

dfaryAchacker of Aan Piego Wrote on the

Photo 3P e-mail list, "I Want to add my

congratulations to Lawrence klaufman and
all those who helped organize the big get-

together. This Was my 12th NAAconven
tion and it Willadd Wonderful memories to

those I already havefrom previous years.
Lach succeeding one of these that you go
to is improved by the fact that you have

more people that you know from earlier

years to see there. After a few years, you

feel like you know almost everyone. It's

like a big family reunion, all grounded by
the loVe of SP". I have to agreewith dfary,
I talked with manyfirst-time attendees

and many are already looking forward to
next year's convention in Aouth Carolina.

E>ill Waltonsent the NAA board's Thank

and Very special individual who helped the

chairman keep his sanity (what little Is
Lft)

tvlitch A/alker - Atereo Theater Chairman
Charley Van Pelt - Trade pair Chairman
Philip Atelnman - Workshop Chairman
PaVid 8 LindaThompson - Exhibit Chair

persons and gracious hosts for most con

vention planning meetings

Chuck Reinke - Publicity

Ron Labbe - Llectronic Atereo Theatre

8 generous supporter/supplier for many

events

PaVe Wheeler, &obWilson and &ob Pun-
can - NIAA Apotllght Auction
AteVe 3erezin - Convention Webmaster

Tony Alderson - Logo Creation

Cfary Achacker - por the Welcome to
Riverside Photography and equipment loan

Jon Cfolden - supplier of R3T mounts for
the HAA shows 8 help with "sound" ad
vise for the Atereo Theater

Owen "Wes" Western - Pive In Theatre
Pirector

John Jerit/Amerlcan Paper ^?ptics Was

Very generous again this year With their

donation of 3P glasses and creation of

logo souvenirs

Pynamic Pigital Pepth, Inc. loaned a

PN/jlPRP A-Video Pemultlplexer
klleiser-Walczak Construction Company
supplied copies of 3P Videos.

NAA 2002 Welcome

To help highlight some of the events that

took place, here is some of what I covered

in my weLome address to the convention

attendees:

(Continued on page 5)



"^e\jcomeio the 28th annual N6A c^^nVen-
ti^7n and Trade fa\r ANPWelcome back t<?
Riverside. A LT has changed in the past i6
years - Certainly a L?t has changed in the

past i2 m<?nths. \Ve ni?W take md're time io

Ci7nsider ^ur ch^^ices. Our travel destinatiiyns

and travel ^jptifns are ff m^re concern io us.

W/e appreciate fur freed^7ms. friends and
h^7bbies m^'re.

On a personal n^^te, it has been a Very busy
year fi^r me. h/jy day \o\) saw ^7ne the mi7st

demanding and diverse years cf my 30-year

career. Last fall Cassie; my wife and I fi?und

(7urselves en ene ^f the first airplanes back

in the air after the Aieptember iith tragedies.
We Were flexing eur freedom, flying halfway
ar^jund the gLbe ie where We enjeyed a
Week 3P in Ciydney Australia at the l.f)U

C<?ngress. Wereturned io experience the
j<?y i7f the birth our first grands^^n. C>ince
then I haVe been whiling aWay my days i^ff
andVacati(?n time Wi^rking with a great gr^^up
of dedicated Vi'lunteers getting Riverside

ready for your visit. I hi?pe that you are en
joying y^7urself Si7 far. We truly hi7pe NC>A
2.002. Riverside is an enj<7yable and mem^?-

rable time fi^r y^^u. I foo apo[.og\ze for the

unfi!7reseen pr^jblems at the iJ^liday Inn.

NCiA c^7nVenti^7ns are run by a small gri'up
of V^^lunteers. Y '̂u foo can join this elite

gr^pup by helping oui (as many already haVe)

anywhere y^^u see an opporfuniiy. I W«7uld

like fo say I am indebtedfo each and eVery
individualwh(7 has V^ilunteered their time and

efforfs 50 that you will have a great visit.

This past year Wehave L?st many of our old

friends andstere^J-her^pes. K/jy h^^pe is With
this andfuture NCiA ci^nVenti^^ns, We all Will
meet many new 3P friends and make many

new life-Lng assfciati^jns.

The Niatii'nal ijtere '̂sc '̂pic Ass '̂ciatii^n is a
non-profif group-, it depends on yoursupport
and cfntributi^7ns to Ci^ntinue. If y^^u are not

a member, Istr^^nglyurge you to j^^in.

N/fembership is With<7ut a deubt the best
bargain onthis planet, j^or d>26.00 you
receir^e a six issue subscripti^^n to the

totereoWoriA magazine, which is Well
w^^rth m^7re than 4>26.PP byitself."

2PP3(P) Calendar

Pale\\/alsh (emait dwabhi^p^?-
b^^x.mcgilLca) (I am a bigfan of his great
sterei? phi^tt^grapher) has published a 3P
calendar and it is aVailabb thriiugh i7ur
^7Wn CiteVe 3erezin. JJere is Pale's answer

to many questions he has received ab^jut

his cabndan

1) Yes it is a 2003 cabndar, so it will be

g^?^7d fi?r all of next year!

2) N^7, it Was n^^t printed by myself at
hi?me using my E.ps(?n printer. It Was

printed commercially by a large Ivjontreal
printer, Intra fv^edia Inc., on klalima IP point
paper using a recto-Verso, litho offset A
color process at 2A00 dots per inch
(PPI) with a linescreen of \/3 (LPI)
lines per inch. The printingon the Verso is

in grayscab only.

3) The dates and locations of next years

NIC>A, PCiA and I.3U Conventions are
clearly marked in 2 different places. Pab
\\/abh's Website - http//welcome.to/so-
lidillusions

IV|ore for the 3P compbtests:

On your grocer's cerealaisb shelf - iAel-
bgg's/Pisney/Pizar &uzz E>bsts Natu
rally Ciweetened t/[utt!\-Cfra\n Cereal w/
brge "3-P Cfbsses Inside!" bgo andone
pair ofTeam Lightyear Cifamma-Vision 3-P
ChromaPepth gbsses inthe box. Use

them to help &uzz save the Universe.

Isn't 3P a Wonderful tool for everything

from art to saving the uniVerseP

Pimensions Three

The new issue of Pimensions Three, the

PCiA stereo division newsletter is aVail

abb for free doWnbad at; http//
home.attbi.eom/~ psastereo/
PC)A52.PPf. Check it out for some

great neWs and history of the Pi)A

stereo division.

Upcoming camera shoWs

The 3uena Park Camera Lxpo is Amer

ica's Largest MonthlyCamera C)hoW,
with Pver 200 tables of photo equip
ment.The show is held at 753P Or-

angethorpe (between the 5 and 91 free-

Ways at 3each &oubvard) in 3uena

Park New show hours are 9:2>Pam to
2:3Ppm, 4>5 admission with free parking,
for more information call- (9^9) ZS6-
8i83 or (9-49) ySSSSAA. JJere are
the dates for 2002 (subject to change):

August 18th, Cieptember i5th, (October

2Pth, November i/th and Pecember
i5th. Check their Website;

vVWW.cameraexpo.com or email them at

cameraexpo@yahoo.com.

-tVe make ourseLves rich by
making our Wanks few" - IJE.HR. Y
paVip tUpreau
I'll see you at the meeting.

Explore
the World

of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Pment,

in

OnlyS26 a year
from

NATtONAl..
STHEOSCOHC

•jASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286



(Continuedfrom page 3)

with a show of Hollywood 3Dphotos
by the late Marjorie Webster, former
SCSC hospitality hostess. Adult movie
documentarian and SCSC member
Mark Kemes presented his famous late
night program with this edition titled
"Lesbians, Thespians, Hookers,
Hoofers and other Cinematic Delights."

Incoming SCSC Vice-President
James Comstock astounded the stereo

onlookers with two programs in the
Stereo Theatre. The first was his show

on the "Orchid and Other Floral Won

ders" and the second was a Saturday
presentationof "10 Years of Buming
Man." James won an NSA Award as

"Best First-Time Presenter" for his fine
work with these two programs.

SCSCmemberLynn Wyatt
also wonan NSAaward for his pro
gram "Shooting Stars." Former SCSC
PresidentChristopher Olsondelighted
the crowdwith his program"California
Dreaming," with images and icons of
California. SCSC stalwart Scott
Ressler enchanted the audience with

"Cinema Stereo: A Backstage Glimpse
at Hollywood," a behind-the-scenes
look at movies from 1996 to the pre
sent.

The youngest attendee at NSA2002falls
asleep wearing custom-made 3D glasses.

Saturday and Sunday the an
abundant Stereo Trade Fair took

place. SCSC member and Viewmas-
ter expert Charley Van Pelt served
as the Trade Fair Manager. Awards
were handed out at the Saturday
night Banquet and the Keynote
Speaker was Chris Yewdall, CEO of
the Digital Dynamic Depth com
pany, who spoke on "Bringing 3D to
the Mainstream" and presented in
triguing moving stereoscopic images
of digital 3D conversions. 3D News
subscriber Ron Labbe was Director

NSA 2002 Convention Chairman Lawrence Kaufman
relaxes at theSSA Friday NiteSupper with wife Cassie.

of the Electronic Theatre which pre
sented 3D videos on Thursday and
Sunday of the Convention. SCSC
member A1 Razutis's 3D video piece
"Meditations" was shown at the Elec

tronic Theatre and was very well re
ceived.

SCSC member and expert
stereoview card maker David Thomp
son, with his wife Linda, served as
Chairman of the NSA Stereocard Ex

hibition which presented many fine
stereoviews in the classic Holmes for

mat. SCSC President Steve Berezin

has maintained a Convention website

for many months serving as NSA
2002 Webmaster.

Upholding a tradition which
began at the Mesa, Arizona NSA
2000 Convention a 3-D dive-in was

held Saturday night around the pool
of the Holiday Irm Motel. Assembled
spectators, many of them in the pool,
watched Pete Smith's short film

"Three Dimension Murder," forwards
and backwards, wearing anaglyph
glasses donated to the Convention by
the American Paper Optics company,
who had a display at the Trade Fair.

Congratulations to Lawrence
Kaufman and all the SCSC members

who contributed to making the NSA
2002 Convention such a stereoscopic
success.



Notes from a newbie, Photos and Reflections on My First NSA Convention by Rommel Jamios

It has been manylongmonths filled withanticipation since
I first learnedabout the National Stereoscopic Association.
As a recentnewcomer to stereoscopy, the thought of being
surrounded by hoards of 3D gear, collectibles, and
stereoscopy enthusiasts was thrilling. The 2002 NSA
Convention at Riverside, CA. was my first, and I was not
disappointed. It was a great opportunityto share technical
know-how, meet friendly like-minded folks, BUY lots of gear
and collectibles, and watchsomeof the cooleststereoscopic
presentations I'd ever seen.

I had read about the Room-hopping ritual and was eager to
see loads of3D stuff spread out all over the rooms. What a
smorgasbord ofgoodies! I barely made it through the day
with my checkbookintact. The Holiday Inn Select was like a
3D Treasure Island, with every open door welcomingyou to a
cache of stereoscopic gold. After the second floor, I
learned my first lesson as an NSA newbie: "Bring a Canvas
Bag to Roomhopping". It makescarrying all the goodies
easier.

The workshops presented valuable information and a chance to
interact with very knowledgeable stereoscopists. Because of
the overlappingschedules, it was difficult having to decide
between attending an awesome slide showor learning some
cool techniquesI could really use. Thankfully, an NSA
regularassuredme that someslide shows wouldbe repeated.
With so much happening, and so many people to meet,
decisions had to be made. I chose to make connections, far
more rewardingand important to me in this early part of my
stereo career (hardly a career, at that!).

The Electronic Stereo Theater really grabbed my attention.
Seeing long-form 3D productions is still rare for me, so
watching a whole collection of them presented one after
anotherwas a big treat. As a first-timer, the quality
lookedvery good and I wanted to see moreexamples by the
evening's end. Digital is Great!

The 3D Pool Party was a great idea. Some technicalproblems
~^timdered a longer presentation,but I enjoyed the event
regardless.-Itwas_another opportunity to meet morepeople,
share more ideas, and to takemore photos! - always my
favorite part.

The Trade Showjust blew my mind. Where Do I Start? Am I
Missing All The Good Stuff? Can I Find This Cheaper At
Another Table? Do I Really Want To Blow A Paycheck On
This Viewer??!! Decisions, Decisions. The Trade Show floor
can be a cruel torture chamber, indeed. Here I learned some
more lessons: "Shop around", and "Grab That Bargain". It's
tricky when both lessons apply to the same item! Finally, sense
kicked in and I had to face the most important lesson of
all: "That'sAll You Can Afford". I had to settle for making
a long list of 'ones that got away'. So until next time around.

whenthis newbiewill not be a newbie anjmiore, I'll be saving for
that way kewl viewer(are you reading this,HarryK.?).

I captured these images using two Brio D-lOO digital camerascou
pled together. I usea slidebar andvertical mounts from Jasper
Engineering for my digital twin rig. (More Photos on the Next
page).

!i|
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MORE NSA PHOTOS BY ROMMEL JAMIAS
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The Stereo Club of Southern Californiawas founded in 1955to promote the art, enjoymentand science of stereo photography. Meetings
which normally include 3Dslide projections, are held monthly. Visitors arealways welcome. Annual dues areS30/single or$40/dual
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inClub activities isS20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news

items, articles, art work orphoto tips for the 3D News—deadline isthe 25th ofthe month (send tothe Editor: steve@berezin.com).



Competitions Report by Philip
Steinman

2002 Slide ofthe Year and Cumula

tive Points Competition
The Slide ofthe Pear judging

was held at the 2002 National Stereo

scopic Association Convention on
July 11. Two of the judges were
Workshop Presenters at NSA. David
Lee presented Using Photoshop to
Make Stereo Images and Bill Lee p®
sented Seeing the Fine Art Image.
NSA Stereo projectionist (an award
winning 3D photographer as well)
Gary Greenspoon from Victoria B.C.,
Canada, was the 3"" judge. The judg
ing was held in the Workshop ball
room with a small audience present
and privy to the in depth discussions
the judges held over the 56 images to

choose from. The judges were very
excited by the quality of our images
and got into heated debates, espe
cially over choosing the winners
from the 10-15 final images. Alas,
here are their selections:

Best Use ofStereo Effect for the
slide that uniquely puts us in a 3 di
mensional world

2002 Best Stereo Effect
Christopher Olson
Mercy
Best Landscape for the slide that
portrays the wonders of nature
around the world

2002 Best Landscape
Robin Burks

Ghost

All Creatures Great and Small

Award for the best use of people or
animals in a slide

Photograph: Judges L-RDavid Leeholdinghis famous Large-Format Viewer, Bill Leeholdinghis own
stereocard, and Gary Greenspoon holding an antique stereoviewer.

2002 All Creatures Great & Small

Sean Isroelit ^
Fit

Rookie ofthe Year for the person ex
hibiting outstanding talent and
tremendous potential in the art of
stereo photography
2002 Most Promising New Member
Sean Isroelit

THE SLIDE OF THE YEAR: this is

the clubs most prestigious annual >
awardfor a single stereo image. It is "

(Continued on page 8)

C^dJOB^ :
Upcoming Meetings

September 19th, First Club Com
petition, ISCC Traveling show.

October 17th, Club Auction

November 21st, 2nd Club Compe
tition, Member show

SCSC Meetings are usually the 3rd
Thursday of the month at 7:30 at the

Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711

South Plymouth Boulevard, near Cren-
shaw and Wilshire, in the downtown

area of Los Angeles.

Edifor*s Message

I am overjoyed to announce that
Ray "3D" Zone has agreed to be
come the new editor ot the 3D

News. Those of you in the club
know that Ray is probably the
most literate, prolific scribe ot 3D
goings-on and history. The long
time author of out "Into the History
Zone" and numerous SSA and

Ray Zone New Editor!!!!

NSA publications along with a reg
ular column in American Cine

matography magazine.

Ray is also a regular contributor to
the LA Times and members will

note that he recently published a
review of Space Station 3D in the
review section of the times.

By Steve Berezin

It's been a fun year writing the
newsletter.

This will allow me to spend more
time on the SCSC website which

is at www.3dgear.com/3d.



Cl)e T^istorp Zone AStroll through the
history of stereography

(Pith Roy "3D" Zone

One ofSCSC's Finest

By Ray Zone
In my coverage of the NSA 2002

Convention for the last issue of 3D News

I neglected to mention an SCSC member
who is one the world's top stereographers.
I'm speaking about Robert Bloomberg, of
course, who has made significant contri
butions of time and artistry to the National
Stereoscopic Association, includingserv-
ing as Chairman of the Stereo Theatre for
the NSA 2000 Convention in Mesa, Ari
zona.

For a recent issue of the NSA

publication Stereo World (Volume 28,
Number 1) Robert wrote a very interest
ing article titled "Hyper Active; Shooting

Author/stereoqrapher Bioomktergand cameras in the very open door of the "hyper active"
f nstmm 280-C.

shooting hypers from a helicopter."
Robert's hyper stereo pho-

San Francisco in 3-D From a Helicopter." tographs were shot from an Engstrom
He was hired by San Francisco Imaging
Services, Inc. to produce the stereopho-
tography for a series of postcards printed
with the StereoJet process. "I've shothy-
per stereos out of many a scratched jet

expertise at stereo as well as his fearless
ness aloft.

At the NSA 2002 Convention in

280-C helicopter, "the size of a Volkswa- Riverside, Robert won the award for Best
gen bug, hovering 150 feet above the Bay, Stereo Slide Program with a knock-out
hanging out of a hole where the door presentation titled "The Lost Temples of
should have been." His dramatic 3-D Angkor." Here is Bob's description of the
photographs of the Golden Gate Bridge, show:

window and even a few small planes,"
wrote Bob, "but this was my first time

the Transamerica Building, Alcatraz and
Coit Tower are ample evidence of Bob's

"A thousand years ago the great
Khmer civilization arose in the jungles of
Cambodia and eventually dominated all of
Southeast Asia. The magnificentarchitec-
ture and exquisite sculpture of its temples
illustrate the myths, religions and history
of this remarkable culture. Affer years of
terror under the Khmer Rouge followed
by war and instability, Angkor is again
open to foreign visitors. Now a World
Heritage site, the ruins include Angkor
Wat, the largest religious structure in the
world." Bob Bloomberg also composed
and performed the original music for the
show which was projected in the 2x2
format.

Robert has been an SCSC mem

ber for many years and he is a friend and
associate of many stereographersworld
wide. He recently sent down this remark
able stereophotograph of the Mission Inn
in Riverside, where many NSA 2002 Con
vention attendees stayed. The Stereo Club
of Southern California is pleased and very
honored to count Robert Bloomberg as
one of its members.

m
Bloomberg view of the staircase at the Mission Inn Hotel



NeUi and Kicites fr3iv)
tlie SCSC CljiBriaJiss

by Lawrence Kaufman
for Apple QuickTime, which allows 3D
movies to be viewed over the Internet;
and early this year, the company went the
public route delisting from the Canadian
Venture Exchange and commencedtrad
ing on the UK's Alternative Investment
Market.

DDD's developments in technology now
enable autostereoscopic TV, bringing 3D
to the mass-market with its trademarked

TriDef3D TV System. Its patented tech
nologies enable 3D viewing without
glasses. The long list of places he has
made presentations now includes NSA.

Dynamic Digital Depth

It was truly my pleasure to introduce the
NSA 2002 - Riverside Keynote Speaker. I
have known of Chris Yewdall for many
years. Chris is the President and CEO of
Dynamic Digital Depth, Inc, also known
as DDD.

Always intrigued by 3D related compa
nies -1 have watched DDD from its

founding in Australia in 1993, evolve
through research and development to
commercialization of their patentedtech-
nologies that are now bringing 3D TV to
the mass market.

In 1998, the company delivered its first
3D screening: a converted trailer for the
IMAX film Everest - astounding crowds
at the Large Format Cinema Association
meeting. 1 had the pleasure of sitting next
to Chris the following year at a day long
symposium, where - not surprisingly, 1
found him very charming and friendly.
We shared short conversations between

me popping up and down and moving all
around taking 3D photos of theproceed-
ings.

Chris who has always been enthralled
with 3D technology, joined the company

munity. Under Chris' leadership, thecom-
pany completed its first commercial sales
of 3D hardware for medical applications;
launched its free OpticBOOM 3D plug-in

while still running his 3DTV corporation.
The company website - http://
www.3dmagic.com/ has a link entitled
"True Horror Stories From the 3Dlndus-

try in Acrobat format" which takes you to
a webpage: http://www.3dmagic.com/pdf/
liptonsteinl .pdf. Here you will find a 38
page document entitled "Fear And
Loathing in 3D: True Stories from the 3D
Industry."

It seems strange to find such a malicious
manuscript on a company website, but
here it is. A LOT of mud slinging is fly
ing. Starks certainly has misplaced his

Chris Yewdall gave a very interestingpre- rose colored glasses and his l.R. wireless
sentation explaining how advances in 3D
content creation, delivery and display are
making 3D a reality in everyday life and
how DDD is bringing 3D to the main
stream.

While 1 have been impressed with DDD's
growth and progress, others are not so
impressed. Much of the information about
Chris Yewdall and DDD can be found on

their company website. 1 must say 1was
surprised to find something completely
different over at the 3DTV website.

3DTV Corporation

In 1979 Michael Starks co-founded Stere

oGraphics Corporation. He had left the
late in 1998, and became its CEO in 1999. company after a few years, due todis-
Chris' goal has always been to furthercat- agreements on the company's directions.
apult 3D technology into the limelight. In 1982 Starks led a team which produced newer! It has complimentary breakfast in
Overseeing the global operations ofDDD, the first 3D video games for the Amiga the morning and drinks in the evening.
Chris strength lies ina unique blend of and Atari computers. By 1989 he founded However, again rooms are limited, so
marketing and technical skills. 3DTV Corp. and began producing &sell- make sure you get your reservation in

ing the world's first commercial home
The magic that DDD has been able toper- 3DTV system with 3Dmovies onvideo-
form has always impressed me as itappar- tape,
ently has impressed the investmentcom

More recently he has cofounded 3DTV
Japan, cofounded FOR3D Corp.(USA)
and cofounded a new Asian company for
development of stereoscopic products all

3D specs have been replaced with pure
ire. 1 think anyone who has followed the
many 3D companies that have come and
gone should find Michael Stark's take on
all of this and his dubious diatribe inter

esting reading.

Future Stereo Conventions:

National Stereoscopic Association (NSA)
Conventions (http://www.stereoview.org/
convention.html):

29th NSA Convention, July 23-28, 2003
at the Embassy Suites in North
Charleston, South Carolina.
http://shughes.org/nsa2003/ Contact Bill
Moll for more info or questions -wh-
moll@aol.com This facility is verysimi-
lar to the one in Green Bay but bigger and

early! http://www.jqhhotels.com/
chsem entry.cfm If you wish to be on the
committee or need additional information

contact Bill Moll

30th NSA Convention, July 2004 at the
Doubletree Jantzen Beach in Portland,

(Continued on page 5)



Oregon Contact Diane Rulien for more info Club/in/livre.html
or questions - NSA2004@cascade3d.org

holographic poster featuring one of the 4
holographic cover images from Jan. 2001;
a TV Guide Store exclusive version of the

new video, "Elvis & June: A Love Story,"
featuring exclusive bonus footage! That's
6 collectible TV Guide magazines, plus an
exclusive video and poster all for one low
price!
http://shop.tvguide.com/cgi-bin/WebOb-
j ects/Store.woa/wa/go-
toPage?sid=91574767%400&page=detail
&pid=91397191 &dept= 13355968

Just announced: The 31st will be in the Dal

las/Ft. Worth area (Irving, Texas) and the
32nd will be in Miami, Florida.

33rd NSA Convention - Boise, Idaho; joint
ISU/NSA meeting - contact David Kessner,
drdave@dddphotography.com

International Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
Congresses (http://stereoscopy.com/isu/):

2003 - 14th World Congress in Besan^on,
France, Wednesday May 28th to Monday
June 2nd. http://stereoscopy.com/isu-
2003/index.html

2005 - 15th World Congress in Eastbourne,
England
2007 - 16th World Congress in Boise,
Idaho, USA (ISU/NSA - see above).

Photographic Society of America (PSA):
64th Annual International Conference of

Photography - Monday, September 2, 2002
through Saturday September 7, 2002.
Westin Hotel & Conference Center, 1000
Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. For
more info contact Icy Sowards, APSA,
Conventions Vice President, 9835 S.
Harlem Ave, Apt L, Chicago Ridge, IE
60415, email: isowards@aol.com. Website:
http://www.photo-ne.eom/psa2002/Confer-
ence Chairman: Mary K. Hall, APSA -
email: hallmaryk@aol.com or Webmaster:
Robert B.Gorrill, APSA - emaihrgor-
rill@photo-ne.com

3D Book From France

"Images en relief d'aujourd'hui (Today's
photos in 3D)" is coming from the Stereo
Club Fran9ais (SCF). SCF was established
in 1903, for the century celebration in 2003
and for the 14th ISU congress in Besan9on
(May 2003) they will publish a memorial
book. It will relate the long story of the
Stereo Club Fran^ais and include 200 3D
views from the SCF members.

You can read more about it by visiting
http://www.cnam.fr/scf/centenaire/fcenten-
nial.html

or http://www.chez.com/alpesstereo/Stereo-

This is not a money making proposition
for the Stereo-Club Frangais, the printing
will be low. Be sure and pre-order now so
you will be sure to get the book and you
may save some money. Email questions
to: georges.belieres@wanadoo.fr

More For the 3D completests:

3D TV Guides - We had announced the

May 11-17 issue of TV Guide at our
May meeting. This issue had three Star
Wars Saga Continues lenticular covers.
The 3 "Star Wars: Episode II - Attack of
the Clones" collectible covers were avail

able at newsstands every where and could
be ordered through their website: http://
www.tvguide.com/. They each featured a
different special effect: 3D, morphing and Spiderman CD
full motion animation. The home delivery
issue had a normal printed 2D cover.

Oscar Meyer Lunchables

Still available in packages of Oscar Meyer
Lunchables are Scooby Doo lenticulars
that are 2D but they have a lot ofmove-
ment.

The August 17-23 Elvis cover isrepeat-
ing the gimmick with 3 different lenticular
Elvis covers. These three Elvis covers

each feature a different effect: morphing
(a black and white 3D animation where
Elvis winks and throws a kiss), three-way
flip (color animation of Elvis dancing) or
a 3D portrait. The 3D
conversions are extremely well done.
Again the home delivery cover was a
printed 2D cover. These three issues are
part of the ULTIMATE ELVIS GIFT
PACK (Item #TVG1225) $99.00.

The Ultimate TV Guide Elvis Gift Pack is

the ULTIMATE in Elvis collectibles from

TV Guide,
available exclusively at the TV Guide
Store while supplies last!! Includes the
following 8 items: "This is Elvis," the
full-size, 96-page August 2002 TV Guide
collector's edition magazine; set of 3 new
TV Guide magazines, hitting newsstands
August 17, 2002, each with a different
lenticular Elvis image that moves;Collec
tor's Classic reissue of the Sept. 8, 1956
TV Guide magazine, featuring Elvis's first
appearance on the cover; limited edition
Jan. 13,2001 magazine featuring a holo
graphic image of Elvis on the front and
back cover; a king-size Elvis TV Guide

The soundtrack to the Spiderman movie
has a great 3D lenticular cover.

Stereo Camera Repair Service

Even though Charlie Piper is no longer
with us, there are still several places to get
your stereo cameras repaired. Jess Powell
has reliably done work on stereo cameras
for over 25 years. His stereo camera re-
pair/CLA services is still available to you.
His work has been called second-to-none,
he has all the equipment/tools to do just
about any repair/adjustment you require,
including performing one of the best
Cleaning-Lubricating-Adjustment (CLA)
in the business.

Jess works on all stereo cameras includ

ing: Wollensak, Realist, BuschVeras-
cope. Revere, Kodak, Colorist I, Colorist
II, Kindar, Stereo Graphic, Iloca II,Real
ist 45, Tower. If you are looking forex-
cellent workmanship, reasonable price,
and very quick tum-a-round look no fur
ther. Call Jess and he will try to help you
anyway possible. Jess Powell, 131 Bartlett
Avenue, Woodland, CA 95695 (530) 666-
5334

Camera Repair Videos



(Continuedfrom page 5)

Jess Powell also has used his 25 years of
stereo camera repair expertise to makein-
struetional videos of how to step-by-step
disassemble and reassemble the many of the
stereo cameras you use. You can learn how
to perform your own cleaning, lubricating,
and adjustments and make repairs to your
stereo camera. Repair Videos - Each video
is approx. 1 hour and it shows you how to
disassemble the camera and fix common

problems.

The price is $29.95 for each video (includes
postage)
1. The Realist-REAL

2. The Kodak-KOD

3. The RevereAVollensak-WOLREV

4. The Busch Verascope F40-VERA
5. The TDC Colorist I / Colorist II-COL

6. The Kindar -KIND

7. The Stereo Graphic-SGRAPH
8. The Ilocoa II-ILLOC

9. The Realist 45-REAL45

10.Tower-TOW

11. Tools and Where to Buy-TOOL
12. Evaluation of Stereo Cameras,
Overview of 12-13 Stereo Cameras

EVALSC.

Send $29.95 for each video, include your
address:

Jess Powell, 131 Bartlett Avenue, Wood
land, CA 95695 (530) 666-5334

Upcoming camera shows

The Buena Park Camera Expo is America's Largest
Monthly Camera Show, with Over 200 tables of photo
equipment. The show is held at 7530 Orangethorpe
(between the 5 and 91 freeways at Beach Boulevard)
in Buena Park. New show hours are 9:30am to

2:30pm, $5 admission with free parking. For more
information call: (949) 786-8183 or (949) 786-6644.
Here are the dates for 2002 (subject to change):
September 15th, October 20th, November 17th and
December 15th. Check

their website: www.cameraexpo.com or email them at:
cameraexpo@yahoo.com.

Bargain Camera Shows

The Pasadena Camera Show is held at the Pasadena

Elks Lodge, 400 W Colorado Blvd., 134 Freeway to
Orange Grove S. 10am - 3pm. It is often held on the
2nd Sunday of the month. Call for dates. For more
information about this and other 'Bargain Camera
shows' contact Anton, Bargain Camera shows, PO
Box 5352, Santa Monica 90409, (310) 578-7446.

Upcoming Stereo Exhibitions

If you are not a Photographic Society of America
(PSA) member, you should really think about
joining. Visit the PSA website at: http://
www.psa-photo.org. PSA approved means that
those acceptances
earned in these exhibitions count towards PSA

Star ratings and the PSA Stereo Who's Who list
(for PSA members).

The PSA Stereo Division's website: http://mem-
bers.aol.com/psastereo (soon to be moved to:
http://home.attbi.com/~nsastereo/) has a num
ber of current Exhibition entry forms. Closing
dates and contacts for upcoming PSA Stereo
Exhibitions:

Seventh View-Master Int'l Stereo Sequence Ex
hibition. Format: View-Master reels. Closing
date: September 12, 2002. Mitchell Walker, -
15480 Antioch St. #302, Pacific Palisades, CA
90272, email:
res082f2@verizon.net

9th DOS Int'l Stereo-Exhibition Hamburg 2002.
Formats: Stereo Slides. Closing date: September
14, 2002. Peter/Angelika Schnehagen, llkstraat
36, D-22399 Hamburg, Germany, email: pe-
ter@schnehagen.de Fees: Euro 9,00 Within
Europe, $11 US (cash payment would be appre
ciated).

39th Detroit Int'l Salon of Photography. For
mats: ? Closing date: September 16th, 2002.
Andrew M. Sims, 18075 Oak Drive, Detroit, MI
48221, email: andywims@yahoo.com. Fees:
North America $7. Overseas $8.

PSA Stereo Division 10th Nonstar Individual

Competition. Format: Most (a variety). Closing
date: October 15, 2002. James Roy, FPSA, 2902
Peyton Randolph Dr., #202, Falls Church, VA
22044. email: jimroy@juno.com. Fees - ?. Open
to stereographers who have not qualified for a
star,

acceptances do not count towards a star. Great
for beginners - pass on the info.

44th Flollywood Int'l Stereo Slide Exhibition
(not PSA sanctioned). Format: Stereo Slides.
Mitch Walker, CA. email: res082f2@verizon.net
Fees: ?

4th Hollywood Int'l Stereo Card Exhibition.
Format: Stereo Cards. January 2003

Ever feel like this? - Quote - "I am
part artist, part wizard, part thumb-
twiddler-who-sits-around-waiting-
for-elips-to-render." Media 100
(Escape from rendering hell ad)
http://www.medialOO.eom/

I'll see you at the meeting.

The Stereoscopic Society of America - A Short His
tory By Norman B. Patterson

The Stereoscopic Society was originally established
in England in 1893 by a small group of active stereo
photographers to circulate their work among themem-
bership by means of postal folios. It is now the oldest
surviving stereo organization in the world whose
common roots are shared by independent offshoots in
North America, Australia, and New Zealand, as well
as the parent organization in the United Kingdom. As
in the beginning, the members are united by a love of
creating three dimensional images and sharing them
with others. This sharing is accomplished by postal
folios in which each member of the circuit has entered

a stereograph for the other members to view andcom-
ment upon.

When a folio arrives, a member of the circuit views
and comments on each of the entries of the otherpar-
ticipants. His or her own view, which has traveled the
circuit and has been commented on by the othermem-
bers, is removed and replaced by a new entry. The
folio then continues its eendlessi travels around the

route list. The success of the concept of the Stereo
scopic Society can be judged, it would seem, by its
survival ... which has now enjoyed more than a fiall
century of activity.

The Stereoscopic Postal Exchange Club was
founded in 1893 and in 1896 the name was changed
to The Stereoscopic Society. The American Branch
of the Stereoscopic Society was organized early in
1919, just after the end of World War 1, by Walter S.
Cotton, then ofPortland, OR (and later Los Angeles,
CA). It had initially about 10-15 members, it would
appear, including Walteris wife Rose Cotton. At that
time stereographs were in the form of monochromatic
prints mounted on 3 1/2 x 7 i cards. Such prints circu
lated for many years in domestic as well as interna
tional folios and until mid-century were the mainstay
of the Society. Allowing for wartime interruptions,
this activity continued well into the 1970s when it was
"modernized" in order to adapt to changes in photo
graphic methods and materials.

In 1951 the OX group was inaugurated in England to
circulate transparencies. Although, large size B&W
transparencies had been appearing in the regularfo-
lios, the appearance of color transparencies, primarily
in the Realist style mounts, had opened a new door.
Some traditionalists demurred, but most othermem-
bers started playing with the new system, at least as a
sideline in their hobby. The OX folios accepted Real
ist format (transparency pairs mounted in 45 x 1.6255
mounts) and it became, almost immediately, theuni-
versal choice of the circuit members in America, Aus
tralia, and New Zealand as well as the United King
dom. The American Secretary for this endeavor was
Mr. Richmond Strong of San Francisco, CA, who

(Continued on page 7)



2001-2 Final Competition Standings
Award Honorable Mention bold italic= makeup slides Judges receive their Aver-

age

A Group Conventional

Kathy Day
Mike McKlnney
Robin Burks

Abe Perlstein

Chris Olson

Lawrence Kaufman

Mitch Walker

Scott Ressler

Earl Colgan
Tom Koester

Franklin Londin

Lee Pratt

Gary Schwartz
John Ladd

B Group Conventional

Bob Phillips
Sean Isroelit

Mark Kernes

Randy Koenig
Yan Adams

Rick Sawyer

Non-Conventional

Philip Steinman
Lawrence Kaufman

Mike McKinney
Abe Perlstein

David Saxon

Steve Berezin

Jim Long
Mitch Walker

Lee Pratt

Earl Colgan
James Comstock

Rick Sawyer
John Ladd

Ansel Adams

Exhibitor Level

Snapshot Joe
Full Partininatinn

(Continued from page 6)

thereby formed what still exists as the American
Alpha Transparency Circuit. These OX folios
are still operating as envisioned.

Independent, but related, branches are still in
full operation in the four countries as the Soci
ety continues into its second century doing what
it was designed to do ... enjoy 3D imaging by
making and sharing stereo views.

Sep Nov Jan Mar May
19 22 21 62 23 23 24 132 20 21 25 198 20 24 24 266 20 20 20 326

23 23 21 67 22 21 23 133 22 20 23 198 19 22 18 257 21 24 22 324

21 26 19 66 23 19 21 129 21 21 23 194 21 24 23 262 19 19 22 322

19 21 22 62 22 22 21 127 21 19 24 191 20 20 19 250 23 22 23 318

21 18 23 62 21 21 24 128 20 21 21 190 21 22 19 252 18 19 23 312

19 19 23 61 21 23 20 125 19 20 21 185 18 22 18 243 20 20 20 303

21 23 19 63 20 22 24 129 20 22 18 189 20 18 18 245 20 17 19 301

23 22 22 67 21 23 22 133 18 19 19 189 20 21 22 252 252

24 22 17 63 22 18 22 133 133 133 133

20 18 19 57 21 19 19 116 116

23 23 24 25 23 95 95 95 95

0 19 22 22 63 63 63 63

0 0 20 18 22 60 60 60

19 20 39 39
-

39 39 39

22 19 23 64 22 21 22 129 20 21 18 188 19 18 19 244 22 22 22 310

21 19 20 60 20 21 20 121 20 18 19 178 21 18 19 236 22 22 24 304

21 20 22 63 21 20 20 124

0 0 18 20 18 56 18 18 20 112 112

0 0 19 18 22 59 59 59

15 16 17 48 48

19 22 22 63 26 24 23 136 23 23 24 206 19 21 25 271 23 22 23 339

22 22 25 69 22 24 26 141 20 23 22 206 19 19 25 269 22 22 22 335

23 25 21 69 21 23 23 136 21 21 21 199 22 22 20 263 26 23 22 334

23 22 23 68 22 23 22 135 24 21 22 202 21 17 25 265 24 22 19 330

23 18 25 66 26 22 19 133 23 21 22 199 18 22 23 262 22 20 20 324

21 21 21 63 21 21 21 126 22 21 20 189 22 21 20 252 21 21 21 315

16 17 19 52 21 21 20 114 21 19 22 176 20 18 19 233 17 21 20 291

20 20 22 62 19 18 21 120 25 20 21 186

24 24 25 73 23 21 21 138 138 138

21 23 22 66 24 22 24 136 136 136 136

25 26 22 73 24 24 24 145 145 145

19 24 23 66 66

19 19 19 19 19 19

27 27 27 81 27 27 27 162 27 27 27 243 27 27 27 324 27 27 27 405

21 21 21 63 21 21 21 126 21 21 21 189 21 21 21 252 21 21 21 315

18 18 18 54 18 18 18 108 18 18 18 162 18 18 18 216 18 18 18 270

16 1.5 15 45 15 15 15 90 15 15 15 1.35 15 15 15 180 15 15 15 225

The American Branch in 1977 affiliated with

the National Stereoscopic Association and in
1990 changed its name to The Stereoscopic
Society of America. It is about equally active
in both print and transparency formats. A new
Cyber Circuit is exploring the realm ofcom
puter 3D and its place in our future, much as
the OX circuits did for 35mm color film a

half century ago.

Note: to join the Stereoscopic Society ofAmerica
(SSA), you must be a member of the National
Stereoscopic Association. Then, the fee is a mere
$10 to join any number of the 15 folio circuits
which include stereocards, stereo transparencies or
online images. To Join the SSA send email to Paul
Talbot, Membership Secretary at:
ptww@rmm3d.com

To read more about SSA, go to: http://
www.stereoview.org/ssa.html
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awarded to the slide the judges select
as the best overall stereo image for
the calendar year 2001-2002.

2002 Slide ofthe Year
Kathy Day

Lone Pine Peak

Kathy Day has become of the
Michael Jordan of SCSC 3D photog
raphy bycapturing her5"" Slide of the
Year award in her 6 years of being a
club member! This is truly an amaz
ing accomplishment as the judging
panel each year is different (the
judges are not even SCSC members
familiar with her work). Kathy Day's
previous Slide ofthe Year stereo pho
tographs include; 2001 Eichorn 's Pin
nacle, 2000 Hold onto Your Hat,
1998 Camp at Mildred Lake, and
1997 (in her Rookie season!) Temple
Cragfrom Sixth Lake. (In 1999 Earl
Colgan won Slide of the Year for
Gray Persian Cat.)

Complete participation in
SCSC 2001-2002 exhibitions means

that the photographer has entered 15
images (or been a judge during a com
petition in which they did not ex
hibit). Complete participation rib
bons in a single cateyorv were
awarded to Robin Burks, Chris Olson,
Mitch Walker, Bob Phillips, Sean Is
roelit, Philip Steinman, David Saxon,
Steve Berezin, Jim Long, and Kathy
Day. Complete participation ribbons
in both categories means that the pho
tographer has submitted a total of 30
images, 15 in each the standard Real
ist category and 15 in the non-
conventional category. Complete
participation ribbons in both cate-
2ories were awarded to Mike McKin-

ney, Lawrence Kaufman, and Abe
Perlstein.

As Director of Competitions,
I thank the all those who exhibited

their 3D photography, as their persis

tently good work gave us a year
filled with quality slide shows. I in
vite everyone reading this to partici
pate in the new season of exhibitions
(starting this September 19"") with
this promise: that showing your
work in front of others will make

you a better photographer.

2001-2002 Cumulative Points

Awards:

B Group:
Bronze Mark Kernes

Silver Sean Isroelit

Gold Bob Phillips
A Group Standard
Bronze Robin Burks

Silver Mike McKinney
Gold Kathy Day
Non-Conventional

Bronze Mike McKinney
Silver Lawrence Kaufman

Gold Philip Steinman
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How I Got Started

in Stereo Photography
by Philip Steinman

In July of 1998 my closest friend from USC film school, Dave Porfiri, invited
me to attend a 3D slide show. I asked "What's a 3D slide show?" He said "I've never seen
one either, but the Southern Califomia Stereo Club is having it'saimual banquet and there
they will show everyone's top five slides of the year and you'll see them projected in 3D
wearing polarized glasses." Hesaid "It starts in two hours, canyou getoffwork?" I said
"Let's go don the glasses and see what this is all about."

Dave and I were avid still photographers. In fact, Dave was, in my opinion, the
top USC cinematographer in our semester class that graduated in 1994. (We both got
Master's Degrees in Cinema-Television Production). Anyway, that night, before I even
sawtheslideshow, Susan Pinsky put a nice landscape photo in a red button Realist view
er and handed it to meand I saw my first 3D image. Then she puta snapshot nude photo
of her sitting in a bathtub and I was hooked on 3D. After I saw the slide show, I was so
blown away by themedium of3Dand what theSCSC crowd hadaccomplished with their
annual 3D photography, I knew I had to immediately switch all my photography efforts
over to 3D.

My prior exposure to 3D was nil. I had seen the Michael Jackson 3D movie at
Disneyland years ago, but I don'teven remember seeing a 3D Viewmaster reel as a kid. I
thought those were 2D eartoons. That night Dave and I stayed late, asking Mike
McKinney and Chris Olson as many questions as we could about cameras, viewers, and
how to getstarted. I bought a Realist 2.8 stereo camera, and Dave bought a Revere stereo
camera, and we wereoff shooting our first 3D images. Mine wereactually on a movie set
for Prince of Central Park, that I was editing in New York at the time.

Why do I like 3D?
Well, this may be bold, but I actually think that any image can be done better in

3D than in 2D. We have two eyes and naturally see in 3D. It is a more life-like and
enveloping medium. The third dimension always makes it more challenging and never
limiting to capture your vision in stereo.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or$40/dual (send toMembership Director). The 3D News is sentmonthly toall members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing toparticipate in club activities is$20, and foreign subscriptions are$25 (send toTreasurer). Everyone isencouraged tosub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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October 17 — Annual SCSC Auction

November 21 -Club Competition & Judging of ISCC
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SCSC Auction

October is the traditional

month that the Annual SCSC stereo

auction is held.

It's a great time to invite
anyone who is interested in any type
of photography and introduce them
to the wonders of stereo photography.

And there are always lots of
great bargains whether you're inter
ested in stereo cameras or projectors,
slide mounting devices, classic stere-
ocards, 3D movies or magazines,
anything related to stereography..

It doesn't matter if you sell
or bid, come and participate and you
will be helping out the club. Don't
wait - start cleaning out your closets,
attics and garage to find those stereo
items that you need to get rid of.

You'll need the extra room

for all the great buys you'll be bring
ing home with you.

New SCSC Members

The Stereo Cluh of Southern

California extends a hearty welcome
to the following new members:

Heather Lowe

Paul Taylor
Jim Long
Kathy Sawyer
Kathi Derevan

If not otherwise stated the Stereo Club

of Southern California meets the third Thursday
of every month at the United Wiishire Methodist
Church at 4350 Wiishire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010.
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stereo Club of Southern California

Auction Merchandise Form

ITEM NAME.

DESCRIPTION.

CONDITION.

YOUR NAME.

STARTING BID: $.

(Optional)

CLUB'S PERCENTAGE %

(10% minimum - you may choose to donate more)

Selling Price: $

SCSC AUCTION GUIDELINES

1. Selling and buying is open to everyone who is attending the meeting. All sellers must sign in with the Program Director.
2. The following types of merchandise will be auctioned with preference as listed;

a) Stereo photography equipment b) Photographic items for which all the sale proceeds are donated to the club c) An5dhing photographic
3. Ten percent (10%) of the sale price of each item or lot will be donated to the club treasury.

The seller, at their discretion, can donate a larger percentage to the Club.
4. All merchandise will be tagged by the seller with the following information;

a) name of owner b) description of item c) condition of item (for equipment) d) starting bid for the item (optional).
FORMS FOR THIS WILL BE PROVIDED

5. Merchandise will be displayed on tables for inspection prior to the start of the bidding. Without exception, all items for sale must be registered
by 7;30 pm to be auctioned. Sellers should plan to come early, at least by 7;00 pm, and 6;30 pm would be better.

6. The auction is a forum for the exchange of stereo and stereo-related photographic equipment.
The proceeds of any non-stereo equipment sold are donated 100% to the Club.

7. A minimum sale price may be specified by the seller. To encourage bidding, this price will be known only by the Auctioneer, and if the minimum
price is not reached, there will be no sale. Bid increments must be Sl.OO or more.

8. Buyers should plan to pay for their purchases by personal check, one check per item. Payment for items will be made immediately after
bidding for that item is concluded. Runners will deliver the item to the successful bidder and return the payment to the Treasurer.
Checks should be payable to tbe seller.

9. Sellers will reeeive their money at the conclusion of the auction; they will pay the Club its percentage at that time, preferably by check.
10. The Club is acting merely as an agent in all sales and cannot guarantee the condition or usability of any item. Sellers are expected to be honest

and complete in their descriptions; however, be warned that unless the seller offers a "warranty" all equipment is purchased "as-is."
11. Buyers are recommended to get to the meeting early (30-45 minutes early) to inspect merchandise to be auctioned.

There will be no projection at this meeting. The auction will be complete as of 10:00 pm.



The new Large Format
(IMAX) film Lewis and Clark has
been opening at many of the IMAX
theaters in Southem Califomia, so
now might be a good opportunity to
remind all members of the recent

release of Charley Van Pelt's labor
of love on the same subject.

Years in the preparation,
Charley drove and photographed the
journey of the Corps of Discovery
baek and forth, numerous times and
has produced a wonderful set of 3D
reels and a 3D CD-Rom. The View-

Master Series represents a departure
from the conventional reel sets with

extra educational material; a
FOURTH DIMENSION has been

added.

The Lewis & Clark experi
ence starts with a remarkable story.
View-Master 3D images are added to
text/captions and detailed maps to
create a complete "picture" of the
Journey of the Corps of Discovery.

If you are familiar with the
Lewis & Clark story, you will appre
ciate the additional effect as seen in

the View-Master 3D images. If you
are not familiar with the story, these
views will encourage you to read one
of the many excellent books on the
subject.

The "Preview" Reel shows

seven "highlight" scenes and comes
in an informational brochure/folder

with text/captions and map of the
trail.

hy Lawrence Kaufman

Lewis & Clark View-Master

3-Reel Cards

These sets are the centerpiece
of the Lewis & Clark View-Master

project. There are four sets for a total
of 84 images. Each set covers a
consecutive section of the Lewis &

Clark Trail, starting at St. Louis
(Wood River), winter at Fort Mandan,
a difficult portage at the Great
Falls, a desperate search for the
Shoshone - then, over the Continental
Divide and down the Columbia to the

Pacific Ocean and another winter -

this time, at Fort Clatsop. They left
March 23, 1806 on their return
trip and a hero's welcome in St. Louis.

Lewis & Clark 3-D Reference

Album

The story requires text and
captions to relate the events taking
place with the 3D images. Maps are
also essential to show landmarks, dis
tances and topography. The 3D
Reference Album is 28 pages (8 1/2" x
11") black and white with a color
cover. A 2-page "spread" with
text/captions and map correspond to
each of the 12 7-scene View-Master

Reels. For reference purposes the
seven scenes are shown in black and

white, side-by-side 3D format. For
better quality 3D printing viewing,
an optional set of Canon Color Photo
Copies is available on speeial order.
They can be trimmed, pasted and
mounted into the Reference Album. A

deluxe loose-leaf binder with elear

plastic reel storage pockets is also
available to eomplete the set.

This and the CD-Rom set

are a labor of love from long-time
VM photographer Charley Van Pelt. I
think you will enjoy his new and
unique approach to 3D. I hope that
Charley will reschedule his 2x2
stereo slide show on the subject for an
upcoming SCSC meeting - everyone,
please encourage him.

Ron Labbe's 15 Minutes of

Fame

Long time SCSC 3D News
subscriber Ron Labbe appears in an
article in the July issue of Ine maga
zine. There is an electronic version

online at; http://www.inc.com/maga-
zine/20020701/24353 .html.

This magazine is a sort of a
hip business publication. Along with
a nice story (page 32) it has a close-up
of Ron wearing cardboard anaglyph
glasses. Anyone who can make a liv
ing, let alone be successful at 3D,
deserves all the accolades heaped
upon him/her.

Ron did an outstanding job
organizing and mnning the Stereo
Electronie Theatre at NSA 2002 -

Riverside. It is great to see him get

some recognition.

Congratulations Ron!



Todd Eifert's Adult 3D

Member Todd Eifert has

aimounced his own CD-Rom was ready
for sale at NSA Riverside. Todd shoots

adult film stars on adult movie sets and

at adult entertainment shows doing
what they do best.

Todd has been supplying
http://www.lukeford.com with his
images of 3D pom stars. He upgraded
his images from his first 25 columns of
Mr. Todd's Wild Ride. The disc

includes: The fust 25 columns, com
plete with any errors, such as broken
links, corrected. All images from col
umn 1-18 have been rescanned. All

images in the columns are larger
(1600x1200 screen size). Along with
the original columns, he has included
bonus images from each shoot to bring
the total to 561. Separate drawers for
anaglyph, parallel, cross-eyed, and
even single images. The disc is 650
megs ofmaterial. Ifyou're looking for a
lot of "on the set" adult images, look no
further.

To see samples, go to:
http://www.lukeford.eom/ontheset/o
ntheset_archives.htm

All buyers must be 18. The
cost of Mr. Todd's Wild Ride Volume

One is $25 plus $2 for shipping. Send
$27 to: Todd Eifert, 2403 Louella Ave.
#3, Venice, CA 90291 or hook up with
Todd at the meetings.

Upcoming Camera Shows

The Buena Park Camera Expo
7530 Orangethorpe (between the 5 and
91 freeways at Beach Boulevard)
Buena Park. Sunday Oct. 20, Nov 17
9:30am to 2:30pm, $5 admission with
free parking. Info: (949) 786-8183

The Pasadena Camera Show

Pasadena Elks Lodge, 400 W
Colorado Blvd., (134 Freeway to
Orange Grove S.) 10am - 3pm.
2nd Sunday of the month
Info: (310) 578-7446.

2002 International View-

Master Stereo Sequence
Exhibition

Judging for the 2002 International View-Master Stereo Sequence
Exhibition sponsored by the Stereo Club of Southem Califomia took place on
Saturday, September 14 in Los Angeles.

SCSC member and former club President Mitchell Walker served as

Exhibition Chairman. The three judges were all former SCSC Presidents and
included Gregory Hooper, Steve Berezin and Ray Zone. Judging for the
International View-Master Stereo Sequence Exhibition complied with all stan
dards for stereo photography exhibitions as prescribed by the Photographic
Society ofAmerica (PSA).

On hand to assist with projection duties were Cassie Kaufman, new
member Kathi Derevan, Bryan Riggs of the Jewel City Camera Club (who
supplied the large silver screen) and former SCSC President Lawrence
Kaufman who called out the scores.

The winners are as follows:

Gold Medal - Joe Hohmann - A Closer Look

Silver Medal - Joe Hohmann - Big Bugs
Bronze Medal - Joe Hohmann - A Colonial Plantation

Best Photo Travel - Eddie Bowers - Oklahoma City National Monument
Best Scenic - Rod Dicks - Bixby Bridge at Sunset
SCSC Award - Mitchell Walker - A Visit to the Renaissance Pleasure Faire

Best Theme - Eddie Bowers - The Birthday Party
Honorable Mention - Kathi Derevan - Midway
Honorable Mention - Chris Olson - New Adventures ofGI Joe
Acceptance - Mitchell Walker - Where on Earth Am I?
Acceptance - Mitchell Walker - The Cows Are Back

A very well received showing of the 2002 International View-Master
Stereo Sequence Exhibition took place on Thursday, September 19 at a meet
ing of the SCSC. Congratulations to all the participants!

m ill I#.
VMExhibition Chairman Mitchell Walker stands behind the three judges

(left to right) Gregory Hooper, Steve Berezin and Ray Zone
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How Did I Make Those

3D Conversions?

By Jim Long

1During the 2002 NSA,
National Stereoscopic Association con
vention in July, Dan Shelley presented
a workshop on converting "flat" 2d pic
tures to 3d. The requirement for this
procedure is any computer graphic pro
gram. Anyone will do that has the basic
components of "masking" or selecting,
object shifting, and painting or blend
ing. Adobe Photoshop will do, along
with many simpler ones as well. I cur
rently use Corel Photopaint.

The beginning of the conver
sion starts with a flat image, call this
your left image. Copy this image to
another file and call it your right image.
This right image will be the one you
will work with, the left image is
untouched throughout. The first selec
tion should be that area which is closest

to the viewer. This step is critical, and
careflil analysis should be done before
proceeding.

Once you have selected, or
masked, a small area of the close object
in the "right" picture, you simply shift it
one pixel to the LEFT. This shifting of
the area by one pixel will leave a "hole"
which is white, which has no color in it.
You must now fill in this area. With

Jim Long at the September 2002 meeting ofSCSC

what do you fill it? The best answer
is that which is next to the area you
shifted, probably to the right of that
area. All the white area will be on

the right side of the moved mask,
so you only have to worry about
filling one side of the moved
object.

The next step is to enlarge
the selection, or mask, slightly. You
are enlarging the selection, not
replacing it. Eventually your selec
tion will grow to the size of the
image. Those closest objects will
move along with the others to pro
duce the maximum shift in perspec
tive. This is another reason for

using 1 pbcel shift for movement.
Then you shift this selection again
to the LEFT and fill in the white

areas. Repeat this process again and
again until your whole image is
selected and shifted.

An Old Master painting converted to 3D by Jim Long

Feel the tediousness?

As you work with your image,
you can view the preliminary results on
your monitor by presenting both images
on the monitor and either viewing them
cross-eyed, or parallel. Your converted
area will "pop-out" from the screen
leaving the untouched area as flat. See
the magic?

After you finish your first draft
of the image, you can correct some mis
takes or oversights. Minor corrections
for object depth can be fixed by select
ing an object or part of an object, and
moving it to the left or the right,
depending on whether you have to
increase or decrease the perceived depth
of that object. Touchup on the painted
areas can also be done.

Larger mistakes may be diffi
cult or impossible to correct, without
starting all over. So be careful as you go
and be sure to understand your image
before you begin.

Hopefully, this has answered
the question as to how I made those
conversions. If you start with a small
and simple image, you can experience
the magic of this kind of conversion.

But be warned, this is highly
addictive. One success and you are
hooked! Have fun. Start simple and
work up.



New Member: Heather Lowe
by Ray Zone

On occasion the Stereo Club

of Southern California acquires new
members who are already accom
plished in the art of stereography. Los
Angeles artist Heather Lowe is one
such new member. Heather has creat

ed a considerable number of stereo

paintings, stereo photographs and ran
dom dot stereograms.

A recent art exhibit of

Heather's entitled "Stereopaintings" at
the LA Artcore Brewery Aimex fea
tured a large number of her works.
Most of the works were done with

acrylic paint on paper and canvas and
painted as side-by-side stereo pairs.

Some of the works were

made for cross-eye binocular freevi-
sion and other works were executed

for parallel ffeevision. Gallery atten
dees were provided lorgnette glasses

Heather Lowe with one ofher

for stereo viewing if they required
them.

Heather also offered for

sale a large number of Holmes-
style stereo view cards that people
enjoyed in the gallery using a stere
oscope.
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Cloud Study" Stereopaintings

The Stereo Club of Southern

California is indeed fortunate to have

Heather Lowe as a new member and

we all look forward to seeing her
work projected soon on our large sil
ver screen.

Welcome to the Stereo Club,

Heather!
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Common Stereo Camera Formats
by David Kuntz

The Realist format, developed
by Seton Rochwhite, is what enabled
the 1950's stereo boom of which our

current obsession is still a distant echo.

The importance of the Realist format
is that it facilitated the designof rela
tively simple 35mm cameras.

When one views an uncut roll

of Realist format fdm, the ordering of
frames appears to be somewhat ran
dom. It's not; in fact, it's quite logical.

The easiest way to understand
the format is step through its opera
tion. The first exposure in a Realist
format cameraconsists a pair of
images (labeled #1 right and #1 left in
the drawing below). Each frame has a
width of 23.5mm, or five sprocket
hole perforations (henceforth called
perfs). Thesetwo images are separat
ed by a gap of 10 perfs.

After the first exposure, the
camera is advanced the width of two

frames, or 10 perfs. Exposure #2 is
then made; this process repeats until
the end of the roll. As illustrated, this
causes a single frame to be wasted
next to the first right hand frame; like
wise a single frame is wasted at the
very end of the roll.

The Realist format offers

three major benefits. First, the center-
to-center spacing between

Realist Format Advance

Full Frame Format Advance

the left and right images is about 70mm
whichcorresponds well with the typical
humaneye (or interocular) spacingof 65-
70mm.

Stereo Realist
Useful tip: Right Chip

Witness Mark
Even after a

roll of film —A—^
exposed on a
Stereo Realist

is cut, the
right hand
images can
still be identi

fied by a small
witness mark.

Second, the Realist format wastes
little film on a roll - just the two blank
frames mentioned earlier.

Finally, the Realist format uses a
consistent 10 perf advance between each
exposure. This is significant because a
camerawith a consistent advance is simpler
to design andbuild than onewitha varying
advance.

An alternate approach to the
Realist method is the full frame format. As
the drawing shows, the first exposure in

10 perf
advance

this format consists of two (a left and a
right) eight perf wide frames. Eight
perfs is the size of standard 35mm film
frames. The camera is then advanced 8

perfs (1 frame) and a second exposure
is made. To make the third exposure,
the camera must next be advanced 24

perfs (3 frames) because there is no
more open space for another exposure
between the images already taken. This
is called a 1-3 advance.

The full frame format wastes

no film whatsoever, and has a separa
tion of about 75mm between left and

right images. This is just slightly
hyperstereo, and not pronounced
enough to be very noticeable. By
reducing the frame width to seven perfs
and using the same 1-3 advance
scheme, this spacing can be reduced to
about 65mm; this is called European
Format.

Many modem cameras use an
electronic, as opposed to a mechanical
advance system. In this case, a motor
drives the film take up spool, and there
is no sprocket wheel. Electronic sen
sors are used to determine how far the

film has moved. The 1-3 advance is

easier to implement in these cameras
becauseit simplyrequires changing the
camera's software, rather than imple
menting a complex gearing system.

10 perf
advance

10 perf
advance

m

24 perf
advance

8 perf
advance
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My Vision for the Future
ofSCSC

by Philip Steinman

The biggest challenge for us right now is to
expose a new generation of photography people to a deeper, more engaging
medium: 3D photography. I'm convinced that if today's students ofphotog
raphy, today's photo museum goers, and today's photograph collectors saw
what the medium of 3D photography could be, then they would gethooked
on it. Lawrence Kaufman reported a drop off in SCSC membership over the
years... 1991 = 252, 1994 = 225, 1996 = 175, 1998 = 163, 1999 = 162,2000
= 163, 2001 = 152, 2002 = 144, which I, optimistically, think can only be
attributed to LosAngelino's lack of exposure to 3D photography and not the
medium itself. If they see it in 3D, they will come.

Over the last year I've been collecting some of the best stereo images
taken by SCSC members by duping them withmyprofessional Beseler dup
ing imit. I'm almost ready with a slide show that I think is evenbetterqual
ity than our year end slide show. I'd like to present it publicly to groups of
people that I think would develop a profound interest in 3D photography.
My idea is to contact photography teachers and make projected 3D presen
tations in their classrooms.

The StereoClub ofSouthern California wasfounded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science ofstereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or$40/dual (sendto Membership Director). The3DNews is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those notwish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send toTreasurer). Everyone isencouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

December 12 - Annual Christmas Banquet at TAIX
Member's Pot Pourri Slide Show

Wild Life of North America by Paul Milligan

~ 2003 ~

January 16 - Club Competition
Hollywood 3-D Slide Program by Ray Zone
44th Hollywood Slide & Card Exhibition Closes

January 18 - 44th Hollywood Slide & Card Exhibition Judging
9:00 AM 1st United Methodist Church,
134 N. Kenwood, Glendale, Califomia

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
long_j im@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit
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323-876-5734
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Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/KathyDay

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.com

SCSC Website:

www.3dgear.com/scsc

Map to
Taix Restaurant

1911 Sunset Blvd.

North side ofSunset
ll2 blockeast ofAlvarado

The Stereo Club Annual

Christmas Banquet

You better watch out,

you better not cry,
You better not pout,

and I'm telling you why.
The SCSC's Christmas Banquet

is coming to town.

Yes, on Thursday, December
12th, the Stereo Club of Southem

Califomia's Aimual Christmas Banquet
will be held at 7:30 pm at Taix's
Restaurant at 1911 Sunset Blvd, just
east of Alvarado. At the impossibly
low price of $25.00, the price includes
your choice of Chicken, Beef, or
Vegetarian Pasta for an entree. Ice
Cream with Chocolate syrup for
dessert, drawings for door prizes and
two spectacular 3D-slide programs.

The first program will consist
of a member's potpourri. All SCSC
members are encouraged to bring real
ist format slides of Christmas past, or
pictures showing our SCSC heritage
and friends. The second show will be a

3-D extravaganza called Wildlife of
North America by veteran stereopho-
tographer Paul Milligan.

For more information, contact
Mitch Walker at 310-459-1030 or

email at: mitchbear@aol.com.
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Competitions Report
A Spirited November Showing

by Philip Steinman

The November SCSC exhibition projected 67 wonderful
stereo images photographed by our talented pool of 3D photogra
phers. Thiswork is museum quality folks, so bring your friends to
come share in the fun.

The veteran judges (all past presidents of SCSC), Susan
Pinsky, David Starkman, and Steve Berezin gave scores of 22 or
higher to 5 slides in the A Group Conventional category.
Honorable Mentions (images scoring 22 points) were awarded to:
Robin Burks for Curl, Sean Isroelit for Tulips Are Better Than
None, David Thompson for Carlsbad Caverns II. The Award went
to Abe Perlstein's exceptionally colorful and well-composed Fox
Glove Flowers and Lawrence Kaufman's majestic Seagulls. In
the B Group Conventional category Honorable Mentions (images
scoring +20 points) were givento Rick Sawyer fox Aloe Plant and
John Hart fox Hawaiian Gods.

Running away with the B Group Award again, was Paul
Spencer for both the scenic Big Whitney Meadow and the striking
up-angle composition of Fox Tail Pine. In the Non-Conventional
Acategory, HMs went to Abe Perlstein's beautifully litBlondwith
a striking red sash. Poppy, Shark Inlet, and another Philip
Steinman Lake Powell landscape. Rock Pile at Gunsight Butte.
The Non-Conventional A category Award went to Ray Zone's
wonderful 2D-3D McDonaldland themed conversion HappyLand
and Abe Perlstein's classic black and white, slightly hyper and
deep spaced composition of Crop Rolls in Rows. In the Non-
Conventional B category, the HM was given to Jim Long for
another great seamless 2D-3D coxivtxsion Barcelona and the Award
went to Rick Sawyer's clear, colorful and beautifully split compo
sition My Tidepool.

Special thanks to Linda and David Thompson at the scor
ing table and our projectionist Mitch Walker.

Shown at the right are the current SCSC 2001-2 Season
Standings after 2 competitions. Do not forget to submit makeup
slides if you have not kept pace by showing3 slides in each of the
last 2 exhibitions. It's all aboutshooting and choosing your 15best
stereo images each year; 3 images x 5 exhibitions (30 if you par
ticipate in both categories!). The SCSC calendarexhibition year is
a great way to build a lifetime library of your best work.

Judges Steve Berezin, David Starkman & Susan
Pinsky cutup before the competition begins.
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Kathy & Rick Sawyer before the competition.
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SCSC Board Meeting

The first SCSC board

meeting of the new club year was
held on November 6th. The topics
were many and the time was short,
but a lot of progress was made. All
members were invited to come

share their ideas. We have some

new board members and a new

World Wide Web presence:
http://www.la3dclub.com/. Check
the website often for updates, or
send in your thoughts and ideas for
the website to Webmaster Steve.

Don't forget to share the virtual
location with all your current
friends and future stereo acquain
tances, shops or anywhere people
interested in 3D might find them.

It is up to each and every
one of us to spread the word; we all
need to be Stereo Missionaries for

our wonderful cause.

The Hollywood Exhibition

The Hollywood Stereo
Exhibition will be held on

Saturday, January 18th at 9:00 AM
at the 1st United Methodist Church,
134 N. Kenwood, Glendale,
Califomia. Entry forms will be
available at the November and

December SCSC Club meeting.
The Judges will be, Cassie
Kaufman, Charlie Van Pelt, and
David Kuntz. This exhibition con

sists of two separate sections:
44th Hollywood Int'l

Stereo Slide Exhibition. Format:

Stereo Slides. Closing date:
January 16, 2003. Mitchell

hy Lawrence Kaufman

Walker, PO Box 581, Pacific
Palisades, CA. email: mitch-
bear@aol.com. Fees: US & Canada
$8. Others $10.

5th Hollywood Inf1Stereo
Card Exhibition. Format: Stereo

Cards. Closing date: January 16,
2003. Lawrence Kaufman, 1607
Mariposa Drive, Corona, CA.
email: kaufman3d@earthlink.net.
Fees: US $8. All others $10..

Earl Colgan

1was happy to see that the
PSA Journal did honor our beloved

Earl Colgan with a mention in their
November Obituaries column.

Being a Master 1 PSA exhibitor
and an SCSC member were both

joys for Earl. It is unfortunate that
we seem to be losing many old-
timers, but it is reassuring looking
around the room at current meet

ings to see that SCSC is still going
strong and becoming even more
diverse while doing it.

Andre de Toth

It was a true pleasure and
honor to have met Andre de Toth,
known as a "Director's Director"

and for directing 'House of Wax' in
3D. 1 was not surprised when he
passed away on October 27, 2002,
but 1 had hoped to visit with him
again. When 1 spent the better part
of two weekends at his American

Cinematheque retrospective in
1997 he would not confirm or deny
the references that stated he was 90

years old. He was reported to be 89,

although references to his birth
year vary from 1907 to 1913.

If any member would like
a copy of my two-part seven-page
article on Andre from 1997, just let
me know. Andre de Toth was an

independent "in-your-face" direc
tor, writer and producer who creat
ed classic Westems, film noir and
three 3D movies. De Toth, an
adventurer throughout his colorful
life, died of an aneurysm in his
Burbank home. He lived a full life,
after his film career, he painted and
worked in bronze. His work is at

the Vatican Museum. His

Autobiography was published in
1994 and he wrote many unpub
lished works in his later years.

He was one of the last of

the European-trained filmmakers
who came to the United States dur

ing World War 11 and made
American genres his own. De Toth,
who shared an Oscar nomination in

1950 for writing the original story
for "The Gunfighter" starring
Gregory Peck, made about three-
dozen Hollywood movies.

But he will always be
remembered for 1953's "House of

Wax." The movie launched Vincent

Price into his horror film career and

is still regarded by many as the best
3D motion picture. De Toth
remained enthusiastic about 3D

long after its demise, and was
delighted when modem Imax tech
niques began re-creating the
effects. His own accomplishment
was considered all the more

remarkable because he had lost an

eye in his youth, destroying his
depth perception.



De Toth also wrote about

marrying seven women, including
Lake with whomhe filedbankrupt
cy in Los Angeles courts, and hav
ing 19 children, including some
stepchildren he adopted. His wife,
Ann Green, and several of his chil
dren survive him.

SCSC Program Line-up

Here are the SCSC programs for
the remainder of the Club Yearup
to July 2003:

December 12th, 2002

Holiday Banquet, Member's
Potpourri and Paul Milligan's
"Wildlife of North America" At

Taix Restaurant.

January 16th, 2003
Club competition& "Hollywood
3D" by Ray Zone

February 20th, 2003
PSA Sequence & Hollywood
Exhibition

March 20th, 2003
Club competition & Scott
Ressler's "Cinema Stereo"

April 17th, 2003
PSA Traveling Exhibition & A
Judge's Panel Workshop

May 15th, 2003
Club Competition & Tony
Alderson's "Make Those Lenses

Swing"

June 19th, 2003

3D Movie Night with John Hart

July 17th, 2003
Awards Banquet & Slide of the
Year at Taix Restaurant.
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Andre de Toth with Lawrence Kaufman at theAmerican Cinematechque in 1997
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3D on Display at Mono Lake

Visitors to the Eastem Sierra won't want to miss "Witness:
NaiveLandscapes by Kathy Day and Doug Virtue," now on display
at the Mono Inn at Mono Lake. Although the framed Lighjet prints
have been described as "inspirational," the highlight for 3D News
readers is a selection of Kathy's award-winning stereo slides of the
High Sierra, the ghost town of Bodie, and of course. Mono Lake.
Produced witha Stereo Realist camera, the stereo slides are displayed
in two Ekeren rotary viewers.

Theexhibition hasbeenheldoveruntil the endof the year. If
you are travelling in the area be sure to stop by. Currently, the Mono
Inn is open for dinner four nights a week, Thursday through Sunday,
from 5 p.m. until 8 p.m. Reservations are suggested - call 760-647-
6581. Thebar opens at 4:30p.m., so if you'renotout in the coldpho
tographing the sunset, you can enjoy it from the warmth of the Lake
Room, decorated with originalAnsel Adams prints. The Inn is locat
ed at 55620 Highway 395,fourscenic milesnorthof LeeVining. (The
Mono Inn will be closed in January and February.

Oliver Dean Presents 3D Slide Program

On November II, long-time SCSC member Oliver Dean
presented a 3-D slide program to the Angeles Chapter Camera
Committee of the Sierra Club. Dean's program consisted of his
"BavarianAdventure" with views of Hohenschwangau Castle and the
nearby town of Fussen. It was photographed with a Stereo Realist
camera and cable-synchronized matched Canon cameras and project
ed with a stereo projector. Dean has been producing stereo photogra
phy since 1950.



ISCC Competitions Report
by Philip Steinman (SCSC ISCC chairman)

November 2002 Exhibition at Southern CA Stereo Club

The November International Stereo Club Competition Exhibition projected 54 wonderful stereo images
from 10 ofthe most active stereo photography clubs inthe world that each chose their most recent top 6stereo images
to send to the host club. SCSC was proud to exhibit this first of three competitions within the ISCC calendar year.
The Los Angeles audience was entitled to see what we considered museum quality work ofsome ofbest contempo
rary 3D photography. Our veteran judging panel consisted ofpast SCSC presidents, which included Susan Pinsky,
David Starkman, and Steve Berezin. Susan and David are famous in the 3D world for operating Reel 3D
Enterprises and Steve is famous for running Berezin Stereo Photography Products. The judges scored each image
ona scale of 1-4, allowing each slide to eama possible 3-12 points. In thecase of ties, the judges studied each indi
vidual projected image again and awarded a winner. The accumulative slide points for each club are totaled aswell
asthe individual winners listed below. We thank these fine stereo clubs &their accomplished 3D photographers for
participating, and special thanks toour ISCC Director, Steve Dudley, for his hard work inorganizing all these clubs
efforts. We, ofcourse, look forward to showing our 6images inthe upcoming February ISCC to be hosted by Sydney
and May ISCCto be hostedby Rocky Mtn.

Club Standings (after 1st of3 Exhibitions)
Cascade Stereoscopic Club 47
Atlanta Stereographic Assn 46
Sydney Stereo Camera Club 46
Puget Sound Stereo Camera Club 46
Detroit Stereographic Society 43
Cordova Camera Club 41
San Diego Stereo Camera Club 39
Rocky Mtn. Stereo Club 38
Chicago Stereo Camera Club 37
Southern Califomia Stereo Club host

Top 5
(these 5 stereo images qualify for entry in theMayISCC,
where thePSA Gold ISCC Image of theYear will he awarded)

1st - Fireworks in 3D byAllanGriffin of Sydney
2nd - The Old Mill by Bill Walton of Atlanta
3rd - AmanaMorningby Russ Gager
4th - Repose #2 by Greg Marshall of Cascade
5th - LaserTunnel with People byRobert McRostie of Sydney

10 Honorable Mentions
Walking Down Park Aveby Lee Pratt of Atlanta
Afternoon In Monument Valley by Lee Pratt of Atlanta
Pink on Pink by Paul Moeller of Cascade
Timberline #2 by Mike Kersenbrock of Cascade
Repose #2 by Greg Marshall of Cascade
Red Rock Country by Bob Chamberlain of Detroit
Misty Forest by Martha Dombeck of Detroit
Tools: PushKarFair by Bob Venezia of Puget (Seattle)
With Prayers Flyingby A1 Stenson of Puget(Seattle)
Wildflowers on Parchment at Paradise Lodge
by Grant Campos of Puget (Seattle) . • u r.

' Amana Morning by Russ Gager

Fireworks in 3D by Allan Griffin

The Old Mill by Bill Walton



Some Stereo

Photographic Reported
Tips From ^-K"
JackLaxer David Starkman

Jack Laxer, professional photographer and lecturer, known forhissuperb stereo slides of 1950's "Googie"
restaurants and architecture, gave an interesting "show-and-tell" presentation at the November 2002 Club meeting.
Inaddition tohis photographic expertise. Jack applies his methodical powers ofproblem solving tothe practical tech
nical problems of photographic equipment. In this case. Jack pointed out the awkward design of the Stereo Realist
camera, and the difficulty and fatigue of holding it for long periods of time.

His solution, which hesaid took a year ofdeveloping and refining, was to start with a Hakuba "Handy Pod"
H-HP compact table tripod and tomodify it tosuit his needs. (See www.hakubausa.com for more detailson the Handy
Pod.) The Handy Pod consists ofa tubular cylinder about 1.25" indiameter and 10" long, with a locking ball head at
one end, which screws into the tripod socket of the camera. In this fashion it can beused as a handle for holding the
camera. However, at the other end of the cylinderare 3 legs which pop out of the cylinder, and convert the handle
into a table-top tripod.

However, Jack found severalproblemswith the Handy Pod, which he pointed out in meticulousdetail. Then
he showed us his ingenous solutions to each problem. First, was theslippery body of themetal cylinder. He solved
this by using a tubular foam bicycle handle cover, slipped onto theHandy Podusing soap as a lubricant. Second, he
found that the tripod legs had metal feet, which were slippery onsmooth surfaces. He solved this problem bygluing
rubber pads onto the metal feet pads. Last, the tripod legs had a tendency to pop out of the cylinder at unwanted
moments. Sohe found a rubber chairlegcover of thecorrect diameter to slip on thatendof thecylinder (it looks like
the rubber tips used on walkingcanes, but is actually larger in diameter).

The endresult looked simple, but these many modifications make it perfect for use on anystereo camera -
- especially the "not designed to be held" Stereo Realist!

Thesecond item he showed us was something every stereo photographer who uses vintage stereo cameras
might want to own. This was a compact digital light meter called the "Digisix" by Gossen.

At somepointall of us haveprobably useda separate lightmeter, or usedthe metering of a single lensreflex
(SLR) camera, to getmore accurate exposures with ouroldmanually setstereo cameras. At2"wide, 3"high and 1"
thick this is a meter that will fit in the palm of your hand. Even better. Jack showed us how one of the Gossen acces
sories canbe modified, so that theDigisix canbe mounted on the shoe ontop of the Stereo Realist, or any camera
with a shoe ontop. The handiness ofthat alone would make theDigisix worth owning, butthelistof features packed
into this tiny meter make it irresistible!

First, it works as an Incident or Reflective lightmeter, witha digital LCD readout on top that shows the ISO
FilmSpeed thatyou have it set to, andan EVreading from 0 to 18. TheEVreading is easily transferred to a
setting ring, where all the shutter speed/f-stop combinations can be read at a glance. Second, there is a clock, with
alarm, thatmaybe shown on thedisplay. Third, there is a stopwatch-style timer that canrunup to 30 minutes,
with anaudible alarm at theendof theset time. The timer canbe paused and continued, if there are intermptions in
thescene youare timing. Fourth, there is a temperature readout, from -15 to 70degrees Celsius, or 5 to 160 degrees
Fahrenheit. It shows the current temperature, plus a high and low memory.

By the time Jack finished explaining this we were all quite amazed at the number of features packedinto
this tinydevice. He saidthe suggested retail price was around $160.00, but that the "street price" might be closer to
$110.00 or$120.00. Any well-stocked camera store might have it,andwewould expect that allof thebigmail-order
dealersmight, also. It is distributed by Bogen,whose web site is www.bogenphoto.com.

Jack also mentioned an equally compact Sekonic meter, that he said might sell for $10 or $20 less. With all
the features of the Digisix, however, why settle for less?

In all, it was a very interestingand informativedemonstration that Jack gave to the club, and we all leamed
some useful tips that evening!



Take Better Stereo by Understanding Parallax
by David Kuntz

One of the most common

mistakes made by beginning stere-
ographers is to include too much
depth in an image, thus making the
picture uncomfortable to view.
This problemis compounded by
the fact that an image with exces
sive depth is morecomfortably
seen in a hand viewer than when

projected. Thus, novices often take
images that appear acceptable
when seen at home in the viewer,
and are surprised that they don't
translate well onto the Club's pro
jection screen.

To understand how to

limit depth in an image to levels
that can becomfortablyviewed on
projection, it is first necessary to
understand the conceptof parallax.
The drawing below, which
portrays how the two lenses of a
stereo camera view a scene, illus
trates how parallax arises.

When the three objects
(the circle, triangle and square)are
imaged on the film by the left lens,
they appear to be in line. However,
when imaged by the right lens,
they have a horizontal separation.

The separation between
the first and second objects is
labeled pi, and the separation
between the second and third
is called p2. These quantities are

Film Plane

the parallaxes. It is theseparallax
es between the left and right eye
views that our brain uses to pro
duce depth perception, and
this is true whetherwe're viewing
a stereo photograph or an actual
scene in the real world. The stere-

ogram that would result from the
arrangement in the drawing is
shown below.

One very important point
to note about the first drawing is

allowable depth in a stereo image.
The graph plots this equation for a
stereo camera with 35nim focal

lenses, a lens separation of 70mm
and a parallax of 1.2mm. These
are values encountered with a

standard. Realist format stereo
camera. To use the graph you start
with the distance to the nearest

object in the scene on the horizon
tal axis, and read the maximum

allowable distance to the far

point off the vertical scale.

that, even though the distance
from the square to the triangle is
the same as the distance from the

triangle to the circle, the parallax
they produce is different.
Simply stated, a given separation
distance produces more parallax in
closer objects than it does in dis
tant objects.

Our visual systems can
only comfortably handle so much
parallax. Exactly how much
depends upon a variety of factors.
A good rule of thumb for stereo

photographers is that 35mm
projected images should contain
no more than 1.2mm of parallax
on the film chips. In other words,
if you actually measured the hori
zontal shift (parallax) in the
closest part of the scene on the left
and right film chips relative to the
most distant point in the scene, the
distance would be 1.2mm or less.
This value can typically increase
to 1.8mm in a hand viewer.

Obviously, however, the smaller
number must be used for slides

ever intended for projection.
Using geometry and the

known quantities of lens focal
length, lens separation and maxi
mum allowable parallax, an equa
tion can be derived that gives the
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The graph shows that
when the near point is about 6.5
feet or more, then the far point can
essentiallybe infinity - something
every stereographer should
already know. When the near point
is four feet, however, the maxi
mum far point drops to just under
10 feet. With a two feet near point,
the far point becomes only three
feet.

Useful Tip:

Our stereo cameras already con
tain a built in calculator that

automatically shows the allowable
parallax. Simply make sure that
the near and far points in the scene
fit within the 178 markings on your
depth of field scale and the paral
lax in your scene will be within
acceptable limits.
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An SCSC

3-D Museum

by Philip Steinman

I think that we have some very advanced active photographers within
SCSC that have put together some amazing 3-D slide shows of their own work
that should be continued to be shown outside of SCSC's meetings at local Los
Angeles venues. Ray Zone's LA 3D, Stereoscopic Views ofLA & Hollywood,
James Comstock's 10 Years ofBurning Man and Orchids and Other Floral
Wonders, Christopher Olson's California Dreamin,' Lynn Wyatt's Shooting
Stars, Scott Ressler's Cinema Stereo: A Backstage Glimpse at Hollywood, and
Abe Perlstein's UR There 3D are all amazing 3D slide shows that I think the
photography people of Los Angeles would love to see.

As a club I think we need to encourage our other advanced members, par
ticularly Kathy Day, Mike McKinney, Robin Burks, and David Saxon (to name
just a few) to put together slide shows of their own work to present first at our
club exhibitions and then publicly. After seeing James' and Lynn's shows a couple
of times, I leamed that personally presenting your own shows to the public really
helps you develop as a photographer. (These two photographers both won presti
gious awards at NSA this year for their shows.)

I've seen 2D photography slide shows at LACMA, REI, Adventure 16,
and public libraries in which I know the audience would have just marveled at
even more if they saw it in 3D. And this is what I think SCSC is capable of bring
ing to and enriching the LA community. Our best work is museum worthy.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normaily include 3D slide projection and are heid monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annualsubscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articies. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

January 16 - Club Competition
Hollywood 3-D Slide Program by Ray Zone
Jack Laxer Demonstration

44th Hollywood Slide & Card Exhibition Closes

January 18 - 44th Hollywood Slide & Card Exhibition Judging
9:00 AM 1st United Methodist Church,
134 N. Kenwood, Glendale, California

February 19 - PSA Sequence & Hollywood Exhibition

March 19 - Club Competition & Scott Ressler's Cinema
Stereo: A Backstage Glimpse at Hollywood

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman
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Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.com
SCSC Website:

wwwJa3dcIub.com

www.la3dclub.org

A
Wilshire Blvd.

Hollywood 3-D Slide Program
by Ray Zone

Hollywood 3-D is a wide-
ranging slide program that features vin
tage and contemporary views of
Hollywood including a visit to the set
of the 1923 Universal film The

Hunchback ofNotre Dame, starring
Lon Chaney Sr., movie star homes and
movie studio sets of the 1930s, behind
the scenes stereo photos of the making
of Bwana Devil (1952), 3-D films of
the 1950s and a look at some of the TV

and film stars who were members of

the Hollywood Stereoscopic Society.
Several stereo images were

photographed by SCSC's former
Hospitality Hostess Marjorie Webster.
The program concludes with stereo
photos of the 3-D re-premiere of House
ofWaxin 1991.

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm the third Thursday of every month at the
United Wilshire Methodist Church at 4350

Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
90010. The entrance is on Plymouth Blvd.
and meetings are held in the newly renovat
ed basement meeting room.



Jack Laxer
Returns to SCSC

Members and guests attending

November's meeting will remember the
informative and interesting demonstration
Jack Laxer made featuring a new product
and equipmenthe re-designed that help
make stereophotography more enjoyable
and precise.

At our January meeting, Jack —a
professional photographer, lecturer and AJV
producer, whose 3D and 2D color photogra
phy were featured at the IMAX theater -
will present innovative equipmenthe devel
oped that you can readily make for your
self. This equipment enablesphotographers
to capture scenes under certain conditions
that would ordinarily not be feasible.

For example. Jack will show you
how to make hand-supported long expo
sures with your camera (up to 60 seconds
and longer) - without tripod while achiev
ing perfectlysharppictures. His ingenious
technique and small, unobtrusive device are
invaluable when photographingmuseums,
cathedrals (and other dimly lit interiors)
where tripods and flash are strictly prohibit
ed and insufficient ambient light prevents
taking conventional hand-held pictures at
instantaneous exposures.

Additionally, Jack will make the
premier introduction of an accessory which
incorporateshis design in a forthcoming
product from Pedco. Once again, given cer
tain equpipmentrestrictionsphotographers
face when trying, unsuccessfully, to photo
graph problematical interiors, this unique
versatile product can be the solution to cap
turing many otherwise 'impossible' scenes.
The devices referred to above are applica
ble to 3D and non-3D photography.
Appropriate literature will be available.

Jack's demonstration, along with
the evening's other stimulating events, will
be informative and useful. We urge you to
attend.

—Ray Zone

INTEI»JAT!ONAt. IHRAICL PROGRAMS

3-D photographer Jack Laxer at a recent SCSC Meeting.

World's First Freevision Headstone
Former SCSC President and Program Director Tony Alderson,

who passed away October 22, 2002, is now resting beneath the World's First
Freevision Headstone etched with stereo art designed to be viewed with
binocular freevision. The freevision headstone is located at the Double

Buttes Cemetery in Tempe,Arizona and was set in place in December,2002.
It depicts a side-by-side cartoon stereo pair that is a self-caricature of
Alderson in the act of creating a stereo conversion for a 3-D comic book.
The stereo pair is rendered for parallel freevision.

Aldersonproducedmany stereo conversions designed to be viewed
in binocularfreevision and wrote one of the most comprehensive explana
tion of the process with an article titled "Everyone's Guide to Freevision"
for the November/December 1988 issue of Stereo World (Vol. 15,No. 5)
published by the National Stereoscopic Association (NSA).

"Every 3-D enthusiast eventually confronts the problem of stereo-
scopically viewing an interesting pair whenthere is no stereoscope handy,"
wrote Alderson. "At this moment one realizes that the necessity of a view
ing device, while one of the central charms of the three-dimensional art, is
at the same time one of its great handicaps. Fortimatelythere are a simple
set of techniques that will enableabout anyone with reasonably normaleyes
to fuse certain common stereo pairs without any external aids. This unaided
stereoscopic ftision is called 'freevision.'"

It is fitting that a great proponent of binocular freevision should
rest beneath a permanent stereo pair of his own creation.
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Stereo Exhibitions

My main topic this month is
stereo photographic competitions.
We have a large group of new stere-
ographers competing in our club
competitions and I would like to
challenge each and every one of you
to take your stereo photography to
the next level - International compe
titions.

Many photographers use
their local clubs as a proving ground
for their work and the images that
score the best are sent onto interna

tional competitions where accepted
images are selected by a panel of
judges. The accepted, honorable
mention and award winners are then

exhibited to at least two audiences or

groups.

If you are not a
Photographic Society ofAmerica
(PSA) member, you should really
think about joining. Members
receive the monthly PSA Joumal full
of photo tips, information on upcom
ing exhibitions and other helpful
advice. We have a few file copies in
the SCSC club library if you wish to
check them out. Visit the PSA web

site at: http://www.psa-photo.org.
PSA approved means that acceptanc
es earned in these exhibitions count

towards PSA Star ratings and the
PSA Stereo "Who's Who" list (for
PSA members).

Hollywood Exhibitions

SCSC each year sponsors
several exhibitions. In January we
host the Hollywood International
Stereo Slide and Stereo Cards

by Lawrence Kaufman

Exhibitions. The selection will take

place as usual at the First United
Methodist Church, 134 N. Kenwood
in Glendale On Saturday January

IS '̂̂ . The fun (and work) begins at
9:00 am. All members are invited to

come witness all the images being
judged. We would welcome any and
all help also. Only about half the
images will be selected and included
in the Hollywood Exhibition show
ings. Pick up entry forms at the

January meeting on the 16^^^ (or print
them from the Intemet). Luckily

January 16^^ is also the last day you
can enter. So bring slides to enter the
January club competition plus slides
and cards for the Hollywood. Don't
forget Philip might want to send one
of your better slides to the Interclub
competition that is being judged in
February.

The PSA Stereo Division's website:

http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/ has
a number of current Exhibition entry
forms.

45th Hollywood Int'l Stereo Slide
Exhibition. Format: Stereo Slides.

Closing date: January 16, 2003.
Mitchell Walker, PO Box 581, Pacific
Palisades, CA. email:
MitchBear@aol.com. Fees: US &
Canada $8. Others $10. Online entry
brochure -

http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/exhi
b.htm and http://www.la3dclub.com/

5th Hollywood Int'l Stereo Card
Exhibition. Format: Stereo Cards.

Closing date: January 16, 2003.
Lawrence Kaufman, 1607 Mariposa

Drive, Corona, CA. email: kauf-
man3d@earthlink.net. Fees: US $8.
All others $10. Online entry
brochure -

http://home, attbi.com/~psastereo/exh
ib.htm

Closing dates and contacts for other
upcoming PSA Stereo Exhibitions:

48^^ Oakland Intemational Stereo
Slide Exhibition. Format: Slides.

Closing date: January 20, 2003. Jim
Johnston, 24412 Leona Dr. Hayward,
CA, USA 94542 or Harold Baize,
email: baize@,itsa.ucsf.edu. Website:

http://www.3dculture.com/occ/occ-
news.htm US & Canada $6. Others

$8.

8^^ OaklandIntemational Stereo
Card Exhibition. Format: Stereo

Cards. Closing date: January 20,
2003. Barrie Bieler, FPSA, 737
Wiget Ln. Walnut Creek, CA, USA
94598-4353 or Harold Baize, email:
baize@,itsa.ucsf.edu. Website:

http://www.3dculture.com/occ/occ-
news.htm US & Canada $6. Others

$8.

Seventh Delaware Stereo Print.

Format: Stereo prints - Over-and-
under horizontal pairs, seven inch-
wide Holmes viewcards, anaglyphs,
or lenticular prints. Closing date:
January 21, 2003. Lynn Troy
Maniscalco, 1304 Oberlin Rd,
Wilmington, DE 19803. Email:
Ltmphoto@iuno.com US $6, Canada
$7, Others $8.



Southern Cross Exhibition. Format:

Stereo Slides. Closing date: March 28,
2003. Ray Moxom, 46 Glenayr Ave.,
West Ryde NSW 2114, Australia.
Email: ravmoxom@tpg.com.au. Fees:
$8.00 (US).

Photo Labs

Many members use A&I for
their processing needs. A & I is a
Photographic and Digital Lab in Los
Angeles. They have a web site:
www.aandi.com. You can drop film off
or use there prepaid mailers. Find out
about their mail services at:

http://www.aandi.com/bymail.html.
Mailers can be purchased from B&FI
Photo in New York, alone or when you
are ordering other photo
equipment/needs. They also have a
website - www.bhphotovideo.com.

A direct link to the A & I

mailers is:

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/bhLsph
/FrameWork.class I too am a happy
customer, but I prefer Olson's Lab in
Anaheim since it is close to work.

For doing 3D prints David
Thompson suggested Leo's Camera
Shop in Klamath Falls. Jonne Goeller
who is a member of SSA and in sever

al of his folios has Leo's do her color

printing and he does an excellent job.
Leo has a web site that you might like
to visit. He is at:

www.leoscamerashop.com. His
address is Leo's Camera Shop, 1022
Main St., Klamath Falls, OR 97601.
Phone: (541) 882-3331.

D3 - The PSA Stereo Division's

Newsletter

SCSC does have a club mem

bership to the Photographic Society of
America (PSA). The Stereo Division
of PSA has it's own newsletter, which
we have discussed in the past. The
current issue is available online free of

charge or you can order a printed copy
from its editor George Themelis,
10243 Echo Hill Drive, Brecksville,
OH 44141 (send a self-addressed

stamped envelope).

Dimensions Three 5.3 is

available at PSA-SD's web site:

http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/ The
direct link to the PDF file is:

http://home.attbi.eom/~psastereo/pdf/P
SA53.PDF

Contents of this issue

includes the Chairman's Message by
Pauline Fredrickson, PSA Stereo
News, by the Editor, A1 Sieg's impres
sions of the recent PSA Conference,
ISCC news, 2002 PSA Conference
report by James Roy, 2001 Stereo
image of the Year (I won HM for my
'Jonathan' slide) A1 Sieg's Gold Medal
picture is reproduced. Workshop:
Getting Started in Stereo Photography
by George Themelis, Top of the Tops
in Stereo by Ron Fredrickson, New
PSA-SD Star Ratings (congratulations
Philip Steinman) and much more.

Upcoming camera shows

The Buena Park Camera

Expo is America's Largest Monthly
Camera Show, with Over 200 tables of
photo equipment. The show is held at
7530 Orangethorpe (between the 5
and 91 freeways at Beach Boulevard)
in Buena Park. New show hours are

9:30am to 2:30pm, $5 admission with
free parking. For more information
call: (949) 786-8183 or (949) 786-
6644.

Here are the dates for 2003

(subject to change): January 19th,
February 16th, March 16th, April
13th, May 18th, June 15th, July 20th,
August 17th, September 21st, October
19th, November 16th and December
14th. Check their website: www.cam-

eraexpo.com or email them at: camer-
aexpo@yahoo.com.

Bargain Camera Shows

The Pasadena Camera Show is held at

the Pasadena Elks Lodge, 400 W
Colorado Blvd., 134 Freeway to
Orange Grove S. 10am - 3pm. It is

often held on the 2nd Sunday of
the month. Call for dates. For

more information about this and

other 'Bargain Camera shows' eon-
tact Anton, Bargain Camera
shows, PO Box 5352, Santa
Monica 90409, (310) 578-7446.

Stereoscopic Displays and
Applications Conference

The 2003 Stereoscopic Displays
and Applications Conference is
ehanging this year. For the past
decade it has been held in San

Jose. It is moving to Santa Clara
away from most of the SPIE
Conference. It will be held

Tuesday-Thursday January 21-23,
2003 at the Santa Clara

Convention Centre, Santa Clara,
California.

See

http://www.stereoscopic.Org/2003/r
egister.html

Some of the highlights of the con
ference include:

Presentations on autostereoscopic
displays, stereoscopic video,
human factors, stereoscopic dis
play applications and much more...
3D Equipment Demonstration
Session

3D Video Screening Session
3D Keynote presentation
"Understanding Stereoscopic
Vision"

See

http://www.stereoscopic.org/2003/
program.html for the full program.

I'll see you at the meeting.
Come ready to enjoy "Hollywood
3D" by Ray Zone. Plus remember
to bring slides to enter the January
club competition and slides & cards
for the Hollywood competitions.
Don't forget Philip might want to
send one ofyour better slides to the
Interclub competition that is being
judged in February.



A Burning
Stereo Man

An Interview with

James Comstock
by

Philip Steinman
James Comstock and Philip Steinman at the SCSC Christmas

Banquet at Taix Restaurant in December 2002.

Steinman: This is an exciting timefor yourstereo photography. Particularly with your success at the
NSA Riverside exhibitions. Your shows "Orchid and otherFloral Wonders" and "10 Years ofBurning Man"
earnedyoubest new presenter andputyou in the award arena with stereo halloffamer Robert Bloomberg andhis
wonderful (movie epic ofa) show "LostTemple ofAngkor. "

What did you take away withyoufrom that experience?

Comstock: Of anybody's work that I have seen overthe years, as far as stereo shows go,Robert
Bloomberg's has always impressed me immensely with its quality, variety, and humor. This year, I was quite blown
away by 'Lost Temple ofAngkor.' It was a great pleasure to see such a refined 3-D production; something one
knows is a rare experience. One image from this show was entered in the Hollywood Exhibition this year. It cer
tainly would have won a top award if I had been ajudge. Oh wait, I think it did. Maybe'Travel.' I already have a
great affinity for thecultures of this area of theworld. I love thearchitecture, art, music. Foryears, I have been
planning a trip to Thailand and Bali. Angkor was on the list.

Anyway, back to the question. Seeing Bloomberg's show and meeting him was the highlight of the conference
for me. And finding him quite enjoyable, with a sense ofhumor I expected ofhim from his other work, plus a
shared interest inmusic. It is always more rewarding to met someone whose work you admire when they have an
opportunity tosee your work aswell (as long as they like it). It gives you the initial connections you need toget
closer.

Also at the show, I was impressed by the quality of the 3-D video projections. It has encouraged me topursue
some of myother projects. Coming long ago from a film background, I've always wanted to do 3-D in
motion. But I was discouraged by the quality; at least, for someone who couldnot afforda 3-D Imax cameraand
theater.

Or even one roll of its film.

Steinman: You bringphotographing flowers to a new level. How didyouget interested in orchids?



Comstock: I have always thought that the three main interests in my life have heen art, science, and
plants. I've never been able to limit myself to one or the other, especially to make a living. I have collected plants
since I was probably 6 years old. I think I was doing photography by 12. I know I still have pictures of flowers I
took while in junior high school. They have always been one of my loves, and one of my favorite photographic
subjects. Over my lifetime, every interest that I have had, has grown in scale. My interest in plants has grown to a
large rare plant collection, a large plant breeding project of 17 years, and a landscape contracting business.

My photography took me to film school, a film special effects business, still photography, and then 3-D
photography. My plant breeding project (a plant called 'Olivia'), took me to UCI to meet Professor Harold
Koopowitz, the founder of the arboretum there. He is one of the most respected names worldwide in horticultural
circles, especially in orchids. He and I did a book together on Olivias, the plant I'm hybridizing. It came out in
August from Timberpress. Harold has a huge greenhouse where he collects and hybridizes orchids. With his col
lection and his access to some of the finest collections in Oalifomia, I have access to this incredible world of
orchids, a plant family that comprises about 1/5 of all flowering plant species on the planet.

Harold is editor of The Orchid Digest for which I do much photography. Each issue now contains a 3-D
page for free-viewing orchid pictures, just for fiin. Not many of the readers can free-view, but those who can
LOVE it. Duh! He and I are working on an orchid book for Timberpress, and we hope to do a 3-D orchid book
someday. In the meantime, I have done some 3-D shows for a couple orchid conferences.

When I started doing 3-D photography, one of my first shots was a flower closeup with a slide bar (actu
ally I dragged my tripod across a piece of plywood with marks on it. I didn't know what a slide bar was). What
delight to be able to capture the wonderful sculptural quality of a flower I had admired all my life, but whose beau
ty was only hinted at in a 2-D photo. I now shot many different kinds of flowers, including orchids. But orchids
have evolved some of the most complex floral stmctures known. I find them fascinating, especially combined with
the colors, textures, and pattems. Living art to my heart. But it is also fascinating to leam the ways the flower uses
all these elements to succeed in getting pollinated, which is its goal, of course. In doing this photography, I get to
combine these three interests of mine, science, art, and plants, together. It is very satisfying.

Steinman: You have also done somefine nude photography as well and I was wondering ifthis experi
ence helped you with photographing orchids? Was this just studio experience with lighting, or is there a Georgia
O'Keefe influence here?

Comstock: As soon as I could arrange it, I was doing my first nude photography in high school. All my
early work with both flowers and nudes was done with natural light in natural settings. Depending on the type of
photography you are doing, the human body or flowers can be considered the same subject (beauty of the natural
world, is as good a label as any, if you need that). You get in close, see the curves, the textures, colors, flow,
connections, space.

Or I can do landscapeswith human figures, or flowers. Then it can be something else. It's the relationship
of all the elements. I like to doing lots of different kinds of photography. I've been doing it a long time. I don't like
to be categorized as doing one type of photography. There is a lot of my work that I haven't done in 3-D. And a
lot of my 3-D stuff that doesn't get shown at the club.

As far as Georgia O'Keefe, I love her work. When I first saw it, I said, 'I'm there', in all humility, of course.
Her work was a confirmation for me more than anything else.

~ To be continued ~
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The Stereo Window and Mounting
hy David Kuntz

Proper mounting of stereo
slides is important for both aesthetic
and technical reasons. Improperly
mounted slides can cause eyestrain and
headaches when viewed, especially
when projected. Mounting can also be
used to alter the impact of a slide, as
well as to crop out unwanted picture
elements near the edge of the frame.
This article provides a brief introduc
tion to the concepts of the stereo win
dow and stereo slide mounting.

The perceived depth relation
ship amongst various elements in a
stereo photograph is fixed at the time
the original exposure is made. Nothing
can be done to the original film chips
to alter these depth relationships. A
pair of sample stereo film chips is rep
resented in the drawing.

T, T,
When the film chips are

placed in a slide mount, the rectangular
apertures in the mount form a Window
through which we view the photograph;
this is called the stereo window.

Mounting is the process of aligning a
stereo photograph to the stereo window
formed by the mount apertures.

Depending upon the type of
mount used, there can be up to three
degrees of freedom in performing this
alignment. The first of these is vertical
alignment and the second is rotational
alignment. If the original exposure was
made with a properly aligned and
adjusted stereo eamera or twin camera
rig, then it can be categorically stated
that the mounting process should never
introduce any vertical or rotational mis
alignmentbetween the left and right
film chips. This type of error is one of

I • I • I
I • I I I

T,
Vertical Misalignment

Rotational Misalignment

the surest ways to produce a stereo image
that will cause viewer eyestrain. Some
types of stereo mounts, such as the RBT,
are constructed to eliminate the possibility
of introducing these errors. Examples of
these errors are shown in the figure.

The third direction the film chips
can be moved is horizontally, and this
adjustment forms the basis of stereo mount
ing. Moving the chips horizontally alters
the depth relationships between the stereo
window and the elements of the photograph

(but again, not within the pic
ture itself).

Moving the chips in
toward the center of the

mount brings picture ele
ments closer to, and ultimate
ly through, the stereo win
dow.

The drawing shows
two identical stereo pairs
mounted differently. In the
first, the foreground figure
appears closer to us than the
stereo window (thus, we say
it is coming through the win
dow). In the second, moving
the chips apart makes the fig
ure appear to be farther away
than, or behind, the window.

When mounting a
stereo slide, it is important to
adjust the film chips so

that all objects that
are interposed behind
the mask frame (such
as the tree in the

drawing) appear to be behind the stereo
window in terms of depth. Otherwise
the brain receives two conflicting depth
cues; the parallax cue tells us the tree is
closer than window, but the interposi
tion cue puts it behind the window. This
causes visual confusion and detracts

from our enjoyment of the image.
While many mounts have indi

cators to help with film positioning,
these are typically designed to work
with "average" outdoor photos, in
which everything is at least 7 feet from
the camera. However, by utilizing the
technique just described, you can mount
your stereo photos to place the subject
exactly where you want it relative to
the window for maximum impact and
optimal viewer comfort.

T 1 T
Moving chips inward pulls subjects

towards us through the window

mi

w
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Moving dtips outward pushes subjects
away from us behind the window
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Los Angeles:
A 3-D City

A Challenging Medium
and Its Audience

by Philip Steinman

We are at the center of the world, but we do not live our lives fully
aware of this. Los Angeles is in my opinion the premiere city of the world
because of the drive and talent of the people who live here. Nowhere else will
you find a population of people with such passion; be it artistic, technical,
political, social, etc.

So, being the Stereo Club of Southem California, we have a wealth
of people to draw from and at the same time reach out to. There aren't really
any limits to stereo photography's potential within the Los Angeles
community.

Stereo photography is the underdog in exposure compared to flat
photography. All the stereoscopic photo clubs and 3D organizations exist to
help promote the growth and sustain the vitality of 3D photography. We can
do this best by the mutual support and advertisement of each other.

Collectively our job is to bring this more challenging medium to it's
audience by providing a venue for projected 3D slide shows, stereocard and
slide folios, competitions, workshops, and knowledge.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/singie
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director).The 3D News is sent monthly to ail members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthiink.net
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Calendar of Events

February 20 - PSA Sequence & Hollywood Exhibition
Stabilizing YourCamera by Lynn Wyett

March 1 - 3D Movie Meeting - Contact John Hart

March 19 - Club Competition & Scott Ressler's Cinema
Stereo: A Backstage Glimpse at Hollywood

April 17 - PSA Travelling Exhibition & A Judge's Panel

May 15 - Club Competition & Tony Alderson's Make Those
Lenses Swing

SCSC Board Memhers

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
long iim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.com
SCSC Website:

www.la3dclub.com

www.la3dclub.org

WiisWre United

Methodist Church

'Wilshire Bfvd. ^ i
pi

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm the third Thursday of every month at the
United Wilshire Methodist Church at 4350

WilshireBoulevard, Los Angeles, California
90010. The entrance is on Plymouth Blvd.
and meetings are held in the newly renovat
ed basement meeting room.

Stabilizing Your Camera

by Lynn Wyett

Does camera shake blur your
great photography? How many images
go into yoiu reject pile suffering from
what appears to be soft focus?

Fellow SCSC-er Lynn Wyett
will address the topic of Stabilizing
Your Camera at the February meeting.
Lynn will show and tell the proper use
of tripods, discuss the basics for mak
ing the steadiest handheld exposures
(from the ground up!), demonstrate
tips and tricks for gaining an extra stop
or two of shutter speed while holding
your camera, and share improvised
camera supports for field use.

WARNING: although the
vast majority of ideas in this presen
tation cost and weigh nothing, you
may suffer an uncontrollable urge to
visit a hardware store and spend
about $10 right after the meeting.

New Members

for January 2003

Doug Carson, Culver City
Jim Miller, Los Angeles
Jason Ryan, Van Nuys

Fred Walker, Los Angeles



A Jazzy January Gathering
Competitions Report
by Philip Steinman

The January SCSC exhibition was
a fine showing of our LA-based 3D photog
raphy community. The discerning judges,
Lawrence Kaufman, Mitch Walker, and
David Kuntz gave scores of 22 to two slides
in the A Group Conventional category which
shared the Award. The coveted blue ribbons

went to neighboring slides of both Chris
Olson for Candy Cane Lane (a dreamy
Christmas lit house) and Sean Isroelit for
Tulip Lane (a superbly mounted and color
fully composed flower garden). Honorable
Mentions (going to six 21 point images) were
awarded to: Bob Phillips for Logging Crew,
Chris Olson for both Stereo Window and

Donderberg Mountain, and Abe Perlstein
for Estero Bluff's Sunset. In the B Group
Conventional category the Award went to
John Hart for the beautiful Butchart

Gardens and Honorable Mentions went to

Chuck Bernhardt (great to see your work
again Chuck!) for You Woke Me Up and As
the Sun Goes Down. In the Non-

ConventionalA Group, Kathy Day made her
gallant debut with her precious new RBT
camera, and took home HMs for Morning at
Mono Lake and Woods Creek Bridge. Abe
Perlstein shared some HMs with Suckin Up
Them Seeds and First Snow. The Award

went to Kathy Day for Above Rae Lakes.
The question is, will Kathy continue to com
pete in the A Group Standard with her Realist
camera, now that we've seen her success

with the wide format RBT? In the Non-

Conventional B Group, Jim Long cleaned
up again with some more sensational 2D-3D
conversions; 3 Brazilian Humbirds and
Baker Test won HMs and Velvet Cheek

Humbird won the Award. Special thanks to
our projectionist David Starkman.

Below are the current SCSC 2002-

3 Season Standings after 3 (of 5) competi
tions. Each of our 3 judges award each slide
a score of 5-9, for a possible point range
totaling between 15-27. After 3 SCSC exhi
bitions, full participation by submitting 9
slides thus far means you'll have at least 135
points! (3 images x 5point min x 3judges x3
competitions=135). So please submit make
up slides if you have not kept pace by show
ing 3 slides in each of the last 3 exhibitions,
as this will boost your point total J.
Complete participation is an award everyone
can win at the year end summer banquet! I
predict our March & May Competitions will

have a landslide of images providing for great 3D
exhibitions. Let's see who's been sharing their
stereo work thus far..

A Group Conventional
Sean Isroelit 185

A: Tulip Lane
Lawrence Kaufman 183

Abe Perlstein 180

HM: Estero Bluff's Sunset
Robin Burks 132

Susan Pinsky 130
Chris Olson 125

A: Candy Cane Lane
HM: Stereo Window

Donderberg Mountain
Bob Phillips 117

HM: Logging Crew
David Starkman 116

Ray Zone 112
David Thompson 62
B Group Conventional
Bruno Lizzi 167

Chuck Bemhardt 165

HM: You WokeMe Up
As the Sun Goes Down

Paul Spencer 125
John Hart 114

A: Butchart Gardens

Rick Sawyer 106
Mark Kemes 57

Randy Koenig 56

A Group: Non-Conventional
Abe Perlstein 192

HM: Suckin Up Them Seeds
First Snow

Lawrence Kaufman 176

Steve Berezin 176

Kathy Day 135
A: Above Rae Lakes

HM: Morning at Mono Lake
Woods Creek Bridge

Philip Steinman 122
David Starkman 120

Ray Zone 115
Charlie Van Pelt 58

David Saxon 57

Bob Phillips 57

B Group: Non-Conventional
Jim Long 203

A: Velvet Cheek Humbird

HM: 3 Brazilian Humbird

Baker Test

Rick Sawyer 124
HerbAbrams 108

Doug Carson 59
John Hart 56

January Meeting Wrap-Up

The January Club meeting
was one of the best attended in quite
some time, with at least 50 people pres
ent. In addition to regular Club mem
bers, we had about 20 visitors, which is
probably a new record.

As always, the meeting started
with introductions and aimouncements

by Club President Philip Steinman.
After a brief introduction to the scoring
system used in our competitions, the
slide judging began. Some of the most
exciting images were scenics by Kathy
Day, and the always unique work of
Abe Perlstein.

Following the competition,
Jack Laxer gave a live presentation
that demonstrated how to take long
exposure photographs without the aid
of a tripod. Jack is an excellent speak
er and presents his material "infomer-
cial style," where he sets up the prob
lem and creates interest and curiosity
before he explains the solution. Jack
had the eager attention of every pho
tographer in the audience, because he
addressed a topic we've all stmggled
with at some time.

The night was far from over
when Jack wrapped up, because we
were then treated to Ray Zone's
Hollywood 3-D show, presented in 2x2
format. This show was a fascinating
retrospective of famous personalities
and locations from the golden age of
Hollywood. It combined vintage
images from Tm-Vue rolls, celebrity
photos by the late Marjorie Webster,
as well as Ray's own work.

The evening ended at nearly
11pm, and only then because we had to
clear out of our room. This was a great
meeting, full of lively discussions, new
faces and great 3-D images that we'll
all remember for a long time to come.

New Member Jason Ryan with his grandfather s red
button Stereo Realist Viewer.
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5th Hollywood International
Stereo Card Exhibition

The 5th Hollywood
International Stereo Card Exhibition

was a big success. Many great entries
challenged the judges to pick out the
best of the work. Tough decisions
had to be made. My thanks to the
three judges, David Kuntz, Cassie
Kaufman and Charley Van Pelt as
well as special thanks go to Linda
and David Thompson for helping out
with the judging.

Here are the wirmers:

Best of Show:

Lincoln Cathedral by David
Thompson of Brea, CA

Best Contemporary:
Digital Image by Dale Walsh, 4* of
St Laurent, Quebec, Canada

Muscogee 3-D Award for
Fhotojournalism:
81mm Mortar Rounds by BUI C.
Walton, APSA 4* of Columbus, GA

Best Monochrome:

Cross on Mt. Royal by Dale Walsh,
4* of St Laurent, Quebec, Canada

Best Photo Travel:

Shore and Island by Ron
Fredrlckson, Master 5 of Roseville,
CA

Best Living Mammal:
Grazioes by Bruno Braun, EFIAP
BPSA M2 of Kassel, Germany

hy Lawrence Kaufman

New Hollywood Exhibitor:
Fall in the French Gorge by Philip
Steinman, 2* of Los Angeles, CA

SCSC Club Award:

The Fortune Teller by Ray Zone of
Los Angeles, CA

Honorable Mentions:

Maine Coast by Pauline
Fredrlckson, Hon. PSA, FPSA, M2

of Roseville, CA
Tulip Bouquet by Carole G.
Honigsfeld, 3* of Oxnard, CA
Callalily Trio by Carole G.
Honigsfeld, 3* of Oxnard, CA
Ms. Savi by James Roy, FPSA 4* of
Falls Church, VA
Fireworks by Albert L. Sieg, FPSA-
EPSA, MXIV of Rochester, NY

SCSC members made a very
strong showing in the Card Exhibition
and besides those who won awards,
acceptances were also garnered by
SCSC members Linda Thompson,
Heather Lowe, and David Saxon.

Stereo Exhibitions

In January I challenged our
new stereographers (I should have
included our seasoned stereo-photog
raphers also) to take your stereo pho
tography to the next level -
International competitions.

There are many great stereo
pictures entered in Photographic
Society ofAmerica (PSA) salons (also
called competitions or exhibitions). I
enjoy entering myself. The idea behind
this system is to promote stereo pho
tography. The salon is exhibited to the

fraw

public. We get to see some of the best
stereo pictures from all over the
world. This has inspired a lot of peo
ple. In order for the exhibitions to
continue there must be exhibitors.

PSA is an organization that
puts a "seal of approval" in certain
stereo exhibitions. PSA has other

functions also, plus branches for all
photographers. Visit the PSA-Stereo
Division web page at:
http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/

Many photographers use
their local clubs as a proving ground
for their work and the images that
score the best are sent onto intema-

tional competitions where accepted
images are selected by a panel of
judges. The accepted, honorable men
tion and award winners are then

exhibited to at least two audiences or

groups.

If you are not a
Photographic Society of America
(PSA) member, you should really
think about joining. Members receive
the monthly PSA Journal full ofphoto
tips, information on upcoming exhibi
tions and other helpful advice. Plus
members' acceptances into exhibi
tions go towards a "Star Rating". The
more acceptances the more 'stars' you
can acquire - but you must be a PSA
member. We have a few file copies in
the SCSC club library if you wish to
check them out. Visit the PSA website

at: http://www.psa-photo.org. PSA
approved means that acceptances
earned in these exhibitions count

towards PSA Star ratings and the PSA
Stereo "Who's Who" list (for PSA
members).



The PSA Stereo Division's website:

http://home.attbi.coin/~psastereo/
has a number of current Exhibition

entry forms.

Closing dates and contacts for other
upcoming Stereo Exhibitions:

Not a PSA Exhibition: STEREO

CLUB Tokyo. Format:
JPEG/digitaEemail. Closing date:
February 28, 2003. Website:
http://www.stereoeye.jp/compe/index_
scte.html email: sekitani@stereoeye.jp
Takashi Sekitani. Fees: Free.

Chicago Lighthouse Exhibition.
Format Slides & Cards. Closing date:
Febmary 19, 2003. http://www.geoci-
ties.com/stereophotography/light.htm
Russ Gager, 1816 W. School Street,
Chicago, IE 60657. Fees: North
Amercia S7, All others $8.

Southern Cross Exhibition. Format:

Stereo Slides. Closing date: March 28,
2003. Ray Moxom, 46 Glenayr Ave.,
West Ryde NSW 2114, Australia.
Email: raymoxom@tpg.com.au. Form
is online:

http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/exhib
.htm Fees: $8.00 (US).

Ohio 2003 Stereo Slide Exhibition.

Format: Slides. Closing date: April 4,
2003. George Themelies, 10243 Echo
Hill Dr., Breckville, OH 44141.
Email: drt-3d@att.net Website:
http://home.att.net/~osps/
Fees: US & Canada $8, Others $10.

33rd Cordova International Stereo

Exhibition. Format: Slides and Prints.

Closing date: April 24, 2003. Mary
Bury, APSA, 6525 Sunrise Blvd., #52,
Citrus Heights, CA 95610 U.S.A.
Form is online:

http ://home.attbi. com/~psastereo/exhib
.htm Fees: US/Canada $6, Others $8.

8th Cordova International Stereo

Card Exhibition. See above.

Hollywood Card Chairman Lawrence Kaufman (right) assists thejudges in their
duties. Left to right: David Kuntz, Cassie Kaufman (scope) and Charley Van Pelt.

3D Imax returning to Irvine
and Ontario

Imax Corporation announced
that it had signed a deal with Regal
Entertainment Group to convert five of
the chain's Kinoton-equipped 8/70 2D
theaters back to IMAX 15/70 3D sys
tems. The deal resolves a legal battle
between the parties that had arisen with
the bankruptcy of the Edwards
Theaters Circuit in the summer of

2001.

At that time, Edwards used
the bankruptcy proceedings to reject its
leases on six IMAX systems, closing
two of the theaters (Fresno, CA, and
Boise, ID) and converting the remain
ing four (Irvine, CA; Ontario, CA;
Valencia, CA; and Houston, TX) to
Kinoton 8/70 projection in time for the
January 2002 opening of Beauty and
the Beast.

Imax sued Edwards over this

tactic, claiming the exhibitor owed mil
lions of dollars for terminating the
leases early.

The case was pending when
Regal Entertainment Group was
formed in the spring of 2002 by Denver
billionaire Phillip Anschutz, who
acquired the bankrupt Regal, Edwards,
and United Artists chains and merged
them into the largest cinema company
in North America. Regal also became
the world's largest owner/operator of
LF theaters, with 11. The fifth to be re
converted to IMAX is the former UA

Theater in King of Prussia, PA, outside
Philadelphia.

The eonversion of the first theater

(Irvine) was began in November and is
now complete. The last will be com
pleted by June 30, 2003. All will be 3D
and all will receive new sound systems.

Regal will pay Imax $13.5
million to settle the lawsuit and acquire
the new systems and will make Imax its
exclusive LF system provider, leaving
the chain with at least six lightly used
8/70 projectors. Regal plans to store
them and consider alternative uses for

them.

Other 3D Coming

This spring SeaWorld San
Diego will have a brand-new 4-D
attraction: R. L. Stine's Haunted

Lighthouse. This summer Universal
Studios will have Shrek 3D and Spy
Kids III will be playing in theaters with
some 3D scenes.

NSA Stereo Convention

National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) Conventions (http://www.stere-
oview.org/convention.html):

The 29th NSA is July 23-28, 2003 at
the Embassy Suites in North
Charleston, South Carolina.
http://shughes.org/nsa2003/

Contact Bill Moll - whmon@aol.com.
This facility has complimentary break
fast and drinks in the evening.
http://www.jqhhotels.com/ehsem_entry
.cfin



45th Holl3rwood
International

Stereo

Exhibition

by Mitchell Walker

Another exciting Hollywood
International Stereo Exhibition, for 2003
was held at the 1st United Methodist

Church in Glendale, California on
Saturday January 18, 2003.

The selectors were Charley
Van Pelt of Glendale, California,
Cassandra Kaufman of Corona,
California, and David Kuntz of Rancho
Palos Verdes, California.

This year's exhibition, was an
over all improvement from last year's in
that the number of entries that we

received, and all of the 57 exhibitors had
an acceptance. So there were no early
returns. We also picked up five new
exhibitors.

Reel 3-D Vectographs
at the Museum

ofJurassic Technology

SCSC members and former

club Presidents Susan Pinsky and David
Starkman. proprietors of Reel 3-D
Enterprises, have donated nine vintage
vectographs to a current exhibit at the
Museum Of Jurassic Technology in
Culver City. The vectographs are one of
two 3-D exhibits currently on view.

Afloral stereo radiograph
by Albert Richards

Hollywood Chairman Mitchell Walker mans the SCSCClub's TDCprojector.

Showing of the accepted and
winning slides will be held at:

Ttiesday, February 3, 2003
Jewel City Camera Club
1st United Methodist Church, 134 N.
Kenwood,

Glendale, CA

Thursday, February 13, 2003
Pasadena Stereo Club

Location to be announced.

tl

David Starkman checks out a vecto-

graph at the Jurassic Museum

The second stereo exhibit

consists of fifteen floral stereo radi

ographs, 3-D x-rays of flowers, by
Albert Richards which are mounted in

an unusual backlit museum display.
These exhibits are highly rec

ommended for anyone with an interest
in 3-D imaging. They are mounted in a
very idiosyncratic way within the
museum itself which is dedicated to

Thursday, February 20, 2003
Stereo Club of Southern California

Wilshire United Methodist Church

4350 Wilshire Blvd, Los Angeles, CA

Don't miss the showing of these
great slides at the next SCSC club meet
ing. It's going to be an exciting night of
3-D slide shows.

A bonus program is the PSA
Sequence Exhibition with great narratives
by an international team of stereo photog
raphers.

Be there!

odd visual constructs. Accompanying the
vectograph displays is a patent drawing by
Edwin H. Land from April, 1942 (Patent
no. 2,281,101), the inventor of the
process, and unique instructive material
about the technology.

Some of the subjects included in
the Reel 3-D vectographs are a Hyper-aer-
ial view, a celestial sphere, shoes and a
stereo reindeer test. Among the floral
radiographs are a cyclamen, a money
plant, a calla lilly, clematis, a rose and
aphid.

The Richards floral stereo

graphs use a unique form of vectographic
display employing specially formulated
ink-jet technology in conjunction with a
new polarized substrate painstakingly
developed over many years by Julius J.
Scarpetti and Vivian K. Walworth at the
Rowland Scientific Institute.

As the museum patron steps up
to each floral radiograph, a foot sensor on
the floor causes the title of the flower to

spontaneously light up.
The museum is located at 9341

Venice Blvd, Culver City and is open
Thurs 2-8, Fri-Sun noon to 6pm. For info:
310-836-6131.



GOOD NEWS TO ALL

SCSC MEMBERS ! ! !

The Importance ofBeing
la3dclub.com

I am pleased to announce that
at the last Board Meeting of the officers
of the Stereo Club of Southern

California, we finally agreed on securing
an available Intemet Domain Name, and
that we should register for the use of it.
This was accomplished within a few
days, and now the the Stereo Club web
site can be easily found by going to
www.la3dclub.com (instead of
www.home.earthlink.net/~campfire/ or
www.3dgear.com/scsc/).

Of course, SCSC.com was our
first choice, but it was not available. After
that we tried lots of combinations to get
something that was both appropriate
AND easy to remember. Ia3dclub.com
(as in "L.A. 3-D Club dot com." if you
were to write it out as it is spoken)
seemed to really fit the bill!

I think that this is a very impor
tant step for the Club, as the Intemet is
probably the primary way that new mem
bers discover us, along with word-of-
mouth from our own members. Many
times I have been out with a stereo cam

era when a stranger would come along
and express some interest in 3-D. I would
tell them that there is a local Stereo Club,
and that information can be easily found
on the club web site, but I could never
remember the URL! So I would usually
say "Phone me and I'll give you the infor
mation". Now I can easily remember
la3dclub.com, and I think that all of our
club members will find it easy, too.

Now there is no excuse.

Without a piece of paper in
your pocket you can always remember
how to tell friends, or anyone who is
interested, how to find our club online!

Happy to report to you!

-David Starkman,

SCSC Technical Advisor

PS. It is equally easy to get an email
message to our Club Treasurer, David
Kuntz. Just remember

treasurer@la3dclub.com.
Ifyou find that too long, you can use
info@la3dclub.com.

Pretty nice, isn't it?

The orchid Ceropegia sandersonia as captured in stereo by James Comstock

The James Comstock Interview by Philip Steinman
Part Two

Steinman: With your orchids, what makes you focus on macro studio photog
raphy as opposed to seeingflowers in their natural habitat? Do you ever see a flower &
want to take a picture ofit where it is? Or do you always want to pick it, study it, light it,
& put the Comstock signature on it?

Comstock: Long ago, I realized that film does not photograph like my eye sees;
nor does a lens see like my eye sees. Physically, it is not recording 'reality.' But then, the
eye is limited too. It likewise does not see 'reality.' And then the brain interprets what info
the eye delivers. And then the mind and heart (etc.) decide what they see. Or so, that's
what I believe. When I decided this, I felt liberated. Why try to photograph 'reality' when
you can't.

So I decided to try to photograph these flowers the way my heart and spirit react
to them. That's what one is doing when one shoots a landscape; the way one frames and
composes the image; waits for the right light or a car to pass or the wind to pause or a bird
to enter the frame. Sure I will and do photograph flowers in a natural setting. But iff get
close, inspired and transported, the flower is a world of its own. As a lover and student of
natural light, I know how light can caress and entice the flower.

This philosophy is important to me. But there are logistics involved here, too. Most of
the flowers I photograph now are rare or exotic, meaning, in this case, not native to this
area. An incredible orchid, grown in an ugly pot covered with algae, sitting on a galva
nized wire bench, crammed together with a thousand other orchids in ugly pots, growing
in a greenhouse that's designed for precise climate control and not the way light could be
gently dappling the flower,well, that is not usually a very photogenic setting. I can't wait
to get that plant out of there and home where I can lavish it with my lights.

Also, my macro photography requires lighting for (usually)f22 lens settings. In other
words, lots of light. If I was using natural light,^22 and macro settings would require very
long exposures, which means wind would be a problem. There's always wind. And many
orchids are like sails on long, thin stalks, swaying at the slightest breeze. And then, if
you're using a slide bar, you have to get two shots exactly the same.

Orphrys
Speculun

Stereo Photo

James

Comstock



A Ciose-Up View of Mounting

In the January issue, the general
concept of the stereo window and the

overall principles of stereo slide mount
ing were introduced. This article

examines the important special case of
mounting close-ups, which have their
own unique requirements.

One of the problems encoun
tered with close-ups occurs because the
left and right eye views have a smaller
area of overlap than in stereo photos of
more distant scenes. The reason for

this is illustrated in the drawing, which
shows that objects close to the camera
aren't always contained in the field of
view of both lenses.

N 7
7

7
Objects

Stereo
camera

In the next figure, the left and
right images from a close-up stereopair
are shown stacked vertically, and posi
tioned so that the closest object in the
scene is aligned. Here it can be seen
that there is substantial subject material
on the left side of the left image that
doesn't appear in the right image, and
vice versa.

by David Kuntz

This same stereo pair is shown
above, positioned for parallel freeviewing.
This stereogram exhibits two problems.
First, the disparate material in the two
images creates some visual distraction,
especially on the left side of the photo.
Second, the image is coming through the
window quite a bit. These problems would
be much more evident and bothersome

when projecting the slide.

piw

The next drawing shows the problem
encountered when trying to place this
image in a mount with apertures that are
nearly as large as the film chips. If the
chips are pulled outwards to push the sub
ject behind the window (as explained in the
January column), then the end of the film

chips show through the apertures.

ii

The solution to all these problems
is to use a mount with openings that are
a bit narrower than the film chips. This
crops out the unwanted material at the

edges and provides sufficient room to
adjust the window. The same stere

ogram is again shown below, this time
mounted with a narrower window. All

subject matter is now behind the win
dow and most of the disparate material

is eliminated.

When Realist still made

mounts, they offered three differ
ent sized apertures - normal,

^ g medium and close-up - for
ii.. L exactly this purpose.

Unfortunately, most modem
mounts don't come in all these

sizes. Probably the best solution is to
use Nimslo format (4 perforation)
mounts for mounting Realist format
(5 perf) close-up slides, and either
European (7 perf) or Realist (5 perf)
mounts for mounting full frame close-
ups.
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How I Shoot

My 3-D
Photographs

by Philip Steinman

I shoot 3-D photos with my own cameras, whether it be family
snapshots, or landscapes and street photography that I aspire to exhibit
in our local competitions. My cameras include the $3,500 RBTSI (a
Konica Hexar custom made in Germany into a 3-D Leica-like camera),
a vintage Realist ($150 readily available on ebay), and a pair ofMinolta
X-700s twinned together on a slide bar.

I shoot slide film and exhibit my stereo photos in projected
stereo exhibitions, as well as share them with friends and family in
hand-held viewers. When I want a stereocard, I scan the slides and
make one in Photoshop, then have it printed out into a 4x7 format at our
local Costco store for .69 cents.

Individually, I enjoy participating in the Medium Format folio,
similar to the traveling stereocard and slide folios in the Stereoscopic
Society of America. Joining and contributing your own images to a
folio that travels along in the mail is something I encourage other SCSC
members to do. Bringing other people's stereo images into your home
for a week to share with your family and friends is a great way to enjoy
3-D photography.

The Stereo Club of Southern Callfornia was founded In 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news Items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

March 19 - Club Competition & Scott Ressler's
Cinema Stereo: A Backstage Glimpse at
Hollywood

April 17 - PSA Travelling Exhibition & Philip
Steinman's LA Marathon

May 15 - Club Competition & Tony Alderson's
Make Thoses Lenses Swing

June 19 - 3D Movie Night with John Hart

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kimtz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.com
SCSC Website:

www.la3dclub.com

www.la3dclub.org
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If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm the third Thursday of every month at the
United Wilshire Methodist Church at 4350

WilshireBoulevard, Los Angeles, Califomia
90010. The entrance is on Plymouth Blvd.
and meetings are held in the newly renovat
ed basement meeting room.

New Member; .Toe Santos

Allow me to introduce myself.
My name is Joe Santos. I attended my
first SCSC meeting on February 20th and
was impressed with the number of people
that were into stereo photography and the
work that is being done on the subject.

I was first introduced to stereo

photography back in 1975 when I started
working for the Eastman Kodak Company
in Rochester, New York. The photography
club roster numbers in the thousands, but

there were not many takers of the stereo
photography movement (at least that's the
way I saw it). So I hung it after two years
and did not touch it after that.

Here it is 2003 and I find a club

that is alive with activities and events

geared around 3-D stuff. The slide shows
and sequences were great. The workshop
on stablizing your camera for hand held
shots was well done.

I know the hard work that goes
into these workshops, presentations, and
slide shows. I'm very sure the people
doing this work all do it for the love of it.
They have a lot of pride in what they are
doing for the club.

THANKS EVERYBODY!

-Joe Santos



A Stereophotography
Commission

The Stereo Club of Southern

California is looking fora stereo photog
rapher to commission to photograph in
3-D the historic, collectible, and often
surreal Hollywood horror memorabilia
of Forrest J Ackerman, a.k.a Mr.
Science Fiction.

Proposed by your president,
Philip Steinman, and spear-headed
by our lively board members we want to
commission an SCSC artist (a few times
a year) to photographvarious subjects in
3-D. The commission will be an hon

orary grant in the form of payment for
film stock, processing & development,
and mounts in exchange for the inspired
work of our chosen SCSC photographer
on a selected topic.

The artist will have the full sup
port of our board of directorswithregard
to their knowledgeof photography, con
tacts and feedback on the process, just
as graduate students have the support of
their faculty for a thesis, book, or film at
a good university.

We ask that the 3-D work be a

slide show that be projected three times
for the public; premiering at an SCSC
meeting, then perhaps once at the San
Diego or Pasadena Stereo clubs, at the
prestigious annual NSA Stereo Theatre
(where we were proud to have 9 SCSC
members exhibit their shows), and even
perhaps at LA libraries or schools.

We the board of directors at

SCSC want to promote stereo photogra
phy through the development of it's club
members as artists. We view this com

missioned 3-D slide exhibition as a right
of passage that we hope will take the
photographer across that threshold into
being an artist before his/her audience.

It's true reward will be showing
the SCSC membership an inspired and
moving show that we will not soon for
get. All SCSC members are eligible,
including our own board members, and
teams. Future topics will be suggested
at board meetings by our directors and
voted on. Our board members will bring

newspaper & magazine articles or their own
written ideas to our quarterly meetings and
then vote a new topic to be commissioned.

Please contact one of them

if you have a great idea. We will then pub
lish the topic in our newsletter, on our web
site and to our email forum and solicit inter

ested any and all SCSC members, of whom
we will try to find the best match for the
topic. Please step up! This is a great oppor
tunity!

The Hollywood horror memorabil
ia of Forrest J Ackerman has been chosen as

the first topic for many reasons. His home is
crammed floor to ceiling with a one of a kind
history of science fiction, including a life-
size replica of the robot from Fritz Lang's
1927 film Metropolis and many other his
toric artifacts from classic films such as

Dracula and Frankenstein.

Ackerman keeps his Los Feliz resi
dence on Glendower Ave open to the public
and is sadly selling off this greatest collec
tion of science fiction. He is the founder of

cult magazine Famous Monsters of
Filmland. He was Ray Bradbury's literary
agent. He inspired Steven Spielberg and
George Lucas and was sought out by
Michael Jackson for advice on his Thriller

video. The LA Times says, "It's as if one
guy in Europe had most of the Braques,
Picasso, Matisse and Chagall, as if one per
son had an overwhelming collection." This
is subject matter that would make an awe
some 3-D slide show behind the studied

camera work of one of our stereophotogra-
phers.

Interested individuals should con

tact any one of the SCSC board members via

email.

Boris Karloffas Frankenstein in the
Universal classicfrom 1931.

One of the many fdms featured in Scott
Ressler's 3-D slide program o/Cinema

Stereo, A backstage glimpse at Hollywood

An Exciting Program for
SCSC in March

In addition to the fourth club

competition of the year, SCSC will show
case in March a djoiamic 3-D slide program
by Scott Ressler titled This Is Cinema
Stereo, A Backstage Glimpse at Hollywood.
Scott is a professional in the motion picture
industry as well as a dedicated stereo pho
tographer.

When he is at work, Scott cap
tures elusive behind-the-scenes action of

movies in the making with his stereo cam
era. This exciting program was first pre
sented in 2002 at the National Stereoscopic
Convention in Riverside, California and
proved to be one of the smash hit slide pro
grams at the event.

Some of the top films featured in
Scott's program include Austin Powers:
International Man of Mystery, The Cider
House Rules, The Straight Story, Scream 2
and The Others TV series. Music videos and

commercials are also shown in the making
with Scott's dramatic 3-D photography.

Directors and stars such as Mike

Myers, David Lynch, George Romero,
Woody Harrelson, Heather Graham, Johnny
Depp, Michael Caine, Courteney Cox and
Neve Campbell are shown at work on the
movie set.

You will get a real appreciation
for the complexities of motion picture pro
duction once you've seen Scott Ressler's

revealing 3-D look inside Hollywood.
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February Meeting
Wrap-up

The February SCSC
meeting was held Thursday,February
20, 2003. It was a full evening with
two fabulous stereo 3D slide exhibi

tions projected, a presentation by
Lynn Wyett and lots more.

After a fewannounce-

ments we viewed the 39th annual

Photographic Society of America
(PSA) Stereo Sequence Exhibition.
The 'Sequence' is perhaps the most
viewed Stereo Exhibition and is

shown at the annual PSA Conference

each September and then travels for a
year from club to club. This years
show includes some very good work
from the top stereo exhibitors includ
ing our own president Philip
Steinman, plus a few extras to round
out the program. Included were:

Mono Lake

by Pauline Sweezey-Fredrickson
Face Canyon & West Canyon

by Philip Steinman
The Orchid Show

by David W. Kesner
The Waveby Bruno Braun
Annette by Bruno Braun

Owl Be Seeing You
by Robert Bloomberg

The World's Largest Sculpture
by Cecil A. 'Stonie' Stone

When Water Meets Land

by Dennis Hanser
San Francisco Dreams

by Robert Bloomberg
A Day in the (Still)Life ofProvence

by Albert L. Seig
Fall Color in Rural Michigan

by Dennis Hanser
Living Creatures by Valeria Sardy

hy Lawrence Kaufman

Stabilizing Your Camera
Lynn Wyett addressed this topic in his
presentation with some great tips.
Lynn is shown in the photo below
demonstrating one of his many ingen

ious techniques to the stereo
ers" of SCSC.

'shoot-

Hollvwood Exhibitions

The 45th Hollywood Stereo

Slide Exhibition &the 5^^ Hollywood
Stereo Card Exhibition had their 4th

and final exhibition. Wewere running
late and I almost had trouble keeping
up with Mitch's projection as I read
the titles.

Mitch Walker has put in a
lot of hard work for many years chair
ing the Hollywood and showing it all
over Southern California - just so
YOU can see the wonderful work

being done by today's stereographers.
Mitch has announced that he will not

be chairing the exhibition next year,
so we need a group of volunteers to
take over.

Danger Girl 3-D

The latest 3D comic book.
Danger Girl 3-D Special was

released February 26^^^. But the mas
ter of 3-D comics, Ray Zone, had
them at our February meeting a week
before the release date. Of course

Ray did the eye-popping 3-D effects
on this issue and provided the cool
"Danger-vision" 3-D glasses. The 48
page 3-D comic re-presents the rare
8-page Danger Girl preview story and
the 32-page issue #1 in 3-D.

This unique Special also
includes a 3-D cover gallery of some
ofthe best and most notorious Danger
Girl covers ever!

The sexy super spies o/Danger Girl



Sequence Exhibition

Now that you have seen
how easy it is to create a story with
between 2 and 18 slides - why not cre
ate your own stereo sequence and enter
it in the PSA Stereo Sequence competi
tion? We might be watching your
sequence next year. A sequence can be
on any subject. Don't you have a few
slides that you can tie together with a
humorous story or a little history? The
closing date is in June, so you have
plenty of time!

Movie Club Meeting

The SCSC 3DMovie/Video

division met on Saturday March 1st at
the home of Dr. John E. Hart in La

Crescenta. Just one year ago it appeared
that the movie division was going to
disband, but there is a new group of
excited enthusiasts, so I predict it will
once again flourish. If you are interest
ed in joining contact John Hart at:
movies3d@aol.com. The movie meet

ings are always a lot of fun with great
3D discussions, camaraderie and even
some 3D movie/videos being screened.

Dimensions Three

The new issue of

Dimensions Three (issue 5.4 - January
2003) is out and it is posted on the PSA
SD division website. It can be down

loaded and printed from:
http://home.attbi.com/~psasteren/

D3 is the Newsletter of the

Stereo Division of PSA (Photographic
Society of America). It is published
three times a year: January, May and
September. The preferred distribution
of D3 is electronic, in the form of a
PDF file. The current issue is available

and an inventory of old issues:
http://home.attbi.eom/~stereopix/pdf/d
3.htm

Some of the regular fea
tures in D3: (also found in the current
issue.)

- Short news from the Stereo

Division.

- Announcements of various stereo

activities.

- Summary of Stereo Exhibition and
Circuit results.

- Interviews with Stereo Division

Members (David Kesner)
- Highlights of Stereo Club activities
(summary of Stereo Club info)
- Tutorials on stereo photography.
- Historical articles

The advantage of the elec
tronic distribution is the availability of
color for the readers and also the

reduced expenses for the Stereo
Division. Printed copies (in B&W) are
kept on file by the Editor. These can be
mailed (while supplies last) to those
who do not have access to the Internet,
but you must supply the Editor with
self-addressed and stamped (one first-
class stamp) envelopes for one or more
years. Send them to: D3 Editor,
George Themelis, 10243 Echo Hill
Dr., Brecksville, OH 44141; email:
DrT3D@.att.net

Upcoming 3D Films

Several 3D large format
(LF) films will be opening over the
next few months. One that is likely to
create a large impact is Ghosts of the
Abyss. James Cameron has teamed
with the Anschutz Co. to produce the
LF 3D film. Ghosts of the Abyss. The
film is to be distributed by Disney
(Buena Vista Pictures Distribution) not
only to LF theaters but also to a num
ber of regular 35mm locations.
Anschutz ,who owns Regal, the largest
theater chain, has helped to make cer
tain this film receives a large release on

April ll '̂̂ .
Ghosts marks a number of

firsts: First LF films from Cameron,
first LF film shot with digital equip
ment, first 3D film to receive a day and
date release in LF and 35mm theaters.

The 35mm locations will likely be in
cities that do not have a 3D LF theater

or at least a substantial distance from any
3D LF theater.

Disney's has created a website for the
film. It is now online at

http://www.disnev.eom/disnevpicture.s/gh
osts. The former http://www.earthship.tv
site is also still online

Art Cars

At the Petersen Automotive

Museum from Febmary 8th until May
26th you can view "Wild Wheels: Art fort
he Road Highlights". Described as a con
temporary art form that responds to the
automobile's influence on American life

and culture. Tim Klein visited the muse

um from Rye, New York. Since Tim is
into art cars and 3D he recorded some of

the cars in 3D. Unlike many museums
Petersen is very photographer friendly.

One of the cars on exhibit is

the 'Camera Van', mounted with 1,705
cameras; several working cameras, video
cameras and flash attachments have

recorded the expressions of onlookers.
During Tim's visit he donated a non-func
tioning Realist 45 camera, now it also
contains a stereo camera! The Camera

Van also has a couple of orange plastic
View Master viewers on the back. No

reels in them though since the difiusers
are flush with the wall of the van.

Check out Tim's website at:

http://www.TheF.lementsCar.com. The
Petersen is located not far from our meet

ing location at 6060 Wilshire Blvd., Los
Angeles, (323) 930-CARS,
http://www.petersen.org/



How to get the most out of our Yahoo

3Dphoto Email Group
by Philip Steinman

Here's how to getthe most outof ourYahoo 3Dphoto Email Group.
First, letme say that this email group was created April 16, 1999 to

discuss stereo photography and 3D events that are taking place in Southern
California. We currently have 215 members and we want you and all your
friends interested in3D to join now by sending ablank email to 3dphoto-sub-
scribe@yahoogroups.com

The beauty of the group is that everyone subscribing (free) gets you
email when you send it to the group. It's agreat way ofbringing LA 3D peo
ple together. (But of course, you don't have to live inLA tojoin!)

You can access everything about our Yahoo 3Dphoto group at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/3dphoto/ Here you can view all the archived
emails (453 of them ATM). You can access the Files Folder at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/3dphoto/files/ where you'll see cool files
you'll want such as.. 2003 Hollywood Slide Exhibition Brochure, 2002
Hollywood Exhibiton Catalogue, or the Template for creating V-M slides on
your PC

You can access the Photos Folder at

http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/3dphoto/lst where you'll see some ter
rific 3d photos such as... A1 Rosson's nicely done anaglyph portrait ofHarry
Blackstone Sr. and some great Yosemite in3d nature shots inside by side for
mat.

The website is layed out so that you can view the images in a slide
show/photo album fashion and there's abutton that allows you toeasily email
an image you like to a friend.

Tip: when you post photos: name the file YourName_ImageTitle.jpg
such asPhilipSteinman_LakePowell32.jpg This way people will always know
what it is no matter who's computer it ends upon.

I recommend starting your own folder of 3D images & files onyour
ownPC. You can(right click on PCs) saved these images to yourown hard-
drive and build a nice collection of the years. Digital files take up hardly an
space at all (aren't your closets full?) and hds are huge nowadays.
Furthermore, I recommend using an email program such as Eudora that let's
you set up folders/mailboxes. I save all my 3D related emails in there own
mailbox onmy own pc. I never delete any of it because it's offthe server, on
my own pc, and 3 years worth is easily searchable for info I'll need later.

What else canyou doat ourYahoo 3Dphoto Email Group? You can
create a poll to ask our 3D community a yes/no question.

If you do post your own file, photo, orpoll and email the group, it's
friendly to include the website in your email sowecan conviently click onit
and go there quickly...

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/3dphoto/

There are other things todo atYahoo 3Dphoto Email Group,
but this will get you started.

Cheers,
Philip

Dorothy Bernhardt

We just heard from Chuck
Bernhardt that his lovely wife,
Dorothy, passed away today after a
long battle with cancer. She was an
amazing, active and happy person,
who will always be missed. There will
be no funeral or services.

If you care to send your con
dolences you can write to Chuck at::

Chuck Bernhardt

1231 N. Kenwood St

Burbank, OA 91505-2128

(818) 845-1498
(he has no email)

Chuck is still shooting
stereo, and is planning on coming
back to the club and entering compe
titions now that he'll have more time.

He doesn't drive, as his sight has been
deteriorating, so anyone who lives in
his area who IS coming to the club
could offer him a ride.

We'll miss Dorothy. She
hasn't been around for a long time
since she became very ill, but she was
a fighter, an active stereographer and
a fantastic person. Many of us will
miss her.

—Susan Pinsky

'I*

Chuck Bernhardt



SCSC Field Trip

The Stereo Club of Southern

California invites you on a field trip to
see A&D's crystal-clear, flicker-free 3D
technology in Chatsworth, Saturday,
March 15th. We will meet at 3PM at

their location in the San FernandoValley
at 9237 Eton Avenue, Chatsworth, CA
91311. Phone: 818-727-0090; fax: 818-
727-0999 website www.and3d.com

Please RSVP with me so I can

let them know how many are coming by
emailing me at

philipsteinman@earthlink.net
Hope to see many of you there.

Details about the innovative company are
shown below.

Philip Steinman
310-826-9038 h

President of SCSC

Sharing 3D with Los Angelinos since
1955

website http://www.la3dclub.com

From the A&D Press Release:

Hello, fellow 3D aficionado! A&D
USA is here to help you experience truly
mind-blowing, flicker-free 3D technolo
gy available for the first time to the gen
eral public! We are proud to introduce
the world's most innovative, one of its
kind 3D technology. A&D USA is here
to show you what enjoyable 3D is all
about!

Have the flickers ruined your, other
wise, perfect picture? Have any of your
children vomited during watching the 3D
movie? Do you come out complaining of
headache and dizziness after viewing 3D
motion pictures?

Let A&D USA cure all your 3D blues.
A&D USA's revolutionary technology
providing absolutely the clearest 3D
moving images in the world will pleas
antly astound you. Please take a peek at

our products. Magic "FF-TV" will be

magic to your eyes! Available for the
first time to the general public, complete
ly flicker-free digital television.

A&D's special projection and depth
control technology shows the detailed
work on all areas from the foreground to
the background of the 3D images. It pro
vides real life-like feel to the moving pic
tures without the flickering effects.

The orchid Paphiopedilum Spice as captured in stereo by James Comstock

The James Comstock Interview by Philip Steinman
Part Three

Steinman: How do you light? How much time does it take?

Comstock: Of course, this, to me, is the fun part. Anyway, technically, it's a studio
lighting system with 3 or 4 strobe head units. Each head unit can be altered to give a very
directional, point source of light, or a very soft, diffused light, or anything in between.

Each flower shot can incorporate one or all the lights, with any combination
of lightdiffusions, dependingon the effectI want. Manyphotographers find a simple light
set up and light everythingthe same way. I like to study each flower and light it to bring
out what I see in it. I treat each flower or flower cluster individually. Some want soft
lighting, some want directional lighting, some both with a little hot spot to light up the
center. I move the lights; 1 move the flower; 1 move the camera; I do it all again. It's a
meditation. It can take 1 to 3 hour to set up a shot.

I also do light painting with the flowers. That can take days.

Steinman: Your3D show is a like a museum exhibition ofmacro photography, but
I wasjust wondering ifyou could have a non-macro image within a macro show? What
would it be? What I'm really asking is how doyou decide what to edit out ofyour shows
(besides sub-parphotos)? And what photo doyou hesitatingly leave in, only tofind out
in front ofyour audience that it really works?

Comstock: Well, the 'focus'of this show(Orchidsand other Floral Wonders) is to share
Jhis particulaLperspecfrveon flowers. To put them 'in a light' that highlights their beauty
on a very intimate level, not to explore their beauty in their natural environment or as an
element in a larger landscape. Likewise, if I was trying to show an intimate moment
between a mother and child, I would not have them seated 100yards from me on the top
row of a football bleacher.

There are so many ways to photograph flowers; as many ways as people view them.
Hopefully, this way helps people see them as more than colored blobs in the yard. And
hopefully, that might get people to look closer at other things in life. And ultimately, just
to look at all, which some people don't do very well. That is one of the uses of photogra
phy and art.

I've done 3-D flower shows for different groups, and the shots I use change for each
group. What I say changes as well. I've done shows for orchid people, for plants-in-gen
eral people, for photographers, for 3-D photographers, and just everyday people. They
all seem to like it.

And they all get something different from it, but something the same. It's fun to hear
their responses.



The Stereo Window - Who Cares?

My last two articles have dealt
with the concept of mounting and the
stereo window. This column will again
discuss the stereo window, although in
a more general manner. The reason
that this topic merits so much discus
sion is that the concept of the stereo
window must be understood in order to
correctly mount stereo slides, and prop
er mounting is essential to producing
images that are pleasant to view and
have visual impact.

The first drawing illustrates
exactly what is meant by the stereo
window. Specifically, it is an aperture,
or window, through which we view the
subject material in our photograph. For
stereo slides, this aperture is created by
the mount that holds the film chips.

As depicted in the drawing, it
is possible for elements in our photo
graph to appear closer to us than the
window (coming through the window),
as well as behind the window. Here,
the square is coming through the win
dow, and the triangle and circle are
behind the window.

To understand why the posi
tion of picture elements relative to the
stereo window is significant, it's neces
sary to review a couple of important
facts about human depth perception.

by David Kuntz

I = !

Which is closest?

Which is closest?

What's wrong with this?

There are a number of different meth

ods our brains use to create the perception of
depth. One of the most important of these is
utilized in the first of the series of three draw

ings. I believe most people would answer the
questionposed by saying square, then triangle
then circle. How do we know this from a flat
image? Because the square appears interposed
in fi-ont of the triangle, and the triangle blocks
off part of the circle. Interposition (one object
blocking off part of another) is a key monocu
lar depth cue.

The next drawing is a stereogram set
up for parallel ffeeviewing (if you fi'eeview it
cross-eyed, you'll get the wrong answer!).
This time, the binocular depth cue of parallax
gives our brain an unambiguous answer to the
question (once again, square-triangle-circle),
even though there are no interpositiondepth
cues present.

8

The final drawing in the
series, also set up for parallel free-
viewing, shows what happens when
depth cues disagree. In this case,
interposition tells us the depth order
is circle-triangle-square, but the par
allax information says the opposite.
This conflicting information confuses
our brain and makes the image diffi
cult to view. If you find this last
stereogram disturbing to look at, then
you have the visual skills necessary
to perform stereo slide mounting.

Let's put this information in
the context of a stereo slide. The

final drawing shows our objects
being viewed through a stereo win
dow. The circle appears interposed
behind the stereo window. When we

mount this slide, we must make sure
that the parallax cue delivers this
same information. Otherwise, we'll
end up with the visual confusion
demonstrated previously. The trian
gle and square, which aren't inter
posed behind the window, could
appear to come through it without
creating any problems.

How do we control the

depth relationship between the pic
ture elements and the window? As

described in a previous column,
pulling the film chips apart will move
things behind the window, and push
ing them together will bring objects
closer. It's just that simple.
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SCSC President Philip Steinman proudly displays the Hollywood Exhibition Catalogue
produced by Chairman Mitchell Walkerand the most recent issue ofthe 3D News.

Our Stereo Photography Friends

hy Philip Steinman

As a club, the SCSC enjoys participating in the Interclub Slide
Competitions (ISCC) with Puget Sound, Cordova, Atlanta, Chicago, San Diego,
Cascade, Detroit, and Sydney (yes Australia!). This raises awareness of stereo
photography outside of our club, so if you have photography friends in those
cities, you can encourage them to see 3D at those clubs.

They may also see some of your own images in a PSA exhibition. This
year we have the 39th annual PSA Sequence exhibition and the 47th PSA
Traveling exhibition; both of which feature 3D images from some SCSC mem
bers and tour the 3D club circuit for one year. I think it's rewarding for our pho
tographers to share the beauty of their work in all these venues.

I want to encourage all of you SCSC members to participate in these
international 3D slide exhibitions. Spread the 3D joy around!

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded In 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

AprU 17 - PSA Travelling Exhibition & Philip Steinman's
LA Roadrunners Marathon 3D Slide Program

May 15 - Club Competition & Jim Long's 3D Slide Show

June 19 - 3D MovieA^ideo Night with John Hart

July 17 - SCSC Viewmaster Competition

August 21 - SCSC Club Awards Banquet, Slide of the Year

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
long jim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.com
SCSC Website:

wwwJa3dclub.com

www.la3dclub.org

Wilshire United

Methodist Ciiurch

Ŵilshire Blvd. ^ ^

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm the third Thursday of every month at the
United Wilshire Methodist Church at 4350

Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, Califomia
90010. The entrance is on Plymouth Blvd.
and meetings are held in the newly renovat
ed basement meeting room.

Correspondence
Club President Philip

Steinman received this interesting
email recently and posted it to the
SCSC SDphoto-egroups list:

Hello!

My name is Judy Fairall. I
was looking around on the web and I
came upon your SCSC web site that
mentioned a 3-D movie called, "Power
ofLove" that came out in 1922. I was
wondering if you knew anything else
about that movie, or how I could find
out about it.

If you know what resources I
could use to research more on it, I
would appreciate being able to find out
how to do so.

My great grandfather was
Harry K. Fairall, who invented the
anaglyphic process they used in the
making of that film. I don't know
much about him or this particular film,
but I'd love to try to find out.

Thank you for any help or
additional information you might be
able to send my way. Please email me
with any leads for my inquiries.

I'm glad that people are still
enjoying the fim of 3-D cinema. Good
luck to you in your reign of presiden
cy in SCSC.

Most Sincerely,
Judy
Judyl07@aol.com



March SCSC

Meeting Wrap-Up

Susan Pinsky

Wow! What an exciting
evening we all had at the March 2003
meeting of SCSC! The room was filled
to standing-room only capacity, and a lot
of visitors helped boost the enthusiasm
of the meeting. First there were
announcements from our club President,
Philip Steinman, regarding upcoming
3-D events ~ and a report on the past 3-
D digital "field trip" we had. 3-D Gear's
Steve Berezin previewed a few new 3-D
products. We had an illuminating expla
nation of the SCSC 5 through 9 scoring
system from Ray Zone. Then we moved
on to the highlights of the evening.

Scott Ressler's presentation
was his remarkable 3-D show about

Hollywood-behind-the-scenes filmmak
ing. Opening with an excellent "curtains
going up" type fanfare, complete with
heart thumping music and title slide, we
sat back and enjoyed a program of truly
great three-dimensional images. We saw
Mike Myers as Austin Powers up close.
Heather Graham in that "shagadelic"
sexy red mesh dress (like Jane Russell
in "The French Line" ~ "She can knock

BOTH your eyes out!"). 3-D scenes
from "Spiderman," on the trail of Jack
the Ripper in "From Hell", and so much
more!

Ressler utilizes his unique pro
fessional opportunity to shoot 3-D
images on film sets and locations by
striving for dramatic lighting and excep
tional compositions. His slides are not
your standard snapshot images. Scott
creates artistic dimensional artwork with

each image, each one well thought out,
composed and dramatic. His study of
composition is a lesson in the power of
photography to control how our eyes
perceive vision. Ressler shoots in both

Susan Pinsky is a former SCSC President and an award-winning stereo photographer

color and black-&-white (with Agfa
Scala film) —often leading our eyes into
the picture through classic compositional
techniques. His images sometimes lead
from left to right, inviting your brain to
coimect with your eyes and enter the
scene. His awareness of light and dark is
evident in every image, whether color or
black-&-white.

Scott works in the film indus

try, and, while normally only the official
still photographer gets to take pictures on
movie sets, his strange & unusual look
ing 3-D cameras have opened a door —
they've made an exception for him, and
he has taken some spectacular behind-
the-scenes 3-D images that we are fortu
nate to get a chance to see.

The addition of both matched

movie background music to set the tone,
and interesting narrative commentary,
made this an outstanding presention. We
were all privileged to see this award
quality show, and look forward to more
of Scott's accomplishments.

The balance of the meeting
was completed with competition night
entries. Our Judges, Mike McKinney,
Scott Ressler &, James Comstock,
three fine photographers themselves,
demonstrated a good exercise in learning
to look for the qualities that go into mak
ing a good slide. Many images were
marked down for lack of proper mount
ing. Many were good, but not great, not
"composed", not dramatic. Some were
excellent, well thought out, perfectly
mounted and a delight to see.

At one point there was a bit of
discussion, as some club members felt
that some of their favorite slides did not

get good scores. This is probably a bit of
a reflection of the increase in new club

members, who have not seen too many
club competitions. The Judges take many
factors into account, and a really great
slide that has, for example, some serious
stereoscopic technical flaws, such as bad
mounting, or very little depth in the com
position, may be marked down in an
SCSC competition, while the same slide
shown "flat" would not be marked down

for such errors. Since we are always
getting new members, it was good to have
a bit of healthy discussion, and to review
the scoring criteria from time to time!

We have a wealth of talent and

creativity in our club. With a little more
attention to mounting we'd be just that
much more impressive.

David Starkman has offered to

do a "real time" stereo window 10 minute

projected workshop at the next club meet
ing on April 17. If the "Stereo Window" is
a concept that still doesn't make sense to
you when you are mounting your slides,
be sure to see this at the next meeting!

Scott Ressler introducing his 3D Slide Show



PSA Traveling Exhibition

April 17, 2003 - "The PSA
Traveling Exhibition" and Philip
Steinman's "L.A. Marathon" show.

The PSA Traveling Stereo
Exhibition was started in 1955 so stereo

photographers could share their work
with a large audience by means of show
ings at various stereo clubs throughout the
United States.

Just like other stereo competi
tions entrants submit four stereo slide

images. A panel of three selectors choos
es the top 100 images. In order to mini
mize projector adjustments all images
will be grouped according to mount type.
Individual groups are randomized so that
a single entrant's images will not be
shown in succession.

Once the selection process is
completed the images are packaged up
and sent out to various stereo clubs that

have reserved the exhibition. It takes

approximately one year for the exhibition
to travel its circuit. Each club is required
to appoint three judges who then score the
images and choose one first, one second,
one third, and five honorable mentions.
These are reported back to the exhibition
chair who keeps a record of all votes. A
first place vote is assigned four points,
second three, third two, and each honor
able mention one. At the end of the exhi

bition the votes are tallied and a PSA

Gold Medal is awarded to the image with
the highest total number of points. Silk
ribbons are awarded to the Honorable

Mentions. In addition, a paper ribbon is
given for each of the eight images voted
on by each club. Check
http://www.dddphotography.com/psatrav-
el/index.htm for more information.

Philip Steinman's Los Angeles
RoadRunners (LARR) and the L.A.
Marathon XVIII - For the second year
Philip has produced and shown a stereo
slide show after he has mn the L.A.

hy Lawrence Kaufman

Marathon. He presented this show at the
Wilshire Grand Hotel in downtovra LA just
one week after his year's race. This 150
image presentation takes the audience
through the training season and the actual
marathon day event with a soundtrack
including music and narration. It highlights
the 15 different pace groups and walking
groups within LARR and all their dedicat
ed support people that make the 1,700+
LARR one of the largest marathon training
groups in the world.

LARR is a close-knit group that
gathers every Saturday at 7am to do their
long run of the week together. The training
season begins in August and runs until the
day of the marathon in March. Over 500
people attended the LARR banquet and
saw the 3D slide show. We expect many
LARR members to join us at this meeting.

Where Do You Buv Your

Film?

For some time I have found that

the mail order companies on the Internet
and in photo magazines offer the best
prices on film. You can often find some
great deals on gray market product or
recently expired product. Since you usual
ly do not have to pay taxes and can add
other items to your order the postage
charge does not seem to be a big deal. 1
favor B&H Photo in New York; they have
recently reduced some of their shipping
rates. BizRate also chose B&H for the

"Circle of Excellence" award, for being
among the "Best of the Best" in customer
satisfaction during the 2002 holiday sea
son. Check them online at

http://www.bhphotovideo.com or phone
(800) 817-3999 or (212) 444-5073.

Charley Van Pelt recommends
ISOAntegrity Wholesale for great prices on
fresh film. After quick rundown of their
priee list youo can see why he has used
them for years:
Kodak Elite 100-36: $3.88

fti0~SCSC ClufclKiyise

Fuji Sensia 100-36: $3.37
Fuji RVP-36: $5.39
Fuji RDPIII-36: $5.44
You can call them toll free (888) 476-
8650.

Lenticulars

Lentieular promotions are
becoming more popular. There were three
more lenticular TV Guide covers on the

February 15-21 issue. These were
NASCAR All-star 3D motion/changing
covers. TV Guide has done at least 3 other

sets of lenticular covers, which have been
very popular; so they are likely to do
more.

Last year Curad bandages
issued 4 different Star Wars lenticular

boxes. These boxes were 3" x 3 1/4", fair
ly fine-grained, and pretty good smooth
3D effects. They had one image per box.
Oscar Meyer Lunchables even had a
whole series of Oscar Meyer Lunchables
with Scooby Doo lenticulars that were 2D
but they had a lot ofmovement. There are
several new 3D lenticular video box cov

ers out every year, even though you don't
hear much about them.

With the constant flow of

lenticular products there seems to a
renewed interest in lenticular photos. I
had several individuals ask me at the last

meeting where they can get fikn from
their Nimslo or Nishika developed.

There are not that many choic
es. Orasee Corporation, 4850 River Green
Parkway, Duluth, GA 30096 offers pro
cessing. You can contact them as (770)
497-0727 or download order forms from

their website: http://www.orasee.com
Lenticular printing is available

from 3D creations in the UK. Their URL

is www.3dcreations.ukcompanies.org.
They handle lenticular printing for 2, 3, 4
or more lens cameras. (The 2 lens is a
newly available option). Reprints and
enlargements are all available. The site



has detailed info on the processes used as
well as hints and tips etc. They also sell new
single-use and reloadable cameras (all 3
lens).

Peter Sinclair has been planning
to roll out consumer services, but there are
some hitches in getting printing started. It
should be going in the next few months.
Since Peter does not want to tease anyone
too much by announcing the service prema
turely. If you are interested, please Email
Peter and he will make sure that you are
informed when printing begins.
Sinclair@hotstar.net

What's new?

Many 3D items have made it as
prototypes and as good as many of the ideas
were, they have forever remained 'proto
types'. When Tony Lo (of Nimslo, Loreo &
others) showed a prototype of the Loreo
Integrated Beamsplitter at Photokina last
year, many thought - yes, it looked good;
yes it produced good 3D; and yes, there
would be a market for it if they were ever
produced.

They are now available! It
replaces your SLR camera lens thus
enabling a wider angle ofview to be accom
modated. It incorporates its own aperture
control and offers zone focusing. Fittings
are available for Canon EOS, Pentax K,
Nikon and Olympus cameras.

Keystone-Mast Stereo Images

Those who visited the

UCR/Califomia Museum of Photography
(UCR/CMP) during the NSA 2002
Riverside convention heard about the

UCR/CMP Collections room more than

doubling in size when the University of
California - Riverside (UCR) takes over the
adjacent building. The Rouse Building on
the south side of the UCR/CMP was pur
chased by UCR and the city of Riverside for
renovation into the UCR Barbara and Art

Culver Center for the arts. The UCR/CMP

will receive a $500,000 grant to protect and
preserve the Keystone-Mast Stereographie
Collection.

On September 25th the
President's Committee on the Arts and the

Humanities (PCAH), National Park Service
(NPS), National Endowment for the Arts
(NEA), National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH), and Institute of
Museum and Library Services (IMLS)

jointly announced the awarding of
$15,600,000 in Save America's Treasures
(SAT) grants to help preserve and protect
our nation's irreplaceable cultural heritage.
Through the Congressionally-appropriated
Historic Preservation Fund's SAT program,
80 projects in 36 states, the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico will receive

funding for critically needed repairs and
restoration efforts for some of the nation's

most threatened historic places, archives,
and artifacts.

UCR/CMP houses the Keystone-
Mast collection. The 250,000 glass-plate
negatives and related prints in the
Keystone-Mast stereographie collection
(totaling over 350,000 items) constitutes
one of the most fabled collections in the

history of photography, showing in 3D the
world as it existed from the mid-19th cen

tury through the early 20th century. Being
the largest stereo collection in the world,
Keystone-Mast is regularly used by stu
dents and scholars, and is frequently refer
enced by historians as "an American and
world treasure."

Gifford Mast of Davenport,
Iowa, purchased the Keystone Company in
1963. With the encouragement and assis
tance of Mead Kibbey, the Mast family
generously donated the Collection to
UCR/Califomia Museum of Photography
in 1977. While UCR/CMP has carefully
maintained the collection, made it widely
accessible, and has begun to catalog and
digitize its images, in its current storage
units it remains vulnerable to great damage
as it sits at the center of three of the most

active earthquake faults in America.
This grant will provide a state-of-

the-art seismic isolation and storage system
in the museum's extension into the new col

lection space in the new Culver Center. For
more information see the UCR/CMP web

site: http://www.emp.ucr.edu/

Stereo Exhibitions

Ohio 2003 Stereo Slide Exhibition. Format:

Slides. Closing date: April 4, 2003. George
Themelis, 10243 Echo Hill Dr., Breckville,
OH 44141.

Email: drt-3d@att.net Website:
http://home.att.net/~osps/
Fees: US & Canada $8, Others $10.

33rd Cordova Intemational Stereo

Exhibition. Format: Slides and Prints.

Closing date: April 24, 2003. Mary Bury,

APSA, 6525 Sunrise Blvd., #52, Citrus
Heights, CA 95610 U.S.A. Form is online:
http://home.attbi.eom/~psastereo/exhib.htm
Fees: US/Canada $6, Others $8.

8th Cordova Intemational Stereo Card

Exhibition. See above.

Cascade Stereoscopic Club (CSC)
Exhibition. Format: Slides, Cards,

Eleetronie. Closing date: June 10, 2003.
Shab Levy, 6320 SW 34th Ave,
Portland, OR 97201-1082. Email:
shab@easystreet.com Fees: Slides or Cards:
$7.00 - Digital: FREE

40th Annual PSA Stereo Sequence. Format:
Slide Sequences (2-18 images). Closing
date: June 18, 2003. H. Lee Pratt, APSA,
Stereo Sequence Competitions Director, 107
Kipper Lane, Madison, AL 35758-7706
USA. E-mail: leepratt@knology.net Tel:
(256) 325-1854 evenings. Fees: $10.00 in
U.S. funds for first Sequence entry, $5 for
second entry, $5 for third entry (from all
countries)

View Master Intemational Stereo Sequence.
Format: View-Master reels.

Closing Date: not yet announced. Mitchell
Walker, PO Box 581, Pacific Palisades CA
90272. Email: MitchBear@aol.eom Fees: ?

48th PSA Traveling Stereo Exhibition.
Format: Slides (41x101 "realist" format
slides only). Closing date: August 15,2003.
David W. Kesner, Director, 12567 West
DeMeyer Street, Boise, ID 83713-1409,
USA, email: drdave@dddphotography.com
web:

http://www.dddphotography.com/psatravel
Fess: $7.00 US/Canada, $9.00 all others

PSA Intemational Exhibition of

Photography 2003. Format: Slides, Cards
and Electronic. Closing date: July 26th,
2003. Paul Talbot (slides & cards), 6203
Avery Island Ave, Austin, Texas 78727
USA. Email: ptww@rmm3d.com ; Dave
Thayer (electronic). Email:
davethayer@attbi.com. Fees: North America
$7, Overseas $10.



Valeria Sardy

by
Lawrence

Kaufman

Valeria Sardy at the recent Hollywood Exhibition judging in Glendale, California

It is with great sadness that I pass on the news that Valeria Sardy passed away at 6:45 am on March 24th, 2003 of cancer.
Many Stereo Club of Southern California (SCSC) members know Valeria from all ofher hard work for the Stereo Division (SD) of the
Photographic Society ofAmerica. She served cheerfully and diligently for many years as the SD Star Ratings Director before George
(Dr. T) Themelis took over the position within the past two years. Other members will recognize her name from all the her images that
have been accepted in PSA Exhibitions. She was a 'Master 8' Stereo Exhibitor, one of the highest ranked active stereo photographers.

Valeria truly enjoyed all of the photo contests. She entered most, if not all, PSA Stereo Exhibitions. She often took top hon
ors with her meticulous, well planned work. Valeria and her husband John, who had retired from active stereo participation, often made
the trek up from Canyon Lake to support the Hollywood Exhibition selections. I last saw them both on January 18th at the recent
Hollj'wood Competition. They were ever helpful and appeared to be in good health. Valeria had two card acceptances and four slide
acceptances. Her "Colorful Callas" took the bronze medal.

The Hollywood Exhibition will not be the same without her participation.
Norm Henkels is gathering information for a fitting tribute to Valeria. If you have a recollection or other information please

pass it along to Norm at: sd3dnorm@aoI.com

/
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A 3-D Story
The LA RoadRunners celebrated our marathon training season a week after LA

Marathon XVIII at the Wilshire Grand Hotel in downtown LA. I was excited to present my 2nd
annual projected 3D slide show. This 150 image presentation takes the audience through our
training season and the actual marathon day event with a soundtrack including music and nar
ration. It highlights the 15 different paee groups and walking groups within the Los Angeles
RoadRunners, and all their dedicated support people which make the 1,700+ LARRs one of the
largest marathon training groups in the world. We are a closely knit group because we gather
every Saturday at 7am to do our long run of the week together. The training season begins in
August and runs until the day of the marathon in Mareh. Everyone gets to know the people in
their pace group (designated by per mile pace: one for every :30 second difference). Last year
I came up with the idea to do a 3D slide show for the annual banquet to unify all of our expe
riences as 26.2 mile marathoners. The pride we feel for each other when we all get together is
very special. Over 500 people attended the banquet and saw the 3D slide show. The event is
unique in that most people have never seen a 3D still photography slide show before. The audi
ence is enthralled with the images because it is their story. (A critical eye to exhibition level
photography is absent.) At the end of the slide program I projected a series of images 1) Picture

of me holding card "3D slide show by Philip" 2) Pieture of me holding eard "Wait one more thing" 3) Picture of me holding card "Last
year I met LARR Marie when I took this picture" 4) 3D picture of Marie with her 2002 marathon medal around her neck, wiped out
sitting on the floor 5) Picture of me holding eard "Marie will you marry me?!" She said yes, and we kissed. Both her and the audi
ence were very surprised. She cried and I was very happy my parents and grandma were there too (all they knew was that I was pre
senting a 3D slide show ).

The first time I saw the Frenchie Marie, was through the lens of my RBT SI camera at LA marathon day 2002. I didn't know
what was going to happen, because this was just one of many rolls of film I exposed that day. She wasn't feeling well, and didn't know
she was suffering from hyponatremia (over hydration and lack of salt). The paramedies gave her an IV and took her to the hospital
where she went into a coma for 2 days. Two weeks later, when completely recovered, she asked her friend who that guy was that helped
her, she emailed me, we went out, she told me her story, we dated, and the rest is history.

So being a film editor, and a story teller, I thought it would he circular in structure to ask her to marry me in a 3D slide show
one year after we met. The best stories of our lifetimes are in 3D. ~ Philip Steinman

Marie & Philip - After a 3-D Proposal



Field Trip Report

The A&D (Analogue & Digital
Inc.) field trip for SCSC was a complete
success, as many showed up and it got all
our minds & eyeballs seeing 3D & imagin
ing exciting things to come.

A&D presented to SCSC a 2
DVD synchronized playback solution for
3D that was stunning! Two Pioneer pro
fessional V7400 DVD players were syn
chronized with an ADC TLO DVD con

troller to play back a full rez LEFT eye
view and a full rez RIGHT eye view
through 2 gorgeous NEC LT240 DLP
video projectors (with S video cormec-
tion). The result was similar to seeing a
DVD played back on an HDTV, which
many of us have seen and know is great.
It's not HDTV resolution, but it is progres
sive scan (no interlace NTSC lines visible
and, no flicker!) If you haven't seen it,
trust me, you would love to watch
Monsters Inc. in 3D on this $8,000 system.

If DVD manufactures had a

Dolby type 3D company that could pro
vide an additional hardware modification

to allow sync with 2 DVDs, and you could
rent a 2 DVD (Left disc and Right disc) of
Monsters Inc. or James Cameron's Ghosts

of the Abyss then the 3D video craze
would be bom for the masses.

A&D is doing some terrific
things in all aspects of delivering 3D. We
all felt the 3D dazzled and delighted and
delivered! We look forward to a planned
program on the Old and New Testament
with 3D footage they are producing as
their first test example.

A&D 3D Video Camera

.

The James Comstock Interview by Philip Steinman
Part Four

Steinman: On to Burning Man. Here you can't control these events/experiences
in the same way you do your studio work withflowers? Is that why you like that
so much?

Comstock: Sure, spontaneity is one of the most alluring qualities of Burning Man.
It's exciting to see what the happenings around you inspire you to do; when they do;
when you're both in time. I love photographing people, especially people being cre
ative and having fun. I can do candid stuff where they're not aware of me. Or I can
interact with them and make photography part of the event. And that's just the begin
ning.

Steinman; You were able to immerse yourself in the Burning Man experience, yet
retain a distant dry witty anti-anthropological tone to your narration ofthe photo
graphs that seems to bring the commonperson closer to the humor of the event
How did this come about?

Comstock: Yes. You have to be part of it to really photograph it. But balanced with
an occasional detachment. And like much of the event, there is a strong sense of
tongue-in-cheek. The attitude of the narration was something I wrestled with for a
long time. I just couldn'tdo a 'straight' whatever; I don't knowwhat that wouldbe.
It would seem so pretentious. Where would I begin? It's so vast, the event and the
experience.

And then, as I've said, I was doing all kinds of different photography; photo-jour
nalism, portrait, humorous, political, philosophical, still life, interactive, landscape,
documentary, abstract-experimental. All this reflects the event itself. Of course, I'm
not thinking this as I'm shooting. I just shoot how I'm moved to shoot at the moment.
But then you end up with a wide variety of shots. To give a straight descriptionor
explanationor whatever of each shot seemedunimaginable to me. So I did this par
ody of an anthropological study (I wouldn't call it anti-anthropologocal) which was
obviously ridiculous but also obviously intentionally ridiculous.

This had the effect, I hope, of emphasizing some quality in the image by point
ing out its opposite. This way, I could make a comment about some aspect of the
shot, on something other than an intellectual level. This technique lets the audience
realize in his own head what's going on, rather than me telling them directly. It draws
them in, hopefully.

Steinman: I think this was very successful in bringing together that part of the
audience that wouldn'tgo near the Burning Man experience themselves as well as
those who now want to go after seeing your work.



Adjusting the Stereo Window
hy David W. Kuntz

This article provides an introduction to the actual
process of adjusting the depth relationship between elements in
a photograph and the stereo window. To start this discussion,
it's necessary to understand the concept of homologous points.
These are simply the corresponding parts of the scene in the
left and right images of a stereo pair. The example below
shows the two homologous points that we're usually most con
cerned with in an actual stereo pair. What appears closest here
is the front tire of the bicycle, and the farthest point in this
scene is the top of a distant tree. When mounting this particu
lar image, we would probably want to have the near point (the
front tire) appear to be right at the stereo window, but not
through it; this gives the photograph maximal impact, without
making it unpleasant to view.

Homologous far points

Left X. Right

Homologous near points

For a given stereo mount, let's call the distance from
the left edge of the left mount window lo the left edge of the
right mount window "d." This is indicated in the top right fig
ure, which is supposed to represent a mounted stereo pair, and
is set up for parallel freeviewing. When we mount a slide, any
homologous points that have a separation of d will appear to
be exactly at the window. This is the case for the front tire in
the top stereogram. The two dashed lines also have a separa
tion of d, and make it easy to gauge the spacing of the homolo
gous near points. In the middle stereogram, the right image is
shifted to the left (the left image wasn't moved). This reduces
the spacing between the homologous near points to less than d,
and pulls the tire through the window. In the bottom stere
ogram, the right image is moved to the right, increasing the
spacing between the homologous near points to greater than d.

• •

l. M •

This pushes the tire behind the window. Thus, adjusting the horizontal
spacing between homologous points in a stereo pair is how we set the
depth relationship between those points and the stereo window.
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A Quiet Evening at Home with Philip and Marie

Incredible as it may seem, SCSC President Philip Steinman does on
ocassion slow down from his many stereo photography activities and relaxes.
Of course the major part of his leisure time activities are involved with 3D. Here
a 2D camera man slyly photographed Philip and his fiancee Marie in the act of
enjoying a brand new 3D comic book from former SCSC President Ray Zone.
Shortly after Philip perused the dimensional wonders of Danger Girl 3D he was
back in the groove setting up an SCSC outing to Ghosts of the Abyss, James
Cameron's new IMAX 3D film, presiding over an SCSC Board meeting and
compiling the results of all the SCSC Competitions to date.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director).The 3D News is sent monthlyto all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

May 15 - Club Competition & Jim Long's 3D Slide Show

June 19 - 3D MovieA^ideo Night with John Hart

July 17 - SCSC Viewmaster Competition

August 21 - SCSC Club Awards Banquet, Slide of the Year

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.com
SCSC Website;

wwwJa3dclub.com

www.la3dclub.org
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Wilshire United

Methodist Church
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If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm the third Thursday of every month at the
United Wilshire Methodist Church at 4350

Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
90010. The entrance is on Plymouth Blvd.
and meetings are held in the newly renovat
ed basement meeting room.
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Change the
Awards Banquet

to August!

Mark your Calendar
NOW!

Don't miss the SCSC

Awards Banquet

August 21, 2003

Taix Restaurant
1911 Sunset Blvd.

LA 90026

July meeting will be at the
Methodist Church as usual

See you all there!
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SCSC Members Party It Up in 3D
with Theatre Troupe

SCSC House Director Sean Isroelit, working
with fellow SCSC member Paul Taylor recently pro
duced an innovative anaglyphic movie that is incorpo
rated into a wild and blackly comedic play called The
Party Show staged by the Burglars of Hamm reperto
ry theatre group.

Premiering April 4th and running Fridays and
Saturdays at 8pm through May 11th at the Actor's Lab
Theater in Hollywood, (1514 N. Gardner) The Party
Show opens with a rowdy bang and video playback
taped in the lobby before the beginning of the play as
five desperate "thirty-something" characters try to
party hearty to please the most high "god" of revelry
Sammy Hagar, who appears in lordly glory via video
playback to the craven partygoers who make obeisance
to the erstwhile deity.

Midway through the play the audience mem
bers don re(hblue glasses they were given upon enter
ing to view a bizarre fantasy movie in anaglyphic 3D
which depicts the partyers' dream life in outrageous
visual constructs that range from magical spheres to
distended tongues with imagery that effectively
invades the audience space.

To create the anaglyphic movie, Sean worked
with Burglar of Hamm actor/writer Victor Ortado, his
partner at MediaLair, a multi-media company based in
Hollywood. Stereoscopic filmmaker and SCSC mem
ber Paul Taylor used twin CCD video heads to record
the actors in 3D over a green screen. Isroelit and
Ortado subsequently composed the live actors in
anaglyphic 3D over computer-generated backgrounds
that are quite surreal.

Sean Isroelit is definitely an innovator. He
has been working on a 'world's first' for stereoscopic
motion pictures which he will present in Space 21,
Saturday and Sunday, May 3 & 4 from 12pm to 6pm at
the Santa Fe Art Colony (2401 So. Santa Fe Ave).

May SCSC Meeting Wrap-up
by Susan Pinsky

It was a night like any other spring night. Dark clouds
threatened to rain in April - not your normal Los Angeles weather.
Something different was in the air. The Stereo Club of Southem
CaliforniaApril meeting had an energy to it. The LA Marathon had
takenplace recently andwe wereall goingto run alongside the thou
sands of runners who sweat out the 26.2 miles. Only we were going
to doit on thedusty roads ofourlanguishing minds - by watching an
exciting 3-D slide show!

Philip Steinman documented the year-long training for this
intensive effort. His 3-D slides and commentary ran along at a pace
that made each viewer consumed with physical exhaustion. He took
us all along on a journey requiring training from August through
March, finishing with a medal, personal gratification, and the sweet
glory of accomplishment.

The evening was filled with diversity. David Starkman
began with a mini workshop explaining the "stereo window" —with
explicit props to demonstrate this important stereo slide mounting
concept.

Lynn Wyett then did a follow-up on a mini-workshop he did
earlier in the year on how to increase camera stability both with, and
without, the use of a tripod. He had demonstrated the use of a "string
pod", which requires the use of a special knot that can be slid for
adjustment, but stays tight under tension. He demonstrated this once
again, and handed out string knot samples to anyone who wanted one.

Finally we were treated to the PSA Traveling Slide
Exhibition. This contained a marvelous assortment of 3-D slides from

makers around the world, representing nearly every technique in
dimensional image-making. The San Diego Stereo Club sent us 11
fascinating slides from the Scott Watson competition. The quality of
the images in this exhibition was truly outstanding!

The evening ended with David Starkman doing quick "show
& tell" of the 1930 Rolleidoscope medium-format stereo camera. This
camera, made by the same company that makes the famous Rolleiflex
camera, uses 120 rollfilm, and takes slides that are 6cm x 7cm (about
2.25" X2.5") each. It was a glorious evening. The moon was full, the
brain was stimulated, and the scent in our memories were musky with
sweat from the marathon.

David Starkman

demonstrates the

principles ofthe
stereo window by

using a real 'stereo
window' in space.
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PSA Traveling Stereo
Exhibition

The PSA Traveling Stereo
Exhibition has been traveling since 1955
and this year it spotlighted a lot of excel
lent stereo work. Our club is required to
choose one first, one second, one third,
and five honorable mentions. These are

reported back to the exhibition chairper
son who keeps a record ofall votes. A first
place vote is assigned four points, second
three, third two, and each honorable men
tion one. At the end of the exhibition the

votes are tallied and a PSA Gold Medal is

awarded to the image with the highest
total number of points. Silk ribbons are
awarded to the Honorable Mentions. In

addition, a paper ribbon is given for each
of the eight images voted on by each club.
Seehttp://www.dddphotography.coni/psat
ravel/index.htm for more information.

My thanks to our three judges
who also judged the Scott Watson for the
San Diego Stereo Camera Club. The judg
ing for Stereo Club of Southern California
were Ray 3D Zone, Oliver Dean & John
E. Hart. It was an enjoyable aftemoon.

The judges picks were;
1st - "Red + Phineas" by Boris Starosta
of Charlottesville, VA
2nd - "Waiting for his Solo" by Robert
Bloomberg of Forest Knolls, CA
3rd - "Sandstone Desert" by Pauline
Sweezey-Frederickson
HM's: "Full Steam Ahead by" by Joe
Hohmann of Media, Pennsylvania
"Jelly Dreams" by Robert Bloomberg of
Forest Knolls, CA
"Zzzzzzz " by Klaus Kemper of
Germany
"My Secret Place" by - Peter
Scbnebagen of Germany
"Racing Ahead" by Andrew Read of
Australia

hy Lawrence Kaufman

Upcoming SCSC Meetings:

May 15, 2003 - The final SCSC
Club Competition and The Jim Long 3D
slide conversion show. (Schedule Change)
Due to a last minute scheduling conflict the
Tony Alderson stereo slide show is being
rescheduled to a later date. Jim Long will
present his fabulous work of stereo conver
sion. Jim has only been doing stereo con
versions since attending a workshop at last
year's National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) convention in Riverside. But he has
become a self-taught master! You will not
believe his incredible work. This is a pre
view of the show that Jim has put together
for this year's NSA convention, but we will
get to see the show presented in full resolu
tion stereo slide images, at NSA the show
will be presented digitally. You do not want
to miss this show!

The 5th and final SCSC club

stereo slide competition - this will be your
last chance to enter slides and one set of

make up slides, so get your best images
together and good luck!

3D Movie/Video Night.

Finally the SCSC 3D
MovieWideo division is coming back to
the regular club meeting. Dr. John E. Hart
is working overtime with his large group of
volunteers to bring you the most diverse
and entertaining evening of 3D entertain
ment. If you would like to help please con
tact John, he would love to hear from you.
Just one year ago it appeared that the movie
division was going to disband, but there is
a new group of excited enthusiast, so I pre
dict it will once again flourish. If you are
interested in joining contact John Hart at:
movies3d@aol.com. The movies meetings
are always a lot of fun with great 3D dis
cussions, camaraderie and even some 3D

movie/videos being screened.

July 17. 2003 (Schedule

Changed The SCSC View-

Master Competition.

Normally we hold the Annual
SCSC club Awards banquet in July, but
since this club year is so cram-packed we
will be moving the Awards Banquet to
August. Once again the View-Master
Competition will be judged at the July
club meeting and then taken the following
week to the NSA convention for its pre
mier showing.

August 21. 2003 - The
Annual SCSC Club Award

Banquet.

SCSC will again meet at Taix
restaurant to swear in the club officers and

celebrate the year with the distribution of
the awards for the previous year.

Charley Van Pelt's View-

Master Business

For as long as I can remember
Charley Van Pelt has operated a small,
home-based business to supply View-
Master Collectors with hard-to-fmd View-

Master titles, mainly scenic and travel
subjects. Recently Charley tumed this
business over to our own Steve Berezin.

Here is Charley's announcement:
"I am happy to tell you that

Steve Berezin / Berezin Stereo Photo

Products will take over my inventory of
View-Master titles and will continue

where I left off, and will make them avail
able to View-Master Collectors by way of
his website and direct mailings. I plan to
continue offering my Lewis & Clark
View-Master series as well as other spe
cial View-Master projects that I have
planned in the future.



"Steve doesn't plan to stop there -
- in the near future he will offer more View-

Master titles and products. Fisher-Price /
View-Master has several new Scenic View-

Master titles in process, plus a major pro
gram to update and revise many of the cur
rent titles. Steve also publishes an extensive
catalog of other 3-D products, including
interesting View-Master subjects from
Holland. And —to make your ordering eas
ier, Steve accepts credit cards and has pro
vision to order directly from his website:
www.berezin.com/3d or you can phone at;
(949)215-1554."

House of Wax

1 am not surprised that after
months of surveys taken on the World Wide
Web, that Warner Brothers has apparently
decided not to release a 2D/3D version of

"House of Wax" on DVD. Warner Brothers

has been planning to release a new DVD of
"House of Wax" and had placed a survey
page up for people to respond. It has now
been announced that "House of Wax" will

have a Halloween 2003 release and at this

time it appears the DVD will be a "double
feature" which will also include "Mystery in
the Wax Museum".

Keystone-Mast Stereo Images
New Stereoscopic Museum

In October third generation stere-
ographers Lance and Eric Johnson saw their
longtime dream of opening a stereoscopic
museum come true. The Johnson brothers

have maintained and expanded a personal
collection ofKeystone products and memo
rabilia as well as that of other stereographic
companies and related materials for some
time now.

The Johnson family has long held
a meaningful connection to the Keystone
View Company and to stereography. Lance
and Eric's grandfather Charles, a Swedish
immigrant, who began a 43-year career at
Keystone View Company four years after it
was founded in 1892. Keystone Production
head Harold Johnson, their father worked at

Keystone for 53 years before he retired in
1976. Their mother Isabel worked at

Keystone as a commercial artist and met her
fumre husband there.

Eric Johnson introduced himself

to me at the NSA Buffalo convention. He

told me a little of the history of the new
Johnson-Shaw Stereoscopic Museum now

located at 423 Chestnut Street, Meadville,
Pennsylvania 16335, Phone (814) 333-
4326. The museum is currently only open
October thru Eebruary, Wednesday,
Thursday, Eriday, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.,
Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. and closed
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday. It is also open
by appointment.

George Shaw, one of the people
the museum is named for, preserved some
70,000 stereoscopic views and other
equipment, moving them to a warehouse
in Franklin instead of the trash dump,
where they stayed for 26 years. Shaw
read about the Johnson brothers dream

and looked them up. The Johnson broth
ers and everyone else thought Shaw's
stuff had been carried to a landfill. The

brothers persuaded Shaw to donate the
materials to the museum. The Shaw items

are in unbelievable shape. The stuff was
still in the original cabinets.

The museum includes thou

sands of stereoviews, documents and
books from the former Keystone View
Company. The company, which was
based in Meadville, PA was once the
largest and was the last maker of stereo
scopes in the world before it folded in
1978.

Stereo Exhibitions

In January I challenged our new stereog-
raphers (I should have included our sea
soned stereo-photographers also) to take
your stereo photography to the next level
- International competitions.

There are many great stereo
pictures entered in Photographic Society
of America (PSA) salons (also called
competitions or exhibitions). I enjoy
entering myself. The idea behind this sys
tem is to promote stereo photography.
The salon is exhibited to the public. We
get to see some of the best stereo pictures
from all over the world. This has inspired
a lot of people. In order for the exhibi
tions to continue there must be exhibitors.

PSA is an organization that puts
a "seal of approval" in certain stereo exhi
bitions. PSA has other functions also, plus
branches for all photographers. Visit the
PSA-Stereo Division web page at:
http ://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/

Many photographers use their
local clubs as a proving ground for their
work and the images that score the best
are sent onto international competitions

where accepted images are selected by a
panel ofjudges. The accepted, honorable
mention and award winners are then

exhibited to at least two audiences or

groups.

If you are not a Photographic
Society of America (PSA) member, you
should really think about joining.
Members receive the monthly PSA
Journal full of photo tips, information on
upcoming exhibitions and other helpful
advice. Plus members' acceptances into
exhibitions go towards a "Star Rating".
The more acceptances the more 'stars'
you can acquire - but you must be a PSA
member. We have a few file copies in the
SCSC club library if you wish to check
them out. Visit the PSA website at:

http://www.psa-photo.org. PSA approved
means that acceptances earned in these
exhibitions count towards PSA Star rat

ings and the PSA Stereo "Who's Who"
list (for PSA members).

The PSA Stereo Division's website:

http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/ has a
number of current Exhibition entry
forms.

Closing dates and contacts
for other upcoming Stereo

Exhibitions:

Cascade Stereoscopic Club (CSC)
Exhibition. Format: Slides, Cards,
Electronic. Closing date: June 10, 2003.
Shab Levy, 6320 SW 34th Ave,
Portland, OR 97201-1082. Email:
shab@easystreet.com Fees: Slides or
Cards: $7.00 - Digital: FREE

40th Annual PSA Stereo Sequence.
Format: Slide Sequences (2-18 images).
Closing date: June 18, 2003. H. Lee
Pratt, APSA, Stereo Sequence
Competitions Director, 107 Kipper Lane,
Madison, AL 35758-7706 USA. E-mail:
leepratt@knology.net Tel: (256) 325-
1854 evenings. Eees: $10.00 in U.S.
funds for first Sequence entry, $5 for sec
ond entry, $5 for third entry (from all
countries)

View Master International Stereo

Sequence. Format: View-Master reels.
Closing Date: July 15, 2003. Mitchell
Walker, PO Box 581, Pacific Palisades
CA 90272. Email: MitchBear@aol.com
Fees: $7 North America, $9 all others.



Competitions Report by Philip Steinman

March 3D Madness Gathering
The March SCSC exhibition was a moving show of some great 3D photography being done by our stereo club. The

judges were experienced SCSC wirmers. They included: James Comstock- best new exhibitor NSA 2002 and 1999 Silver
Medallist in the SCSC year end Non-Conventional Category , Mike McKinney- who has won 6 year end SCSC cumulative
medals since 1997, including 3 straight A Standard Golds from '91-99 along with 1 Silver and 2 Bronze since then; and Scott
Ressier- 1998 Rookie of the Year & Gold Medallist in 2000 year end A Standard (dethroning the Great Mike). The discerning
judges have high standards (and rightly so!) and gave scores of 22 or higher to only 3 slides in the A Group Conventional cat
egory. Honorable Mentions (22) went to: Sean Isroelit for Cruising. Robin Burks won Awards (with 23s) for bothfeet/fish
and Curly. In the B Group Conventional category the judges came back from Vegas with 7 21s and a record like number of
Blue Ribbon Awards went out to Paul Spencer's LA Fire Dept LA Marathon, Chuck Bernhart's SmallWaterfall and We are
in Utah, Joe Santos Continental Divide and Lower Gorge, and Rick Sawyer's Beam Shade and HR Rock. In the Non-
Conventional category, scores of23 or higher were given to 4 images; garnering HMs to Kathy Day's Kern Kaweah River and
Robin Burk's Cubism. The Awards went to Abe Perlstein's Long Shadows and Philip Steinman's Gunsight Butte Low
Shoreline. Special thanks to our projectionist David Starkman, and score keepers Kathy and Sean.

How slides should he scored is always a heated debate, but our scoring system of 5-9 has remained unchanged for
years and become a tradition with SCSC. At our last board meeting, April 10,1 proposed that we add 6.5 and 7.5 to the range
of possible scores, but the board members instead voted for a different more moderate change. In order to encourage our judges
to use the full scale of scoring 5-9, starting next competition season in September of 2003, we will assign modified meanings
to our 5-9 scale. Currently we use 9 for Award, 8 for HM, 7 for PSA exhibition level, 6 for good snapshot, 5 for technically
flawed. Thisis a crudedescription, and the fullwriteup can be readin Mitch Walker's Hollywood Exhibition Catalog. Next
seasonwe will use 9 for Award and HM, 8 for exhibition level, 7 for good shot, 6 for snapshot, and 5 for technically flawed.
This competition season (through 4 completed judgings) hasproduced scores of 25 for only 2 images, 24 for2 images, and23
for 4 images in theAstandard Conventional Realist format. This change should enliven thespirit of thecompetitions by using
the full scale, as 9s are currently rarely used, if ever. And hopefully, nextseason we'll seemore 3Dphotographers participat
ing with better images to make it easier onourtough judges J, butwhy wait until then, westill have one more competition to
go this season!

As we wrap up the competition year, it's time to start thinking of your 5 best/favorite images to submitby June 19th
ascandidates forthe SCSC Slide of theYear. Besure topick upanentry form at theMay 15th meeting. In theFebruary Inter-
Stereo Club Competition, SCSC scored 51 points and finished 3rd, hutwe are in 1stfor theseason thanks to thejudges of the
February host club, Sydney (yes, Australia). We get to double ourFehscores because we were host in Nov, so with thegen
erous high numbers the Sydney judges handed out to all the clubs, ours is doubly good, putting us in first place after 2 of 3
events. (The SCSC host club judges gave lower overall scores to all the ISCC clubs in Nov). Ourgood standing was notby
the judging, but rather bysome terrific slides from Susan Pinsky, Drinkfor Phoebe placing 2nd overall, and KathyDay, Above
Rae Lakes placing 4th overall!

Below are the current SCSC 2002-3 Season Standings after 4 (of5) competitions. Each of our 3 judges award each
slide a score of5-9, for a possible point range totaling between 15-27. After 4 SCSC exhibitions, full participation by submit
ting 12 slides thus farmeans you'llhave at least 180 points! The upcoming 5th competition is thelast chance to submit make
up slides ifyou have not kept pace. The May Mash always marvels the audience with a dazzling display ofmany deep images.
It's a thriller seeing everyone scrambling to end the year with enough makeup entries. So arrive early, fill outone of our new
entry forms, submit those makeups, and close outthe year with full participation. Complete participation is anaward everyone
can win at the year-end summerbanquet! Bring a friend.

A Group Conventional B Group Conventional A Groun Non-Conventional
Robin Burks 260 Chuck Bemhardt 227 Abe Perlstein 259
Chris Olson 249 Rick Sawyer 218 Philip Steinman 249
Sean Isroelit 245 Paul Spencer 185 Lawrence Kaufman 235.5
Lawrence Kaufinan24L9 John Hart 170 Kathy Day 201
Abe Perlstein 239 Brano Lizzi 167 Steve Berezin 175.9
Bob Phillips 170 Joe Santos 113 David Saxon 152
Susan Pinksy 129.8 Fred Peters 76 Ray Zone 137
David Starkman 115.9 Jim Long 57 David Starkman 120
Ray Zone 112 Mark Kemes 57 Susan Pinsky 114
David Thompson 62 Randy Koenig 56 Charley Van Pelt 58

Robin Burks 58

Bob Phillips 57

B Group Non-Conventional
Jim Long
Rick Sawyer
Herb Abrams

Doug Carson
John Hart

265

236

108

59

56



Field Trip Report

19 SCSC see Ghosts of the Abyss in
IMAX 3D Sat 4/19!

Our outing to see Ghosts of the
Abyss in 3D Saturday 4/19 at the Bridge
was a huge success as 19 SCSC people
showed up! This was a last minute
announcement made at our 4/17 meeting
(where Marie handed out flyers) and a
post to our SCSC yahoo group, but the
event tumed out to be a lot of tun, and

everyone got the discount price of $6
admission! ($10 regular price).

I am going to write a letter to
Disney requesting a free screening for
SCSC members and a tour of the 3D pro
jection system (as the manager of the
Bridge refused my request despite our
large enthusiastic 3D group. Maybe
they'll say yes, maybe no., we'll see.

Later this year Ray Zone
reports that many vintage 3D films will be
playing in select LA theatres. When we
find out the dates we'll post SCSC Outing
messages here and announce
them at our SCSC meetings. This is sure
to be a lot of fun too.

Encourage your friends to subscribe to
the SCSC Yahoo 3Dphoto Email Group.
Post message:
3dphoto@yahoogroups.com
Subscribe: 3dphoto-
subscribe@yahoogroups.com
Unsubscribe: 3dphoto-
unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

—Philip Steinman
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The orchid Iris Tectorum as captured in stereo by James Comstock

The James Comstock Interview by Philip Steinman
Part Five

Steinman: Have you presentedyour 3D shows to non-3D crowds? How do they
respond (and will they come to SCSC exhibitions)?

Comstock: Yes, as I've described earlier, I've done two shows at the Huntington Library,
one at the L.A. Arboretum, one at the Otani Hotel for an Orchid conference, and one in
South Africa at a Clivia (another plant) conference. I'm doing one in June for another
orchid group. And I was asked to do one in New York for a World Orchid Conference.

Steinman: You have successfully developed a vision ofbeauty in your orchidphotogra
phy as well as your Burning Man experience. What advice would you give someone
who has never put a show together, but wants to make theirfirst show?

Comstoek: Focus on what the show is about. Some people may be able to meander
successfully all over the place. But clarity of vision helps answer a lot of questions about
what direction to take, and what to include or exclude.

Steinman: What's yourfavorite way to introduce someone to stereo photography?

Comstock: My 3-D viewer. Its intimate and startlingly clear. But I also love to
project a private show.The viewer gives the clearest image. But the psychological effect
of a huge projected image is stunning.

Steinman: Favorite stereo viewer?

Comstock: I love my lighted H. de Wijs viewer;

Steinman: Favorite stereo camera?

Comstock: I have a couple Realist cameras and an RBT. They each have their strengths
and weaknesses. I can't say I love either of them (but you sure couldn't take them away
from me!).

Steinman: Most usedfdm stock?

Comstock: Each film has its own characteristics that I would consider using depending on
the purpose of the shot. But generally I use Fuji Provia F.

Steinman: Favorite light?

Comstock; Probably about 4400 angstroms.



stereo Mounting - Practical Tips
hy David Kuntz

The last several articles have discussed the theo

retical aspects of mounting stereo slides. We discovered
that proper mounting requires the ability to precisely con
trol the relative horizontal position of the two film chips
in the mount. Specifically, it was shown that setting the
location of the stereo window requires fixing the spacing
between corresponding (homologous) points in the left
and right images. In particular, to make a given point in
the image appear at the stereo window, those homolo
gous points must be separated by the same distance as
the window apertures.

How do we achieve this in practice, since it
must be accomplished with sub-millim.eter accuracj'?
Actually, it's not all that difficult, and there are readily
available tools that make the task substantially easier.
One simple tool can be constructed from the mounts you
are using. Simply take a mount and slice off most of the
right aperture side. Fold a piece of tape over the mount
to allow you to hold and move the gauge when it is in the
viewer.

Take the gauge and a stereo photo you are
mounting and place both of them in the viewer (it works
best if the gauge is in frontof the slide). Movethe gauge
until the left edge of its left aperture is over a point
whose position relative to the window you want to check.
Blink back and forth between the left and right images.

If the image feature you are looking at is aligned
exactly the same way relative to the gauge aperture in the
left and right images, then it must have a separation that
is the same as the spacingbetween the mountapertures.
This means that this point is precisely at the window. If
that image feature is to the right of the gaugeaperture on
the right side, then it's behind the window; if it is to the
left of the gauge aperture on the right side, then it's eom-
ing through the window.

In the example illustrated here, we see slightly
more of the girl's face on the right side, so her face will
appear behind the window (ffeeview it to see). If we
wanted that part of the image to appear at the window,
we would move one or both of the film chips toward the
center of the mount until that feature lined up the same
way relative to the gauge on both sides.

One of the advantages of this approach (besides
the fact that it's readily available to you and extremely
inexpensive) is that it enables you to perform the com
parison under magnification (in the viewer). This is key
to achieving the level of precision required. Without
magnification, it's often difficult to see the very slight
imagedifferences that end up making a big difference
when an image is projected.

A simple mounting gauge

Cut a mount most of the

way through the right aperture

Put a piece of tape on Itso that
you can move It in the viewer

Put it In the viewer and
slide it over the image

Compare the position of an object
to the edge of the gauge
in the left and right images


